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Time To Face Facts 

Vote For Perot 
10/26/92 #1 HATONN axd you cannot program out goodness the things Gritz offers and would work 

when it is predominant in the soul being- through Constitutional channels. THAT 
I am petitioned over and over again as to so, when approached with the overall plan, CAN BE CHANGED. 

why “other” patriot Journals have really he declined-and I told you as much. Fur- Next, then, what would Hatonn sug- 
pushed Gritz on the front page and we have ther, the plans he offers are la-la land gest? OK-here is what I suggest but YOU 
not lately. Number one, we are NOT a fantasies built on the assumption that are going to make your own decisions. I 
“patriot” Journal. I am a Host of God- there is integrity in Congress. There is repeat, politics stinks as rotted death and 
NOT a politician and, furthermore, I want NOT. So, he petitions you-the-people to do I am not a politician and the governments 
YOU to see the whole of the picture and the work. Are you willing to do so? It has today ARE MY ENEMIES! 
make your decisions on REASON and not NOT PROVEN THAT WAY IN THE PAST- WhatIutyeonestodoLFYOURE- 
because of sheepleness. So, let us consider AFTER ELECTION DAY! So, what do you RUY W~TOCJUNGE YOUR NATIOIY- 
this election come upon you-AGAIN! have? IS TOATLEASTGO WRHCHANK3Ef You 

I told you the original plan of the Repub- As I also told you, Mr. Perot was”pushed know you get slop and poison from the two 
licans to bring Perot aboard as VP, then too far”- THE REPUBLICANS SET HIM parties in point. Can a change be worse? 
allow him to fall into the Presidency-then UP WITH THEIR DIRTY TRICKS AND HE Yes and no. If you push for big change, 
on health (probably] deterioration Perot RESPONDED INTELLIGENTLY AND EM- they will pull the government down. If, 
would become President, pardon Bush and PHATICALLY. What will he do here on in? however, you do not make the change, you 
thus and so. This was first planned to I can’t be sure for in the ending he will do are in the full path of TOTAL destruction of 
happen with Baker but it didn’t get done at that which serves the nation and his per- your fundamental national sovereignty. 
the convention so didn’t work out. I also ception of you-the-people in the long-run. What I do see is possibility in great mea- 
told you that Perot was a “very good” man, He doesnot understandnor have access to sure to the point of a cup filled to the 

’ It is Getter 
overflow in TWO pa6sibmties: one, ELECT 
PEROT on Tuesday and DEMAND HE 

for a city to WORK WITH GRIT2 AS TOP ADVISOR 

6e governed 
ONTHEBA23ISOFCONSTITUTION,DEBl’ 

6y a good 
PAYMENT, ETC. Peiot has PROMISED 
TO “BE ALL EARS” TO YOUR VOICES- 

man than SO VOICE THIS DEMAND! If Perot does 

even 6ygood not win-YOU START ON THE 1996 

hws. 
GRITZ CAMPAIGN ON WEDNESDAY! 

-Aridot~ Pleusesee PEROT, page 30 

"V'HE PHOENLXLJBERATOR Is Not pUbiished By And Has No Aflihtion With 
Americawest Airlines, Inc.” 
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Russian 

And 
10/‘19/92 W2 HATONN 

From Jim F., Florida: 
Oct. 7, 1992 
Dear Hatonn, 

How about a little con.nnationfrom a 
newspaper or two? How about there is “no 
such thing as an (1) electron beam gun that 
can cause an earthquake”? Well, if you 
read the article inclosed, from NASA-printed 
in an Elite owned newspaper, Ocala Star 
Banner, 4 August, 1992 you will see that 
*NASA prepares for electrifying shuttle ex- 
periment!” It’s right there in it. And (2) 
*Hatonn are you crazy? They can’t ignite 
the ionosphere!” Well, if the satellite’s wire 
cable hadnY gotten stuck it is now evident it 
would have been ignited as was the full 
itieti-but for some reason the darn thing 
couldn’t get unstuck. And (3), thank you! 

“Oh!* you people say, “there is no 
such thing as a Cosmosphere, i.e., a space 
platform. ?” Well, you just keep reading this 
article, please. People, open your eyes! 

Then the Wall Street Journal, 2 Oct. 
1992 presents the story of a Moscow jinx 
that shows they can &ntml the weather. 
They have Ameticans~.figured out pretty 
good don’t they? Theyput this Ostufr you 
tell us into print and tuejust giggle and go on 
as if .nothing is there. 

In this article under “Weather Extor- 
tion” (1) It could divert typhoons, so how 
about creating one? (2) It could even have 
transformed hurricaneAndrewintoawimpy 
“squall”. Then how about transforming 
Andrew into a 180 mph killer? Ifpeople read 
the whole article maybe, just maybe, they’ll 
wake up. 

Feel free to copy my letter and the two 
articles and even correct spelling, etc. 

May Cod Aton help us, please. pith 
pleasure, son.] 

With Love and Hope, 
Jim 

*** 

Ocala Star-Banner, Tuesday, August 4, 
1992: 

NASA PREPARES FOR ELECTRIFY- 
ING SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT 

CAPE CANAVERAL-Astronauts test- 
fi=d electron beam .quns aboard Atlantis 
on Monday for the mission’s headlining act: 

Weather Control 

Beam Blasts 
flying a half-ton metal ball on 12 miles of 
electricity-generating cord hooked to the 
space shuttle. 

The experiment-a daring space 
first-was set to begin Tuesday afternoon 
with the unreeling of the slender but sturdy 
tether across Earth’s electrically charwed 
iO?tOSphtW. 

NASA expects the clothesline-like 
cable between the Ralian satellite and shuttle 
toproduce up to 5.000 volts of electricity 
as the formation zooms alonq at nearly 
5 miles per second! [H: This would do it, 
old friends! ] 

“The difficulty in this mission is that 
we don’t know what’sgoing to happen when 
we deploy, ’ said NASA flight director Ron 
Dittemore. 

Thefirst satellite released by the as- 
tronauts, afree-j7~science PLATFORM, 
remained stuck in a precariously low orbit. 

The European Space Agency, which 
owns the $213 million Eureca satellite, 
passed on an orbital-raising opportunity 
Monday to give engineers more time to&- 
u= out what went ~ngafterthe craft 
was released Sunday. 

Eureca only got as high as 2 76 miles, 
44 miles short of its target. Its thrusters 
were stopped because the satellite appeared 
tilted wrong. 

The prime suspect was a satellite sun 
sensor that may have been programmed 
wrong. If that’s the case, the satellite was in 
the right place all along and controllers may 
try to ftre the thrusters again Tuesday, said 
a spokeswoman for the European Space 

43ency. 
On its present course, Eureca and its 

load of crystals, seeds, shrimp eggs, bacte- 
ria spores, solar monitors, cosmicdust catch- 
ersandtelesw~eue~ywiUsinlcthrPugh 
the atmosphere and bum up. The reusable 
satellite is scheduled for retrieval by shuttle 
astronauts next spring, provided it can be 
boosted. 

Engineers at the European Space 
Agency’s control center in Darn&at, w- 
manq, have struggled with satellite prob- 
lems since Saturday, a day after Atlantis 
blasted into space. 

The satellite was supposed to be freed 
Saturday, but spent an extra day on the 
shuttle crane because of communications 
wroblems. That wushed back everuthino 

else in the astronauts’ schedule, including 
the Tethered Satellite test. 

Atlantis dove closer to Earth on Mon- 
day--from264 miles to 184 miles-inprepa- 
ration for the 30-hour experiment. 

*** 

WEATHER CONTROL 

Wall Street Journal, October 2, 1992: 

MOSCOW FIRM OFFERS 
“WEATHER MADE TO ORDER*; 

WE REQUEST SUN 

MOSCOW: Rain, Rain, Go Away, Go 
Soak Someone Less Willing to Pay. I 
have been granted the power to control the 
weather. 

That’s what the people at Elate Intel- 
ligent Technologies Inc. promise. A small 
Russian company with big ambitions, Elate 
claims to have unlocked the secrets of the 
heavens. Its calling cards boast: “Weather 
made to order.” 

Igor A’mgoff, Elate’s commercial di- 
rector, struts into this newspaper’s Moscow 
office to try to persuade a journalist that 
Elate is for real. A lanky young man with 
long hair and thick mustache, Mr. Pirvgoff 
comes equipped with a thick dossier of 
graphs, weather maps and scientific testi- 
monials to make his case. Using electrical 
energy, he says, Elate oanfine-tune weather 
patterns overa2OOmile mnge-andforjust 
$200per day. 

“Do you remember that strong wind 
in Moscow two days ago?” he asks. “We 
created that. I) 

WEATHER EX2URTION 

When Elate isn’t creating wind, he 
explains, the company can clear up Sruius- 
trial smnq, DIVERT TYPHOONS and chase 
away acid min.” aItcouIdeveTlhave 
trwzsformed thvrtcane Andmw inb a 
wimp_vsuualL~ The systemis so effective, 
Mr. I%vgoff says, that Elate has pioneered 
what he calls “weather extortion*, in which 
it aguamntees’ organizers of outdoor events 
that it can provide perfect weather-for a 
steep fee. Those who balk are threatened 
with day-long showers. “Sure, it’s like a 
racket,,, says Mr. Pirogoff. “But it’s a new 
wau to make moneu. And it’s fun.” 
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For a skeptical journalist, what’s scientist withpenetrating blue eyes, seems officials at Bykovo airfield, where Elate’s 
needed is proof--a sign from above. Mr. unfazed. system is based. “At the very least, Ithink 
Pirogoff is thrilledfor the chance to show off Minutes later, as the experiment gets there has been no rain there, a he says. 
Elate’s technical prowess. Moscow’s under way, the clouds suddenly, indeed At Baykovo, an official responds over 
weather service has beenpredicting several magically, begin to disappear. The sun a crackling telephone line: “It’s been driz- 
mare days of rain. So I order fair weather pokes through for the first time in two days. zling here all day. Just like the weathermun 
and clearskies. “As you wish, D Mr. pirogoff Within a couple of hours, the late autumn predicted. m 
promises. Moscow sky is clearand blue. It has become END QUOTE 

Responding to my request, Elate’s a toasty Indian summer day. So you skeptics, you are left with your 
technicians at suburban Bykovo Airport sit A Russian colleague comments on the skepticism. Don’t fret over it. On the day that 
down at their computer terminals toprepare surprisingly superb weather. “I’m glad you Gritz had a rally in Tehachapi, the Elite 
a weather alteration experiment. The Elate like it, “Irespond, witha rwteofpride. There planned to take out most of California and 
system consists of dozens of aerials, each is suddenly a temptation, despite lingering promised total downpour on “our” parade. I 
25 feet tall, that discharge electrical energy skepticism, to suspend all disbelief. I or- didnt mind the rain so much, or thewind, but 
upward to react with ions in the air. The dered nice weather and they delivered. it did seem unseemly and ungracious to take 
wmpanysaysthesystemischeapr, cleaner IfElate canpull this off, perhapsit can out Californiaviathe San Andreas Fault line. 
and far more effective than cloud seeding or do everything it claims. Mr. Pokhmelnykhis So, the nice people “up-there” who can 
other techniques that have been able to trying to persuade Moscow to let him tackle override any ground based unit- far- 
wntrol rainfall. one of the Soviet Union’s worst ecological decided to make their point another way: 

disasters: the drying up of the Aral Sea, “OK, sir, we won’t take all the people out 
GUARANTEED, 100% which he believes resulted from the pres- [since we tied up their beam systems and all 

ence of huge power lines along the Volga who attended will remember there was NOT 
My order is placed on a Tuesday. River. Hesays hecanelectrically restore the one cloud-NOR even a helicopter in the air 

Elate guarantees that, from Thursday noon sea to life. to so much as monitor the occasion!] . . .but 
until Saturday evening, all of Moscow will On Thursday night, I crawl into bed Southern California will not have a drop of 
havegood weather, despite the gloomyfore- thinking that maybe, possibly, this is all for rain during their late summer rain season.” 
casts. “We’ll even try for sun, * Mr. Pirogoff real. HowmanyofyounotethatyouhaveNOT?(!!??) 
says, “but Ican assure you, 100% there will Then MotherNature has her say. It is I prefer to call it “negotiation” rather than 
be no rain. B Friday morning and the heavens have “compromise”. You call it what you like but 

The following day, a mere 24 hours opened. Visibility outside is about 20 feet. the Russians, from those space platforms 
before my unseasonably fine weather is Inside, my floors are soaked beneath win- and spheres, and now YOUR puppet-mas- 

~ supposed to begin, the skies are ominously dows foolishly left open. ters from the grid system, can control every- 
gray. It even starts to rain. Unannounced, 2 Emerging from the dowri&ur at my thing there is to control about the weather 
Mr. Pirogoff bursts into my office. a We did office is Mr. pirogoff. “It’s raining, D he says, systems. You have had fully-staged demon- 
this, too, D he says with an impish grin, poking his soaked head in the door. Still strationsfmm Hawaii to Florida-I can’t imag- 
pointing to the grim weather outside. “To smiling, he does a song and dance about ine what else you need! I hardly think the 
heighten the suspense.” poor communication among Elate’s staff. fi Elite Russians in those Cosmospheres are 

In post-Communist Russia, scores of turns out the engineer who knew about our going toallow alittle earth-bound scientist to 
entrepreneurial companies with clumsy experiment didn’t tell the other one, who “rain on their own parade”40 you? 
English names like Elate regularly seek out accidentally turned the system ofJ Or per- You have fully operational systems (actu- 
Western businessmen and journulists with haps, Mr.. Pirogoff says, the system. re- ally built by ‘T. Constable” and we have 
tales of miraculous and lucrative new tech- mained on, but not at peak power. written about it) that can actually clear a 
nologies. Some are legitimate: There are “All I know for sure is that when we basin, like Los Angeles, of smog in mere 
thousands of talented former Soviet state were in your office and the weather was days-with all the conditions of smog pro- 
scientists now using their brains to make an fine, the system was on, n he says. “After duction unchanged. Hisgmup hasdone so- 
honest buck. But an equal number are that, I don’t know. No one krwwss BUT, there is far too much money to be made 
phony. It’sjust hard sometimes to figure out In a last-ditch bid to preserve a shred by “smog industrie+--so, there you have it! 
who is whom. of credibility, Mr. Pirogoff suggests a call to Good luck and thank you, Jim. 

A little research reveals that, amona 
Moscow’s experts, Elate’s reput&ion ii 
mixed. Alexander Uspensky of the The Unjustice System And You 
Hydrometerological Center Gall& the 
company’s directors “charlatans”, while the HATONN 10/19/92#2 YEARS WITH MYRIADS OF COURT AP- 
chief air-traffic controller of Sheremetevo PEARANCES, HAVE THE EKKERS SO 
Airport prefers the term “bogus”. On the From Connecticut comes &formation MUCH AS BEEN “RECOGNIZED” IN THE 
other hand, Mikhail Malyei, military adviser from a reader forwarding more infdrmation COURTROOM, MUCH LESS BE ALLOWED 
to Russian President Boris Yeltsin, was from ConstitutionalRevival, P.O. Box3 182, TO SPEAK. THIS, WITH THE HELP OFTHE 
muchimpressed by a demonstnztionin which Enfield, Conn. 06083. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER’S MR. 
Elate seemed to clear up a thick fog blanket- There is very worthy instructional infor- DIXON IN ATTENDANCE! Still think you 
ing Sheremetevo. *This is ve y serious, s Mr. mation included in this document which have a good system over all? Think a bit 
Malyei says. might be VERY helpful to you citizens. It further and then consider what if it be you! 

The company’s founder, Lev speaks to the issue of abuse by the judicial 
Pokhmelnykh, is a respected physicist who system and even unto disallowing “trial by DIRECT CONFRONTATION 
specializes in ?electrostatics”. On Thurs- jury” as is Constitutional. This has been a 
day, Mr. Pokhmelnykhpays a call. It isjust MAJOR cause for delaying this property This is an information and show-to” 
minutes before my weather is due to begin legal abuse upon my people here in point. letter produced by Constitutional Revivai: 
and dark clouds are again forming over- Not only have they never yet been allowed June, July, August, Sept., 1992 
head. Mr. Pokhmelnykh, a white-haired a“jury hearing” but have NEVER, IN FOUR To All Who Seek Truth: 
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This is an era in which life can be 
very miserable for persons of principle. 
The politicians and policemen have been 
perfecting their age old craft of doing evil in 
the name of good while cleverly controlling 
the lives of supposedly free people. 

A recent example: Juanita Martin 
was on her way back to her house after 
dropping a runaway boy at his home, when 
she saw a police cruiser following her with 
his lights flashing. She pulled over to let 
him by, but he stopped behind her. She 
then went forward and the cruiser followed 
her all the way to her house. 

Juanitawent into the house as three, 
possibly four, other cruisers joined the first 
one. 

The policemen kept calling her to 
talk to them, and she kept yelling at them 
to stay off of her property. 

Juanita called me on the phone. I 
drove over, parked in the driveway next to 
her car and went in the house at her 
request. 

Meanwhile the police kept calling to 
her to talk to them, but they would not talk 
from the curb. She insisted that they talk 
from the curb, so it was a standoff. 

About ten minutes later, as Juanita 
was yelling at them to stay off of her 
property, two cops walked over to her car 
and one of them put a ticket under her 
windshield wiper. The police mob then 
went away. 

The “ticket,, listed charges of oper- 
ating while under suspension, failure to 
obey an officer’s signal and expired emis- 
sions sticker, all Constitutionally invalid 
charges. 

Unless the words “in such a manner 
as to cause harm, or clearly threaten harm 
to othersI can honestly be added to such 
charges as the above, the charges are 
Constitutionally invalid. 

The fact that the policemen went 
away shows that they recognize that they 
needed a warrant to go onto private prop- 
erty to apprehend someone. It is unfortu- 
nate that they seem to be unaware that 
even out on the highway a car is private 
property, subject to the law of probable 
cause. 

*** 
The next seems to be in response to an 
“eviction/ejection” of ones, the Andrew 
Melechinskys, from their home. This 
seemed to have come about by “zoning” 
restrictions of unConstitutional nature. 
The Melechinskys did then, in fact, appeal 
to the court with OBJECTION TO AND 
DISCLAIMER OF DISMISSAL OF APPEAL 
AND CLAIM FOR RECONSIDERATION BY 
CONSTITUTIONALLY COMPETENT 
JUDGES. Our assumption must be that 
there was legal “objection” to the incident 
in point. The cause of action is not as 
important, readers, as is the procedure 
under discussion so don’t drift off the 

subject. This could help you if you pay 
attention, and, ifyou are in such apredica- 
ment with a court handing down a “dis- 
missal*, it may serve you well. So, let us go 
on and see what was given as objection. 

On April 9, 1991 this court “dis- 
missed,’ the appeal of Judge Nevas’s De- 
cember 23, 199 1, denial of the Plaintiffs’ 
“CLAIM FOR STAY OF EJECTMENT”, “for 
the reasons set forth below.” The= zuerre 
NO masonssetforth %elow*. 

Common sense, fair play and Con- 
stitutional imperatives dictate that the 
Appellants are entitled to know how this 
court can justify acting in such an irre- 
sponsible and inexcusable manner. 

Decent judges who take their oaths 
of office seriously cannot turn away per- 
sons seeking the protections of the Consti- 
tution, without at the very least providing 
wording out of the Constitution negating 
such protections. 

The Melechinskys have been griev- 
ously harrned by the unlawful seizure of 
their home by U.S. Government officials 
acting in conspiracy with U.S. District Court 
judges. It is the duty of the judges of this 
court to alleviate that harm to-whatever 
extent possible. 

Somewhere in the recesses of the 
Appellate Court building is a courtroom 
with a judge who is primed and eager to 
give this case the Constitutionally oriented 
handling to which it is entitled. 

The Appellants need only to assert a 
claim to appear in’ that courtroom. 

The Appellants hereby assert that 
claim. 

The court is reminded that there is 
no power delegated in the Constitution 
which would allow the U.S. Government to 
claim the home property of Mary and An- 
drew Melechinsky in its own court, and 
that ABSENT TRIAL BY JURY THERE CAN 
BENOLAWFULSEIZUREOREJECI’MENT. 

The Appellants claim a reconsidera- 
tion before the above mentioned Constitu- 
tionally competent Appellate court at which, 
in addition to the retroactive approval of 
their claim for a Writ of Prohibition, an 
order is issued requiring Defendant 
Andersen to return the Melechenskys and 
their belongings to their former status. 

Quick approval of the Appellants’ 
claims is imperative in order to soften, to 
whatever extent possible, the unconscio- 
nable trauma to which the Melechinskys 
have been subjected. 

DISCLAIMER 

By taking part in this action, Andrew 
Melenchinsky has not submitted will- 
ingly to the jurisdiction of the federal 
court system. He is simply acknowledg- 
ing that the federal officials have demon- 
strated that they have the physical fire- 
power to force him into that jurisdiction in 
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order to seek redress. 
This court does have jurisdiction to 

provide that redress. and (Signatures) 
*** 

In another case concerning Leo Berning, 
we shall offer one last case. Please remem- 
ber that we are not practicing lawyers but 
we are continually contacted and informa- 
tion is requested for updates and “What 
can we do?,, This is only a smattering of 
things that others DO, which you might fit 
to your needs or suggest your own attorney 
does in your behalf. Better yet, have con- 
tact with ones who KNOW or are willing TO 
LEARN, such as the Constitutional Law 
Center. I further recommend that Mr. 
Dixon get in touch with Mr. Andy Mel of 
Constihttiorud Revival (address given above) 
and see if there is a working arrangement 
of value herein. At the least Mr. Mel will 
know some attorneys or Constitutionalists 
who can give input to the Law Center and 
perhaps relieve some of the mammoth load 
of burden of overload on you ones in Sac- 
ramento. It is time to consolidate as patri- 
ots and how better than through the very 
law itselfl? 

TRAVAILS OF LEO BERNING 

Leo’s command and usage of the 
English language are very poor but if you 
keep reading his papers it becomes obvi- 
ous that he has been badly mauled by the 
system. He says that in 62 court cases he 
has been involved in he has consistently 
been denied his right of trial by jury and 
has never had any of his other rights 
honored. r)l[: Unfortunately, the very 
fact that he has had 62 cases before a 
court is somewhat disconcerting be- 
cause these people who continue to be 
before the court on all manners of issues 
are considered troublemakers and 
%rackpots” and this does not help a 
plight of a nation of citizens but rather 
has a tendency to even cause the citi- 
zens with “cause” to react badly to the 
individual in point. Be careful that you 
do not likewise abuse a system that can 
come down very hard without cause at 
any rate and bring more pressure for the 
annoyances which are unnecessary. I 
make no judgement, nor even discern- 
ments regarding issues herein at point- 
it is just unlikely that a citizen with so 
many continual issues would be given 
gracious respect as demanded. It is not 
Wght”; it is simply the uway it is”. I 
suggest that our people stay to issues of 
importance and keep the nit-picking 
out of center stage if you want REAL 
REFORM and not just snickering and 
ridicule.] 

There is no doubt that the right of 
trail by jury is being arbitrarily denied to 
tens of thousands of persons, including 
Leo, who would benefit from such trials. 
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If misdemeanor cases are included, 
as they should be under the Constitution, 
there are millions of people being denied 
their right of trial by jury. 

According to Leo, he has been done 
out of “1,832,850,000 of silver” without a 
trial by jury. 

(H: Please see what I mean right here; 
how can you offer m&h when there is no 
meaning given to li 1,832,850,000 of 
silvern . Are these “dollars”? Ounces? 
Pure silver or alloy? Silver paint? What? 
This goes beyond issues of “command 
and usage of the English language” and, 
though he should never be disrespected 
by the judicial system, it does become 
difficult to establish in this day and age, 
a starting place for understanding. The 
rest of his paper may well be totally 
substantiative but many judges will not 
read past that fmst line. What you NEED 
is a clearing house for HELP for a brother 
in trouble. I do not say this is “correct” 
behavior-but it is certainly the “nor- 
mal” current behavior of the court sys- 
tem. Quantity of “cases before the 
court” is not even in point here for in 
the instance of the Ekkers, there have 
been perhaps a hundred and fifty mo- 
tions before the court on this property 
issue-without hearings, trials or any- 
thing save hours of very expensive legal 
paperwork and quarrels with the judges 
in total cahoots with the opposition 
governmental agency in point, the RTC, 
as well as involving criminal actions of 
both the Savings and Loan in the case, a 
major brokerage house and other secret 
Elite participants which go all the way 
to the White House, The point I must 
make is that you ones need unity in 
order to cause the court to HAVE TO 
TAKE NOTE AND THAT CAN ONLY BE 
ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH DILIGENT 
WORK AND GOOD CONSTITUTIONAL 
DIRECTIVES.] 

His (Leo’s) worst detractor seems to 
be U.S. District? Judge? Carl EL Rubin of 
the United States District Court for the 
Southern District of Ohio, Western Divi- 
sion (Case No. CR-3-89-8) who ordered a 
probation revocation hearing on Septem- 
ber 18, 1992. [H: This is the only reason 
I printed this particular instance.] 

BACK TO JUANITA MARTIN & COURT 

So we make it on into a court situa- 
tion which was, of course, at best a ‘Kan- 
garooA trial. 

Afterwards it was proceeded to file a 
complaint against the ‘Judge” by Remon- 
strance and Claim for Corrective Action. 
“The citizens have a right to. ..apply...for 
redress of grievance.. . by.. .remonstrance.” 
Article First, Constitution of Connecticut. 

We the undersigned, who have ob- 
served the proceedings in this action for 

several days, are shocked, dismayed and 
outraged by the many violations of Consti- 
tutional law perpetrated by “Judge” 
Michael Sheldon. 

The following unlawful acts, among 
others, have served to frustrate most of the 
protections of Constitutional due process 
which the accused, Juanita Martin, is en- 
titled to rely on. 

1. “Judge” Sheldon has usurped 
jurisdiction in this matter, contrary to Ar- 
ticle III, Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution, 

“In all cases . . . in which a State shall 
be Party, .the Supreme Court .shall have 
.original Jurisdiction” and withoutthe prob- 
able cause jury finding required by Amend- 
ment IV in the words, “the right of the 
people to be secure in their persons . . . shall 
not be violated . . .” 

Said ‘Judge” Sheldon has thusmade 
himself a party to violations of CGS 53a- 
92, Kidnapping, and CGS 53a-94, abduc- 
tion. 

2. Said “Judge” Sheldon is pursu- 
ing a stale, therefore invalid action, in that 
the accused was forced to trial several 
months after, under duress, she signified 
her readiness for trial. Any delay of over 
three days violates Amendment VI of the 
U.S. Constitution which guarantees that, 

“In all criminal prosecutions, the 
accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy.. . 
trial .,.n (See also Article First of the 
Constitution of Connecticut). 

3. Said wJudge” Sheldon has denied 
to the accused, her absolute and 
unchallengeable right to have unlicensed 
counsel of her choice. This right is guaran- 
teed by Amendment VI of the U.S. Consti- 
tution, especially as supported by Amend- 
ment IX. 

Article First of the Constitution of 
Connecticut also guarantees the right of 
counsel, without restriction as to choice. 
(=No person shall be deprived of liberty.“) 
[H: Here is the other point for which I 
print this writing, you are given the 
Constitutional right to have counsel 
(UNLICENSED) IF YOU SO DESIRE.] 

4. Said “Judge” Sheldon excused 
his failure to abide by the above provisions 
of the U.S. Constitution by pontificating 
that the U.S. Constitution does not apply 
to the states, in blatant violation of Article 
V, Paragraph 2 of that Constitution which 
establishes clearly that, 

“This Constitution shall be the su- 
preme Law . . . and the Judges in every State 
shall be bound thereby; any Thing in the 
Constitution or Laws of any state to the 
Contrary notwithstanding.” 

. ..and with criminal disregard for 
Amendment XIV which mandates that, 

“No state shall make or enforce any 
law which shall abridge the . . . immunities 
of citizens of the United States . ..)) 

5. Said “Judge” Sheldon browbeat 
the accused into accepting a court ap- 

pointed, licensed, stand-by counsel as a 
condition of honoring her right to speak for 
herself (under duress). 

6. Said “Judge” Sheldon has el- 
evated court decisions above the Constitu- 
tion, using decisions which flagrantly vio- 
late the Constitution as justification for 
further violations, effectively cancelling 
many of the unalienable safeguards of the 
accused. 

7. Said “Judge” Sheldon has been 
browbeating the jury panelists into agree- 
ing: 

a. That they must accept the 
law, including his version of the Constitu- 
tion, as he dictates it to them, even if it 
violates their consciences. 

b. That they must apply his 
version of the law as he tells them to, even 
if it violates their conscience. 

c. That their unalienable right 
as sovereigns to have, and act on, an 
opinion of the law does not apply in this 
court. 

d. That they are not to be 
concerned over the possibility of the judge 
making a mistake because that can be 
corrected on appeal, ignoring the facts 
that: 

(1) The burden of proof shifts to the 
convicted person, who becomes guilty un- 
til proven innocent. 

(2) Appeals are prohibitively expen- 
sive, partly because, 

(3) The appeals ccurts dictate virtu- 
ally impossible procedures which must be 
followed by appellants, if they want their 
cases to be heard, and 

(4) Appellate courts demand large 
fees from appellants before their appeals 
can be filed, in violation of Article First of 
the Constitution of Connecticu t which guar- 
antees that, 

“Justice shall be administered 
without sale, denial or delay.” 

(5) The higher courts are very unre- 
ceptive to Constitutional claims of indi- 
viduals seeking their rights. 

8. Said “Judge” Sheldon did not 
allow the accused to make the panelists 
aware that when they take the oath they 
will become the judges in the case and that 
the judge will become a referee. 

9. Said ‘Judge” Sheldon instructed 
the panelists that his instructions are bind- 
ing, when indeed they. are not. 

10. Said *Judge” Sheldon has dem- 
onstrated that he intends to conduct some 
of the trial proceedings out of the presence 
of the jurors (judges), in violation of Amend- 
ment VI of the U.S. Constitution, 

“In all criminal prosecutions, the 
accused siall be entitled to a . . . public trial 

P . . . 
*** 

This case continues on into the next issue. 
of Constitutiona Revival but I believe it ha.s 
served our purposes. The point is, citizens, 
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that you no longer are given any rights 
under the Constitution-in your nation, 
You CAN offer rebuttal and ::nless the 
whole of you rise up and do so-you will 
continue to be buried under the “assump- 
tion” that what is being handed down is 
“law” and “acceptable” court procedure. 

It is, however, imperative that your pre- 
sentations be, at the least, correct or you 
will be “thrown out” of the court by lack of 
proper proceedings. Our people have been 
dismissed and not allowed reentry simply 
because the cLform” utilized was not “au- 
thorized” in format. This, too, is not proper 
but by the time you tight just for the sake 
of fighting, you run out of funds and ability 
to stay long enough to get any “law” deter- 
mined. 

I honor you ones who “go to bat” in 
“spite of circumstances-but oh my, what 
a massively important tool you would have 
if you orderly structured your Constitu- 
tional recovery and left no opening to the 
“bought” system to decline your submit- 
tals. 

There are many points of valid impor- 
tance in this above document which are, 
of course, in interest of time and space, 
out of context with no background, etc. 
I offer it only for the points given in 
behalf of Constitutional rights for I am 
not offering that any ofyou should “fight” her 
case for her-you don’t know anything about 
it and that is why I have left it that way-so 
you will stay on the point and not get dis- 
tracted by the case itself. You HAVE Con- 
stitutional rights and orders-IF YOU USE 
THEM. I only ask that you PROPERLY use 
them so that the way can be left open for all 
to utilize and not have other laws passed 
which bind the whole. 

Let us take leave of this please. Thank you 
for your service. 

“NO PERSON SHALL BE DEPRIVED 
OF...PROPERTY, WITHOUT 

DUE PROCESS...” 
DUE PROCESS INCLUDES A TRIAL BY 

JURY BY ONE’S PEERS 
Hatonn to clear. 

Today’s Walk On Eggshells 
10/20/92 #l HATONN 

THIS COULD BE um 

Draw together your thoughts and pmyers, 
chiIdrenofGod,forthenext72hourscouldbethe 
most important ofyourexperience. Things are 
tioldinganditappeamthatthistimethe%st 
t3tn3..~beloadedontothecamel. 

Theleademh.ipdebatesareoverandwhatwas 
hopedtobegai.nedwasNGI’. Nowthenextsetof 
~lantf ma.ywellgo into irxwersiile action. 

ALERr, ALERT., ALERT 

Militarybaseswereakeadyon%l&, hospi- 
tals in various places are on special alert for 
receiving injured, ambulances am ORDERED 
=OUI” and being parked at ready OUlSlDE 
structures AS IN ALL EARTH MOVEMENT AC- 
TMIIES and now, in Califomia (and this is 
information from the “horse’s moufhA who is 
within this circle and also is an independent 
atta&menttotheStateFiretean@wasnotified 
THATASOF4~klK.THISDAYALLFIRE 
VEHICLESANDCREWSAREONFULL 
ALERT+ATIONED *OUI’SIDE” AS WlTH 
ALLEARI’HQUAKEMAND~ 
WILLREMAINONFVLCALERTFORAMINI- 
MUM OF 72 HO-URS. “A MASSIVE EARTH- 
QUAKEIS~ASAREMUL~ 
~INCLUDINGBRUSHANDFOREST.” 
Youcanveri@hisinformationbydrivingbyyour 
loll fire station (dont bother to call them, they 
caMotbetru~. 

What do I suggest? Again, get water purifica- 
t&n supplies NEARwaterstomg3, make sure all 

childrenamgivenemergencyinstxuctionsinALL 
areas because, if not now, when?? Make sure 
themarefoodsavaiIableforsuppingevenwithout 
needs of cooking. 

WiIlreveahgthepIanbeenoughthis 
the? I think “NO’‘-we will umtinue aur 
eifbrtsbut~theha~in- 
andelsew-hasalraadystartedthe 
%&Pintomdian Chc&t?wei8no 

%EASOIViUtb@ElibUld-lIlC!dS~ 

JuIEfasKksiqerhasbeendirc&bgthe 

y-- (~tripsinfoth0~ 

D=w=----~we 
iuthepasteightweeks)thkcrainto~ 

cxmtrolanddepapulatton isonthewmand 

Bushtoldyo~tyouwouldneed 
him because ‘k.rk& wefle axning and he was 
not joshing! You see, it no longer is even in his 
hands for he is but the puppet 

Do what you will, but the word on the streets 
is that it’s happening and ALL WE CAN DO IS 
WARN YOU. 

FOLTlX2AL HAPPENINGS 

Itismandatorytonotewhatisnowhappening 
in the politicalthrust+andwhatiscoming~m 
it: i.e., the Vietnam councils are producing pic- 
tures of seivicemen, over 4000 of them, all 
claimedtobedead. Ademandismadetobring 
the “orders” to Glaspie re: Iraq and Hussein to 
public rev%3qthenthebankscandalsareready 
to blow full open! No, chelas, it would appear the 
Elite octopus has its tentacles in a Imp and 
emeq3ncyactionswillhavetobetakeritostopthe 
roll of information. 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

What matters ifyou have more time and ye 
am prepared? You am prepared and ready for 
that which will come another dayl My commit- 
ment is to WARN you over and over and over 
again, ifnecessary-for the “intent” is to allow 
nothing of the warnings to come about so you 
mistrustandyouwillbecaughtunpreparedand 
again at sleep. Is it so unthinkable to simply 
check your emergency gear to insure you have 
something for you and children IN CASE?? So 
be it. 

CAMPBELL 

Mark Lane (yes, the author/counsel of Z@& 
@hi notation and books on hidden events- 
-dY assassination, etc.) will be represent- 
ingCampbellinhisca.se+s WilI be involved 
with the Constitutional Law Center. The&ore 
legalcourtactionhasbeenwaiveduntillaterthis 
week to allow for Mr. Lane’s appeamnce as he 
could not be present earlier. The CLC attorneys 
amincontsctandwewillkeepyoupostedas 
things unfold. 

WEAVER 

On hold-, trial is about ready to start next 
week EVERYTHING IS ON HOLD AWAITING 
EVENTSTODISI’RACI’ANDPULLALLTOA 
HALT IN ACTIONS THROUGH EMERGENCY 
REGULATIONS AND MARTIALIAW. ICAN 
ONLYGlVEYOUTHEPIANS-lCANNGl’SOF?I’ 
THE ACTUAL EVENTS FOR YOU AS THEY 
CHANGEWITI-IEVERYBULLE’I’INWEGIVE’N3 
YOU! YOU MUST BE READY IN ALL EVENTS, 
JUST AS DO WE. 

I do not attend Gritz through this mute 
unless absolutely necessary for security of my 
people-including him. What does he think of 
ex@&emzshials?Whatd.if5erencedoesitmake- 
hebelievesintheMasterChristn3umingtoyour 
place and HE isan arhrrterrestriall He believes 
in the Host’s presence and guidanm dby 
anylabel,itmattersgmatly. Whathecalls’me” 
or does not call me matters not. His receiving 
mechanism is workingjust fine. 

Idonotsanctionanycalltoarmsforweapons 
will be made useless and just get God’s people 
killed as well. Be wise in your actions and 
attentive in your “guard”. I ask that you who 
would continue to seiv- all times, use wis- 
dom in action for we need you to continue your 
service+not be gun-fodder. This has no specif- 
ics as to locations-this is for EVERY location. 

Willthishappeqyouaskagain? Chelas,you 
must now be prepared for ANYTHINGatANY 
TIME! GODwillwalkwithyouandifyoulisten 
you will be given guidana+none shall think 
FOR you nor AC3 FOR YOU! Keep the light 
about you, do not panic and hold the course for 
in that course rests your safely and instruc- 
tion- well as your shelter. *For I am with 
youinwhatevermaybefallyourpathifyebealso 
with Me”, sayeth the Lord of Hosts. 
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Should We Hide From The Truth? 
More Confirmations And Nostradamus 

10/20/92 H2 HATONN 

PROPHECIES AND CONFIRMATIONS 

As we sit to pen again this day, much 
floods the consciousness and I respond to 
it. 

I am going to again tell you about the 
‘phone information line” so that there is 
no misunderstanding to you readers who 
call. Anvthing totally out of context is 
dangerous information and clarification is 
a must if we are to make any headway in 
awakening the brethren. 

Today one called who is a long time 
reader but always with great skepticism, 
now wishes to cancel her LBERATOR be- 
cause we have come to have too much 
“gossip”. Gossip? Cancel all information 
inflow so you do not have to look at Truth, 
perchance? I’m sorry readers, we write for 
6 BILLION individuals and ifyau do not like 
the way we bring information I am sorry 
but we are doing the best we can and shall 
continue to do so. It appears to me that one 
would wish to stay ignorant and, yet, I 
further perceive that it is TOO LATE. Do 
what ye will but do not_“blame” such 
things as this for your o’wn..desire to remain 
in darkness and lack of information. Re- 
sponsibility is the name of the game along 
with wisdom and coming into KNOWING. 

You ones are going to be barraged with 
those who will now claim we are false 
teachers, fear mongers and thus and so- 
especially since the hookup of the phone 
line with immediate “action” information. 
So be it, I am going to continue to give you 
information as it flows in here through 
ones of YOU out there and I shall validate 
it wherein I can do so. 

OUR OWN “FAMILY” AGAIN 

One from our own little circle. at the 
location of the phone resource, called this 
very morning to say that it appeared that 
the phone message gave out too much fear 
and alarm. Dear ones, THERE CANNOT 
BE ENOUGH “ALARM”. I have tried for 
years to get your attention-what does it 
take? At any rate this one stated that she 
had ugone to her own higher resource and 
the message was overdone” (which indi- 
cates negation and confrontation that the 
message is false). She continued that 
‘only” Northern California was put on 
“alert’ status and felt we should not say 
these things. Oh? Funny thing, dear one, 

the message was later announced on na- 
tional television that the %lert” was on for 
all of Southern California!(!!) 

I do not tell you what you HAVE TO DO. 
You do not, including this person in point, 
have to so much as call that phone line. If 
you believe not that which we give forth- 
why burden yourself with the information? 
There will be NO CHANGES from that 
which is given to place into public informa- 
tion through that source-I am truly get- 
ting weary of ‘competition” from what are- 
espoused as being my own working broth- 
ers of this realm. The ‘brothers” are right 
here with me and there is no lack of com- 
munication so I have nothing more to offer 
all you receivers whp contradict that which 
is presented. If you are not comfortable 
with that which I bring and then confirm- 
then I have nothing more to offer unto you 
for you shall believe that which ye will4 
Information is being brought as it is re- 
ceived from EARTH resourcethese are 
not some sort of “maybe” prophecies. The 
hot line is for immediate information as 
given through the very earthly routes within 
which you function-a network if you will. 
You can quarrel with me until we all turn 
purple and it will not change a hair of it. As 
information pours in it will be passed to 
you. Some will be erroneous but we are not 
td sort it all-we are to pass it along as we 
find it and find substantiation for the net- 
work information. We are NOT quarreling 
on a level of higher energy forms-THIS IS 
EARTH-BASED INFORMATION AND WE 
DO NOT ACT AS A GOVERNMENT IN HID- 
INGTHAT WHICH ISYOURRIGHTTOKNOWl 
So be it. Have not “others” decided that 
which “you” are able to know and handle 
quitelongenough? You are each and allgiven 
gift of reason and knowledge, perception and 
choices-you are able to choose and judge 
what is happening quite well without us 
“censoring” more to buffer that which an- 
other thinks is unduly harsh. 

I cannot get harsh enough to suit me-1 
am trying to save your very lives physical- 
you are due a deadly earthquake in this area 
if”nothing” else were going on. It IS bad and 
it IS frightenin~so for goodness sakes, get 
some supplies and preparations in order. 

FEAR-YOU WANT TO KNOW WHAT 
IS REAL FEAR? 

HOW ABOUT GUILLOTINES AND 
CREMATION OVENS! 

Ah so! Another (this is the third report) 

man called this morning from Southern 
Oregon and reports that not only were 
guillotines brought into a site of detention 
in southern Oregon but, in addition, so 
were several cremation ovens. He saw 
them with his own eyes so it is not hearsay. 
The reports come also from Florida, Louisi- 
ana and San Francisco-almost verbatim. 
Is this a form of simply terrorizing? Are 
they getting ready to burn victims of some 
death-dealing disease spread such as ty- 
phus?’ To protect my scribe from assaults 
of ‘lies”4 won’t tell you whether or not to 
verify this-1 will simply tell you that the 
report has now come from dozens of wit- 
nesses to same. 

I can only suggest to you readers that if 
you don9t want the news-then don’t 
call that phone line at the LIBERATOR 
because our people are working around 
the clock to get information on that line 
as it unfolds, to the very best of human 
ability. If you wish to “complain” about 
the line, then spare us for the cost of 
same is breaking the backs of the work- 
ers as well as the work required. We 
cannot do more unless we have help. 
One person did offer assistance with a 
generous girt but the person with whom 
she spoke did not have useful informa- 
tion for the expenses of a multiline 
system which we are told will be over 
$4000. The $600 will purchase another 
answering machine which is really 
needed, also, but please be gentle with 
our people for they foot the bill, do the 
work and have to be as terrorized as any 
other listener. 

TIMELY OUTLAY OF NOSTRADAMUS 

We are offering you unraveled prophe- 
cies as quickly as we can when they are 
shared with us. We have more this day 
from D.J. as well as one of the most re- 
markable confirmations you will ever re- 
ceive. This person in point was given 
instructions to take the picture from the 
Shroud of Turin and overlay a transparent 
image of the picture of Sananda (the Christ) 
from insertions in the very early JOUR- 
NALS-align the two and see what you get! 
The results are stunnid There is no way 
we can reproduce this overlay adequately 
in the paper [but we’regoing to try, anyway, 
in that the top of the nextpage shows the two 
pictures side by side--rather than as we 
received them with the Sanunda transpar- 
ency exactly overlaying the Shroudpicture]. 



“Who be he?” 1 whisper silently. 
As gentle as a beam of sunlight, silent answer is breathed 

across my mind, “He is the son of Gabriel, the Son of Man, a 
Child of God. He is/was Prince Sidddrtha and Bud!dha, the Pale 

. Prophet, the Light of Asia, the Lion of God, the Lamp of ~the 
Lord. You born,of Man give Him thirty-eight namings and then a 
bit more. He is, this time, as Jagan Nabha,. Domini Mon.dus, Lord 

Crucified, April 7, 31 A.D. in Jerusalem, at the order of 
ttw ?rocurat.or Pont.ius rYilare. 

“Yciu sd> York loved tht Paby, 
Rut yo11 reucificd the Man.. .” 

Jim Crooe, !974, 
Which Ws’ay_Are You Going -- 

of your World -- The Juggernaut. soon, all willhear His roar of 
rage. Soon....” 

_. .:a \& /I~ I ) ‘, 

“..,.and t,he saint1.y people of God, obs~erving~~#is’Laws, .’ ~ 
will be great~ly persecuted and so greatly afflicted that the 
blood of the true Ekfesiatic’s will f’low everywhere.‘* - 

‘* * Niche-1 .d’Nostfadamus; Epistle 

j 4. ,, x to Ring Nenry 11 of France, 
* 51, written June 27,“1558. 
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.~erkiap~ our fkophi can ji&&! a w&y to * th&YXJ *ill be azouz%i a tie& fkom n&I, 
ha& .&ts ~mad& ,a( th& tomph~ ‘& much 85~s when &ol+ ~eas&&Medxmd 
p-tititer, say, in ca&i size. I Ml&qM%@ke ~~pMX%hed. S&x thik ‘kill he q pageout of 
that&he titins as &on:%@& the pictured ,$I volu&, i Will n& W%ke coqment ndjr 
be im%ded in Ml, either witi& &k&h the 
vefie in a greeting caki of on the.face~cover’ 
itself! Those could then he offered as close 
to cost as possible, with handling expenses 
for our workers cannot longer pick up the 
full costs of overages. This must be made 
available to you ones so that you too can 
SEE how history is coming together to give 
you proof of that which you are now being 
given and experiencing. We the Hosts are 
come to “fulfill” as did the Master Teacher 
“then” and again now! . 

&plain a+hin~-jQst$se @h&t is h,‘ere,td 
your best enjoyment. Thank you. 

HEIGHTz Approximately five feet ten 
and one half inches. 

SECRET ON THE SHROUD 
“WORKSHEET” FROM ROUGH DRAFT 

The following information is not yet 
“ready” for publication according to the 
author (D.J.). Therefore, utilize it for gen- 
eralized confirmation until all facts are 
assembled. I am sharing it NOW, however, 
because frankly, we cannot, tell for sure 

PHYSIOUE: Ecto-mesomorph (tall and 
muscular). 

WEIGHT: One hundred seventy-five 
pounds. American type build. 

FACIAL INJURIES: Fractured septum 
two places, right eye orbit ecchymotic and 
swollen (black eye), laceration to upper 
and lower lips, right nares enlarged from 
blow to face. Possible fractured left zygo- 
matic arch (Cheekbone) with small bleed- 
d laceration. Ooze of blood at edge of O.S. 
(Left eye). Streams of blood from both 
nares (nostrils). Midsagittal upper lip lac- 
eration, possibly through vermillion bor- 
der. (A cut up past the demarcation line of 
lip coloring.) A deviated distal septum 
indicative of a fractured nose. Bilateral 
depressions on either side of the nose that 

‘a 
. 

Gould be indi&+ive of shatked nam@ ,&W- 
tilage. Right sid? tif beard showk~g c&ted 
blood. Multiple blows tothe face, v&i&zd 
by Matthew 27:3O,I+&rk 15: 19; Lu@2?:.63~ 
and Johb 19:03.. (Sources: !WET grQup 
andcomputer enhanced three dimensional 
image.) Multiple deep puncture wounds 
from the “plaited” cap of thorns, most 
probably acacia thorns, which are approxi- 
mately one to one and a half inches long. 
(Three-quarters to one centimeter.) 

ERROR IN DR. BARBET’S THEORY: 
The “Destiny” spear head is 10 inches long 
(15 centimeters), the fifth and sixth ribs are 
located at what is anatomically called the 
mid-nipple line. The wound is clearly 
closer to the ninth and tenth ribs, NOTTHE 
FIFTH AND SIXTH! Dr. Barbet also has the 
heart enlarged to nearly three and one half 
times the size of normal. A human heart, 
minus severe cardiac disease, is approxi- 
mately the size of a human fist. There is no 
way that the ten inch spear could or DID 
penetrate the heart. With the magnifica- 
tion of 30x, it is clearly as I have stated, 
thus just above the diaphragm and liver, 
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penetrating the lower and middle lobes of 
the right lung, thus giving forth the “water 
and blood” mentioned in the Scriptures. 
The “water” was from a trauma induced 
fluid build-up in the lung pluera from the 
‘scourging” Esu Emmanuel received. The 
secret is hidden in plain sight of those who 
WILL SEE! The man in the shroud is NOT 
dead, the dead DO NOT bleed, the blood 
clots within minutes! There is not one sign 
of lividity (the pooling of blood after death) 
in the lower extremities. Joseph walked 
approximately 400 meters to Pilate’s pal- 
ace before receiving permission to have the 
body of Esu, that is roughly, a twenty 
minute walk at best. The day was one of 
crowds and down, then uphill, it was more 
probably forty minutes or better. Many 
have also missed the significance of a 
centurion soldier being there; this was not 
an ordinary execution. Esu was also on a 
high cross of olive wood and acacia, (the 
common woods used for crosses then), He 
was high, as the Scriptures indicate, most 
were not put up high. Thus, two feet for the 
stabilization as an estimate, would make 
the center piece roughly twelve feet long 
and a weight of one hundred or more 
pounds to lug up to Golgotha.. . . And so, 
thank you, chela. 

*** 
You are welcome to turn us off, deny our 

words and warnings and instructions- 
even argue and bash about in your desire 
to make things “humanly and physically 
like you WANT them to be”-you can even 
vote-in your wishes and “out” your “rather 
nots”. It will not make any difference 
whatsoever except in your placement and 
journey. It will not change MINE or ‘MINE”. 
BUT, you are most welcome to do that 
which pleases you vs. that which is Truth. 

But before you turn us off, perhaps you 
would enjoy reading the next piece which 
comes from a friend in Arizona relative to 
the location of Sedona: 

N.K.: Oct. 16, 1992. 
QUOTING: 
Dear Hatonn/Dharma, 

This letter to you is prompted due to 
so many incidents that are occurring in 
Sedona. I will sum them up as follows: 

Constant explosion type sounds are 
heard, with no explanation from the Press 
or the local radio programs. Quote: There 
is no logical explanation for the sounds 
that have been reported to our local 9 11 
number.” One of our local officials asked 
if I was one of those “New Agers” with all 
their crazy stories. 

The “local” black helicopters are 
increasing in numbers and are now joined 
by the green army type helicopters. Some- 
times they fly alone but most of the time in 
a group of 2 or 3. The black helicopters are 
always coming from Boynton Canyon and 
are, of late, heading toward the Village of 
Oak Creek where they circle certain places 

and eventually are replaced by the green 
helicopters. When the black helicopters 
are overhead, our emergency monitors are- 
scrambled and our cordless phones go 
crazy when in use. 

The helicopters have now been joined 
by army type green cargo planes. The ones 
with 4 prop engines. 

Sounds are heard coming from un- 
der ground, our sidewalks are cracking, 
my own drive-way has cracked into the 
garage, the wall near the window in my 
office building is cracking away from the 
frame and the door in my office will not stay 
open any more without a doorstop. 

We now have black cars with tinted 
windows on all 4 sides in town, and there 
is no license plate visible anywhere. 

The CIA does not hide their presence 
at the local Coffee Pot Restaurant and are 
fally Uequippedn.. . . 

[H: The rest of the note is about 
personal physical ailments which have 
gotten out of control. This person was 
told that the “environment was abso- 
lutely polluted with alI sorts of danger- 
ous viruses that we have never before 
experienced” and it is not known what 
to do about symptomatic treatment- 
antibiotics only act on side-symptoms.] 

We have always known that some- 
thing was going on in the Boynton Canyon 
area, my compass can attest to that, but- 
PLEASE-what else is going on here in 
Sedona? I have always felt that I have been 
very protected in the eyes of God and that 
maybe Sedona is a Vortex/contact point 
for our planetary brothers. [H: Indeed, but 
they may not be the most beneficial 
“brothers” you could have. There is a 
cyclic opening of an energy field in the 
area of Boynton Canyon utilized for a 
long time by ones from Orion. Every 
effort is being made by military and 
government personnel to prevent the 
passage of any from the underground 
areas of Boynton Canyon into and 
through that “window”. The beings 
involved have been earth-bound but it is 
come upon the cycle wherein exchanges 
can and will be made. These are NOT my 
people and they can be very dangerous 
for, 3f they serve any master at all-it is 
not the Lighted God Creator. I can’t give 
you more on this, chelas, for it is not in 
my area of “right to do sow-it is a time 
of incredible physical pressures on that 
particular location and you will find it 
dimcalt to function clearly there. Keep 
the shield around you and you will be 
fine for it is not easy to move anywhere 
nor is it usafern anywhere.] 

I was “brought” here. Beyond all 
rational explanation I left California and 
moved here with very little in my pocket 
and a lot of Faith in my Guidance. My life 
has made a complete turn-around; I cre- 
ated a wonderful position in the work field 
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and have been able to “touch” many people. 
Most of all, after 10 years of not having 
contact with Hatonn’s material, the PHOE- 
NZX LIF&EI?AToR and all the readers of 
Sedona and far reaching areas came with 
that Gift and the sharing and support has 
been wonderful. In these past years, my 
Faith has been tested, my “Philosophy of 
All” questioned and with discernment of 
the spoken and written words, doubt crept 
in many times. And every time, in some 
miraculous way, my Faith was restored 
and strengthened. Thank you for finding 
me again and putting my path back in the 
right direction. 

PLEASE...if you would shed some 
light on the Truth of that which is happen- 
ing here in the Sedona area, maybe we 
could act accordingly. We sometimes feel 
to be protected here in this Sacred Indian 
area, far away from the large cities with 
heavy crimes of all sorts, we are limited to 
news, and of course do not get very much 
of anything that could be considered the 
Truth, except for your news from the LB 
ERATOR and that which we share with 
each other. 

Well I could go on... . . .etc. 

END OF QUOTING 

Peace be with you, blessed ones. It is 
the same in all places as this evolvement 
continues; time seems to speed in crazy 
spirals of impulses and battering frequen- 
cies. It is so and it is a time of “getting 
through”. It is everywhere-you are just 
very fortunate to know that which it is for 
in that “knowing” can you find balance 
and sanity. Remember that NOTHING can 
be done to you by these alien fabrications 
unless you ALLOW IT. You know how to 
block those pulses and if confronted by one 
of these energy forms-demand it not so 
much as touch you in the name of God of 
Creation. They will back off, chelas, for 
they cannot function within the aura of 
LIGHT frequency of God projection. You do 
not have to be even “rude”-just firm and 
unbending. There are many, many won- 
drous things at the site of Sedona, from the 
Ancients also-but be cautious and always 
wise in your discernment of beings and 
judge in wisdom that which is taken as 
‘action” and you shall be given to always 
“KNOW”. All of the bombardments can 
only affect you IF YOU ALLOW IT. YOU 
HAVE THE POWER WITHIN TO COUNTER 
ANYTHING PUT AGAINST YOU IF YOU 
HOLD STRONG IN TRUTH. THERE ARE 
THE ONES OF GOD WHO MUST CARRY 
THE STAFF IN ALL AREAS AND SO BE IT 
ALSO FOR “THERE”. KEEP ALWAYS 
WITHIN THE LIGHT AND YE SHALL BE 
SECURE! SALU. 

Do you actually think we LIKE to tell 
you these things? Come, children, the 
facts are that something very BIG is com- 
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ing down and my job is to share that which 
I can and so shall I do it. Always look 
unto our purpose for service and mis- 
sion upon these physical places. We do 
that which needs doing-not that which 
seems easy and allows escape from that 
which must be confronted. 

LET US NOW LOOK AT 
UNFOLDING INSIGHT 

QUOTING (D.E.J.E. [D.J.]): 

Centurv VI:05 

“Si grande famine par onde pestifere, 
Par pluie longue le long du pole 

arctique: 
Samarobwn cent lieues de 

l’hemisphere, 
Vivorant sans loi exempt de politique.” 

TRANSLATION 

“Very great famine by a wave (or 
shower) of plague victims, 

By long rain the length of the pole 
of the arctic: 

Hoarded (or amassed) gold, herbs 
(plants), 275 miles 

above the hemisphere, 
Living without law, exempt from 

politics.” 
%unarobryn breaks into amas 

or bmn, amassed or hoarded gold and 
herbs or plants. ‘Bryn” is phonetically 
spelled OT brin”, which in French means 
herbs or plants, i.e., foodstuffs. In early 
1999 there are plans for the spacestation 
aFreedom” to be launched. It is a multi- 
national effort of the United States, 
France and England, (all of the G-7 group, 
in fact), plus a few other nations, but I 
cannot for certainty give you all their 
namings at this moment. A league equals 
3 miles or so, I used the ancient Roman 
league, but either puts this quatrain, 
quite literally, into orbit. The first line 
speaks for itself, since the spacestation 
is set to be launched in early 1999, this 
sets the date for you. THERE WILL BE 
WIDESPREAD FAMINE BY 1999. And 
just to make everyone in America feel 
just ducky, there has been an ‘anti- 
hoarding” lrw on the books since r~- 
tioning of the 1940’s. I do SUGGEST 
you go and read up on the rationing 
that took place in the 1940’s and the 
era known as the GREAT DEPRES- 
SION, then compare the times. If you 
have foodstuffs set away-?!?- 

REEP YOUR MOUTHS SHUT! 
Erroneously, many think Michel’s ana- 
grams are always ‘places” or names; 
this is not so. They are, for much, also in 
French. As Hatonn has said (OVER AND 
OVER, AD NAUSEAM), storms, disease, 
droughts and such will be WORSENING. 

Michel’s quatrains say the exact same 
thing THAT COMMANDER HATONN HAS 
BEEN TELLING YOU!! I do not do this 
because I like working 18 hours a day, I 
do it to save just a ‘few”. more. Remem- 
ber, a rectal-cranial inversion is lethal- 
[H: and also creates countless more 
Ublind” spots!] 

AND 
Oct. 12, 1992: 

CENTURY VI:97 

“Cinq et quarante degres ciel 
brulera, 

Feu approcher de la grand cite 
neu ve: 

Instant grande jlamme eparse 
sautera, 

Quand on voudra des Normans faire 
preuve. I) 

TRANSLATION 

,UThe sky burning at forty-five de- 
grees9 

Fire approaching the grand new city: 
Instantly, great scattering flames 

leaping up, 
When people requiring, (proof), from 

the Normans will come evidence.” 
Nostradamus is not writing about 

any CITY! He is referring to the Jet 
Stream and radioactive fallout! In all 
probability he is referring to New York, 
which was at one time called New 
Amsterdam. Boston is closer to 45 de- 
grees latitude than New York is, but 
neither city is in point in this line, it is 
the Jet Stream that is being referred tot 
I give you your proof from a photocopy 
from The Nuclear Weapons Fact Book by 
Christopher Campbell, that goes with 
this quatrain. As you can see on the 
map, [see illustration to right and at top of 
next page] the sky will ‘burn” at 45 
degrees latitude which extends on over, 
east, right across Normandy, France. 
This book was written in 1984 and, as 
you can read for yourselves, there were 
over 550 ATMOSPHERIC tests of nuclear 
warheads at that time! The reason New 
York would be a prime target is because 
of the fmancial districts; in fact, any 
major city over 50,000 people is a ‘tar- 
get” during a nuclear war. 

It is also evident that if anyone 
bothered to check such a latitude at this 
moment in time, that indeed, the “...sky 
is already burning.” (I heartily recom- 
mend getting Christopher Campbell’s 
book from Presido Press, it is written 
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make us all feel very safe and secure. 
In Michel’s time, most of western 

France and the southwest of France was 
considered “Norman” territory, as you can 
see, the fallout extends approximately 250 
miles, (400 kilometers) north a south of 
that latitude. 

END OF QUOTING REGARDING 
NOSTRADAMUS 

It has grown too late today to do the 
%-ess Release” requested of us, entitled 
KZLING PEOPLE To GET ELECTED. It 
comes to us via one Neal Chase who has 
shared other valid and good information 
and I think it would assist all readers to 
attend the information in point. [Seepage 
12.1 As with all things and all presentation, 
mine included, be discerning and read 
always within the presence of God and 
Truth shall be shown unto your searching 
eyes and ears. I find the document well 
researched and well done and the least we 
can do is share that which we can in timely 
manner. Considering the LIBERATOR’S 
weekly schedule, it will arrive in the hands 
of some readers too late for much input 
prior to election. I assure you, however, 
that no matter how the ‘election” goes, it 
is “fixed” and therefore the information is 
as valid and necessary after the farce as 
before. Our task is not to focus on imme- 
diate “elections”-but to the awakening of 
mankind! 

Allow us to close this segment please, it 
is a long and eventful day as the bombard- 
ments against the fault lines continue to 
cause frequency-field upheaval and chaos. 
This too shall pass. Salu. 

Hatonn to clear. 

with no apologies, just FACTS. Presido Thh-* pa((c?m;rauni*JommrcS,,onsu,,;nc 
Press, 31 Pamaron Way, Novato, Ca. bursIm-.~pkn~,~amlorm 
USA, 94946) It defines everything from ~~~dls~*~~Jecrt-h- 
PBW (Particle Beam Weapons) to EMP a-EmW=h&bg’ 

(electromagnetic Pulse or Phenomenon) ~~~uIcI~~PIOF~A~~~~ mfd 
and includes satellite warfare just to WiUUdXWlhdfdthMO~10~. 
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Fallout: The way the wind blows 

,More rhrn VO difkrent rudiictive producU are famed 
in nuckur lissiun. Atkr the &onutlon d an atank 
homh. IIW sMir isntqas will fnrm nn the pcde 
Ira~llrc'llls dlln- w61(111 IlsdrmlIoll rln- dtml illkl ash 
of a ground bunt. As the cloud 4s the pttkb till 
fall Turk tu cnrrh in plumn shaped by bcul climntk 
conditions. Finer pmrtkla will enter the cropasphm 
wiwrv Iby will ln8vc4 ;mnmd llr worki. prrripilolh~ in 
the same hemisphere In rain and snow ovef several 
months The very Rnat prtkb whkh reach the 

pd dq*a~liwn cd luug-twm I;dluut. will lW in 
the hcmkphcre in whkh the cxpioskms oazunrd 
Allacks ml us or sovia ICllM nckk rnd submurinc 
htncs. nr a ‘limited’ nuckar wnr in Fumpc. wmAi 
pnxhn7T IWIlIly rqual kwl~-lcml th!!litn aknll: 
latitude 45’. Since 194s there have ken over 132U 
nuclear detonations. ii I in the atmasphm. 

Today’s Watch 
10/21/92 #l HATONN 

THOUGHT AND ACTION 

As you WAITand WAIT for something big to 
happen, perha,ps you MISS the biggest of all. It 
is simply not wise to sit upon thine assets and 
%vait”. Whileyouaredistmctedyouareusually 
“had’. Pay attention, listen to what warnings 
DO come untoyou-SEEWHAT‘THEY” MAY 
BEWISHINGTO DISIXACl’YOUAWAY FROM 
IN ANY GIVEN =PRE-WARNINGm SITUATION 
FROM EAITTHQUAKES To SUNSIORM~ 
THENPREPARETOTHE lbxmlTETow 
TNERESULTSIFTHEWARNINGSBEUN- 
FOLDEDMTRUTR THENMOVEOEWlTX 
THJNETMKS. Alwaysgetyourlistschecked 
for needs, shone up suitably and attend what 
else needs tending. You will never again have 
onethingatatimeiftheadversarycanarmn@ 
same. Letuslooktootherthingsthanweather 
andearthchangepatterns 

NUCLEAR TESI’ING 

Ah,you mightnote,thatRussiaextendsthe 
ban on “nuclear testing and other *nuclear” 
capable countries go along with that edict- 
exeptonc+Britain. So,whatdoesthathaveto 
do with you in the U.S.? Everythingl OREAT 
BRlTAINDoEsxTs TESTZlUGINTHEUNITED 
STATESOFAMERICA-RIGHTWITHINNB 
I/ADA!! 

WHICH CROOK FOR PR.ESIDENT? 

What of the lying tricks of George Bush who 
aaxsesCIintono~and%&lin~Seems 

thmisadocumen t (top secret) now floating magically change it all amumV How*-y 
amundwrittenbyBushwhowentwitha%ide- citizens do you REAUY believe = living and 
it-fi-om-the-public? stance on all Iran/Contxa workingsolelywithinGod’slawsand~~? 
a%irs.Ithasbeenpilfiifi+omthesecretl%s- AnyonewhoSI’ILLTHINKSTTCANBEpoLbll- 
butwhatelseisnew? Itisanestofmtspilf&ing CALLYACCOMPLISHEDastoGodly~is 
and bla&mailing one another. The point is that d eceiving self ‘Politid’ and ‘Godn& m of 
NONEofthepeoplewhowouldfillthePnzsidency opposite meaning! 
areworthyofnote. PerotmightwelIWAlVTJtodo 
something and perhaps ‘could”+, but will IRA01 HELP 
he? Ifhecouldandwouldactuallymakepositive w 
changeswouldhebeallowedtodoso? LOOK So we still struggle with the Iraq pmblem 
AROUNDYOU and see ifyou actuallyth3nk wherein it is pmven then denied that your 
anyoneisgoingtobew3llin&aUowedtopull American leaders helped Saddam-so why, 
downallthewarkaftheAdvemuytothis then,didtheinspectorsyesterday~d:~ 

-m==wP-+ 
doematwarkthatway. WhiChi8ths~crCateOftll8rrt~ 

Butyoumightgoontothink-%utGodmay men4lRETFROlUTHEUIWIEDSI’A~ 
make it right for us hard workjng citizens and OF AlUERI(X? 
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Will The War With Saddam 

Start Again Soon? 
10/21/ 92 Wl HATONN 

For the next information we offi, I tum to a 
documentf&vaxdedtomefirwnMontana,U.SA. 
withan~trequestfromabrotherwhoasks 
printing of same immediately. 

Before you mad the information I have in- 
structionsandnzquest-DO NOTGET HUNG- 
UP ON NAMES, LABELS AND/OR 
“WHATZIT”-I do not wish to sort it out 
for you but there isso muchurgent truth 
to look at that it is time you sort. Truth 
is Truth-but there are many way6 to 
present that truth--even if it be in tiny 
bits and pieces as each sorts and seeks 
and reasons. This statement does not 
sanction, deny or make comment for it 
is time for you to realize that names and 
labels are of no consequence--TRUTH IS 
OF CONSEQUENCE! PERCEPTIONS 
come in all manners and presentations- 
YOU GLEAN THE WHEAT AND MAKE 
THINE BREAD FOR IT IS CAST UPON 
THE WATERS FOR YOUR USE AND, 
THEREFORE, IF YOU CHOOSE TO 
STARVE, SO BE IT YOUR “RIGHT”. 

OUOTING VERBATIM FROM A DOCU- 
MENT WRITTEN BY AND RECEIVED 
FROMONENEALCHASEWITHREQUEST 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE TO OUR 
READERS. IAMSORRYTHATWECOULD 
YOT HAVE GOTTEN IT TO YOU IN YES- 
TERDAY’S EDITION OF THE LIBERA- 
TOR BUT THE INFORMATION BEARS 
WITNESS EVEN WERE THE ELECTION 
ALREADY OVER AND DONE. 

PRESS RELEASE 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

BAHA’ IS UNDER THE PROVISIONS 
OF THE COVENANT 

MISSOULA , MONTANA 59801 
CONTACT: Neal Chare, 328 Stephens, 

Missoula, 
Montana (406) 728-472 1 

September 29, 1992 

KILLING PEOPLE TO GET ELECTED 
by Neal Chase 

Bush has a history of killing people 
to get what he wants. Nicaragua, Panama, 
Grenada and the Gulf War with Iraq which 
we are still in at this moment (we are only 
in a temporary cease fire). Now Bush has 
said that he wants to be re-elected and he 
says he will do anything to get re-elected. 
The American people are not only the big- 
gest suckers for Bush’s propaganda (that 

60 Minutes and John R. MacArthur’s book 
Second Front proves) but they are also his 
witless victims drawn to the slaughter to- 
ward an un-winable war that would make 
Vietnam look like a game of tiddly-winks. 

In a recent televised report (Cable), 
General Colin Powell, Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff and head of all U.S. 
military operations (who was against going 
into Iraq in the first place), revealed that 
Iraq is still armed to the teeth. Powell 
explained that Iraq still possesses about 
500 scud missiles and that the elite Repub- 
lican guard is intact. They came out un- 
scathed and are stronger than ever. He 
said that the Iraqis have reevaluated the 
situation and have made improvements. 
He said that the U.S. hasn’t been able to 
find either the chemical, biological or 
nuclear facilities or destroy them. The Iraqi 
planes didn’t fly (during Desert Storm) and 
for the most part are intact. And, like 
before, he has again advised Bush not to go 
in. Iraq has solved their anti-aircraft prob- 
lem. 

Recent C.I.A. information published 
in Parade Magazine (page 14, Sept. 13, 
1992) explains that to back Saddam into a 
corner (like Bush is doing to Saddam) 
means leaving him no alternative but to 
use his weapons of mass destruction of 
which he has over 500 scud missiles and 
an entire arsenal of chemical and biologi- 
cal weapons. Israel is also a target, as well 
as our American men and women fighting 
overseas, most of whom joined up because 
they were minority, middle and lower class 
and can’t get any other type ofjobs for good 
Pay. 

Saddam has said that his war (which 
we are still in) is the mother of all wars, 
meaning that this war is the one that will 
give birth to all the other ones leading up to 
the final battle of Thermonuclear Arma- 
geddon (Revelation 16: 16) (like the domino 
effect) where one-third of mankind is fi- 
nally killed in one hour (Revelation 9: 15). 

This scenario is not only realistic but 
its possibie time frame is fast approaching 
(with the election in November) and could 
easily take place shortly if Bush doesn’t 
raise his ratings in the polls by some other 
means. He could easily resort to bullying 
Saddam into another confrontation which 
would only end in disaster. 

Using the American President Harry 
Truman-the only man in history to ever 
drop the bomb (use Nuclear Weapons) as 
his role model, is not a comforting and 
reassuring sign from Bush. 
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According to Hoag Levins, in his 
book, Arab Reach, dropping the bomb 
made Harry King of the World. 

u When World WarDended abruptly 
in ageyserof glowing ashabove Nagasaki, 
Harry S. Truman sat in Washington as de 
facto “King of the World”. No otherper- 
son in history h.ad the range of unrivaled 
power enjoyed by Truman for the four 
years between the heat of the old war and 
the chill of the developing cold war.’ 

EUPHRATES: 
The Bible is Not a Liar 

In the E3ible, in the Book of Revela- 
tion, it clearly states that the four winds 
of destruction are let loose from the river 
Euphrates (in Iraq) where they are being 
held back (Revelation 9: 14;7: 1). This is 
not to be taken lightly. You can bet 
Saddam knows where the Euphrates 
River is. Most Christians don’t know it, 
but the Muslims believe in the Boolc of 
Revelation and in Jesus as the Chris- 
tians believe in the Old Testament. On a 
recent Final Jeopardy (the game show) 
they were asked who the Muslims were 
waiting for and they all got it wrong. The 
answer was ((JesusA. Regardless if you 
believe about the prophecy of Revelation 
about the River Euphrates, you can be 
sure that Saddam believes it 100%1 and 
feels that he is doing the work of God 
according to his beliefs. Bush is not only 
playing with fire, he is playing with your 
life and mine and those of all the Ameri- 
can people and the world. What right 
does he have? The right to do anything 
to get re-elected? 

NOSTRADAMUS PROPHESIED 
SADDAM BY NAME 

The Christian seer Nostradamus 
(a devout believer in Bible prophecy) saw 
the name of the one who will take re- 
venge as ‘Mabus” in the mirror-which 
is Sudam! This is Saddam Hussein! 
Mabus in the mirror is Sudam back- 
wards (mabus/sudam)! 

“Mabus [Sudam/Saddam] shall 
come, and soon after shall die, 

Of people and beasts shall be a 
horrible destruction, 

Then on a sudden the vengeance 
[Saddam’s revenge] shall be seen.- 
II.62 

This revenge against American 
Christian forces in Iraq is further spelled 
out by Nostradamus in succeeding proph- 
ecies including Bush possibly being 
driven out of office because of his crimes 
and/or possibly losing the election if his 
ploy to transform himself into a war hero 
(Rambo) backfires in his face. 
Nostradamus names ALUS (Allied/U.S. 
forces) as the victims of this revenge. 



THE WAR OF REVENGE AGAINST 
THE WEST 

“The tyrant [Emil of Kuwait] will 
be put to death in the Moslem port 
pKuwait], but that does not bring back 
freedom. A new war breaks out, through 
spite and vengeance [revenge].-1.94. 

THE USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS 
AND THE ATTACK OF THE 

MOSLEM FLEET 

MByf”rre~~bomb]andpestilence 
[chemical and biological weapons] the 
fruits of the tmes am destroyed, then 
signs of oil in abundance [Ati oiy... 
The Moslem fleet will jeopurviize fmn- 
tiers by its attuck. Presage 125, July. 

DEFEAT OF BUSH 

“His [Bush’s] hand through the 
bloodyALUS[Allie@LS. fotves], he will 
be unable to protect himself by sea. 
Between two rivers [Tigris and 
Euphrates in I+ he willfear the mili- 
tary hand, the black and angry one 
[Saddam wears the black hatj shall 
make him [Busy repent his actions.- 
VI.33 

6The great Senate [U.S. Congress] 
will see theparade[victorypamde]for 
one[Bushj who afterwards will be driven 
out, vanquished. His followers will be 
there at the sound of his triumph.- 
X. 76 

uThe earth will tremble when an 
airborne fame is defeated [Bush-Al- 
1iecyu.s. fom?s]... The commander-in- 
ch&f [Pmsident Busy will be asked to 
give himserf up.-LI.86’ 

REASONS WHY? 

The World, and especially the Ameri- 
can people, desperately need an awaken- 
ing (truth) to the situation in the world 
around them. From the Rodney King trial 
(exposing corruption in the legal system) to 
the hole in the ozone layer, the world is 
inflicted with a disease (caused by man) 
that needs desperately to be removed like 
a gargantuan cancerous tumor. Any 
method including radiation treatment 
(Nuclear War), needed to remove this fes- 
tering and malignant rot from the body of 
humanity is nothing but mercy and kind- 
ness. Mercy and kindness are qualities 
and attributes of God. It is precisely this 
type awakening that a Saddam’s Revenge 
would evoke that is necessary before the 
world plummets itself in one hour of Ther- 
monuclear War. 

Since over one year ago ( 199 l), that 
date given in the BibZe, we have been trying 
to awaken the people of Montana and 
Missoula and the world to this serious 
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calamity that is already upon us. “As the 
Bush/ Saddam debacle began in 199 1 this 
date still holds as the beginning of the 
mother of all wars. Like a Hurricane that 
passes over a town (such as Florida) first 
the severe winds blow in one direction 
(Bush’s rating went up in the polls and he 
killed 100,000 innocent Iraqi women and 
children) [H: That’s what is reported-a 
whole lot more than that were slain as 
were a lot more U.S./alIied troops than 
you were told11 and then we enter the calm 
of the eye of the storm-but it’s not over. 

The second wave (like a Saddam’s 
Revenge) comes just as strong and power- 
ful but this time the winds are blowing in 
the opposite direction! It is the Americans 
that are in jeopardy and Bush would be 
exposed for what he is. 

All this to awaken the world and the 
nation before we are escalated into a World 
War (WW III) like World War I that began in 
Yugoslavia. We have come full circle only 
this time the Arab-Israeli situation and the 
Yloose-cannonR of Russia are further ele- 
ments in this horribly uncontrollable sce- 
nario that Bush (one man) has the poten- 
tial to release upon all of humanity. 

. A BULLY EXPOSED! 

According to Robbins and Geesen 
(The Glory News), “big Bully Bush” needs 
to get “his pants blown off”. In other words 
the American people don’t know just what 
he has been up to. On a recent segment of 
60 Minutes (titled “Nayirah” and aired 
September6,1992) they showed how Bush 
and the Kuwaitis used the testimony of a 
fifteen year old girl, billed only as a Kuwaiti 
escapee who claimedthat the Iraqi soldiers 
had taken babies off incubators and bayo- 
neted over 3 12 infants in order to steal the 
incubators, as a ploy to lead America to 
war! Her testimony was shocking! She was 
all in tears to what she said she saw with 
her own eyes. Later it is exposed that she 
is actually part of the royal family, the close 
relative of the Emir of Kuwait and her 
father is the Kuwaiti Ambassador to the 
United States living in Washington D.C. 

After the Allied-U.S. (ALUS) forces 
re-occupied Kuwait they investigated the 
claim and found that it was TOTALLY 
FALSE! The first thing they did was inves- 
tigate the hospitals at the maternity wards. 
There was not one case of any babies at all 
killed in that manner. They could only find 
one claim and that was riddled with holes 
and was spurious! 

Yet the true identity of “Nayirah” 
was purposely kept secret by the advertis- 
ing firm of Hill and Knowlton (H&K) hired 
by the Kuwaiti government (price tag 
$11,852,329.00) to “sell” the war to the 
American people by lying about Nayirah 
and getting her to cry before the Con- 
gressional Human Rights Caucus. TIie 
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whole operation of H&K to “sell? the war 
through lies and emotional propaganda 
tactics was run under the administration 
of CraigFuller, President of H&K up until 
a week before the 60 Minutes telecast ex- 
posing his company. Craig Fuller was the 
right-hand man to GEORGE BUSH (his 
chief of staff) during Bush’s vice-presi- 
dency showing that Bush knew fuIl well 
(was in the loop) of Nayirah’s true iden- 
tity as well as the ad firm and Congress- 
man Tom .Lantos, one of the original 
council members on the Congressional 
Human Rights Caucus that also deliber- 
atelywithheldthetruthfromthepeople, 
the Congress and the rest of his fellow 
members of the Caucus including the 
chairman. Fuller also worked on the 
election campaigns of both Reagan and 
Bush. 

Yet Bush repeated this story of 
Nayirah knowing that it was false at least 
10 different times in order to EMOTION- 
ALLY incite the American people to War 
and divert them from the FACTS. If 
Nayirah’s identity were known earlier she 
would have been disqualified as biased as 
she is a member of the royal family and 
highly prejudicial and suspect. 

Yet with Presidential uconflrmationA 
and Bush, Fuller, Lantos, Hill and Knowlton 
and the Kuwaitis all keeping this a secret, 
the U.S. Congress passed the bill to war by 
a margin of only 5 votes and 6 of these were 
based solely on Nayirah’s bogus testimony 
alone. When Bush says he will do any- 
thing to get re-elected this includes propa- 
ganda, lying, manipulation, as well as 
murder (killing people). Watch ‘the tape 
relating to this material and see how you 
the American people and the media were 
fooled, and .have continued to be fooled. 
Will you be fooled again? 

FOOLED AGAIN 

The reason Bush made war with 
Saddam in the first place was simply to 
raise his ratings in the polls by removing 
his wimp image and therefore he needed a 
*war” he could ‘win”, that is, come out 
looking good at, like Rambo or John Wayne 
or something. After the United States 
broke their treaty to turn the Panama 
Canal over to Panama by warring on 
Noriega, Bush was still seen as a wimp and 
was low in the polls. So he needed another 
*war” to make him look like “Rambo” to 
get the peoples’ favors. 

The first glimmer of hope for his 
scheme was when American Intelligence 
discovered the codes to the Iraqi anti- 
aircraft system. The Iraqi system is the 
most sophisticated anti-aircraft system in 
the world. It all runs on computers. Radar 
instantly picks up anything flying over 
Iraq, aligns the big guns and blasts it out of 
the sky. American money helped install 
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this system when we allied with Iraq to stop 
the threat of Shi’ite Iran and the militant 
fanatical Ayatollah Khomeini. Whoever 
installs the system and sets it up knows 
the codes. 

The Shi’ites believe that America is 
the “Great Satan” and are always taking 
hostages or hijacking planes and using car 
bombs (as in Lebanon on our Marines) on 
Americans. But now they are supposed to 
be Bush’s friends? The American People 
will believe anything! 

When Bush found out that we had 
the codes to jam the Iraq anti-aircraft he 
realized he could go in there and drop 
payload after payload, sortie after sortie, 
upon Iraq and not one plane could be shot 
down. With the greatest military ‘fire- 
works display” ever (and telecast live on 
TV) he would assuredly come out on top 
and raise his ratings. Now all he had to do 
was find a way to start a war with Saddam, 
our long time friend and ally against Iran, 
the real threat in that area. 

Bush couldn’t use the excuse, like in 
Panama, that he was fighting for democ- 
racy because Iraq is the only democracy 
over there. Saudi Arabia and Kuwait are 
dictatorships run by despot Emirs who 
Bush allied himself with against the de- 
mocracy Iraq. So he had to find another 
way. 

After he got the codes he knew what 
to do. He purposely had the American 
Ambassador to Iraq, April Glaspie, (Pierre 
Salinger, SecretDossier,p.45f.) tell Saddam 
(the executive of the Iraqi parliament) that 
Iraq could go ahead and take back their 
19th province (Kuwait) which Britain and 
France had illegally took away from them 
after the end of World War I. The same as 
if Canada took Montana for themselves 
during the Civil War and then later the U.S. 
would want it back. 

Iraq was very happy that their Ally 
and American friend and support against 
Iran, that helped arm them to the teeth, 
was now willing to even help them solve 
the problem (by non-interference) that 
France and England brought upon them 
in 1921 when they took away its 19th 
province and gave it to the despotic 
Sheiks, turning them into the richest 
people in the world as puppets for the 
British oil companies (such as Shell Oil 
and British Petroleum). 

Once Bush told Saddam (through 
the ambassador) that he could have the 
19th province in private and that the 
U.S. was not interested in “Arab-Arab 
conflicts” (Salinger, p. 58) then Saddam 
and Iraq moved back into their 19th 
province. Then Bush turned to all the 
people of the world and yelled, “See! See! 
See the horrible bully Saddam1 He is 
against our interests!” (meaning oil and 
the economic interests of the 
Trilateralists). But it was really Bush 

who was against our interests for now 
gas prices have risen and if Saddam is 
killed (which Nostradamus says he will 
be after his revenge) this will create a 
massive power vacuum to be filled by 
Russian-backed Iran. Domino one, two, 
three.. .Armageddon. 

Bush has done this for his own 
interest and no one else’s. Besides bring- 
ing his rating up, his son George Bush, 
Jr. owns oil wells in the Persian Gulf 
right off the coast of Kuwait and Saudi 
Arabia. The reason Bush has purposely 
delayed doing anything with Saddam 
until now is because now is right before 
the election and back then wasn’t. Octo- 
ber (before the election) could have more 
surprises in it than just Halloween and 
Devil’s night! 

The same as Carter delayed the 
release of the hostages until right before 
the election of 1980 or the way Nixon got 
elected on the platform to end Vietnam 
but then waited four years before the 
next election to stop that war to get re- 
elected, Bush holds restarting the battle 
with Saddam .as his final trump card 
which, if left with nothing else, and un- 
able to raise himself in the pollsin any 
other way, he can easily play, as he has 
done before over and over again in his 
history. 

During the Reagan/Carter election, 
Carter purposely delayed the release of 
the American hostages until right before 
the election so that fheir last minute 
release would boost his re-election. But 
it was Bush who then intervened (in 
order to influence the election in his and 
Reagan’s favor) and delayed the release 
of the hosta.&es until the very moment of 
Reagan’s inauguration by engineering 
the Arms for Hostages trade off. This is 

documented in former President of Iran’s, 
Bani-Sadr’s, book, My Turn To Speak. 

In a way Reagan was a puppet, 
signing Savings and Loans (S&L) de- 
regulations (and many other things) so 
later Bush’s son Neil and his pals could 
steal a lot of old women’s money and get 
away with it in the Savings and Loan 
burglaries. More money was stolen by 
Neil Bush and the S&L bandits than by 
all the bank robbers and safe crackers 
throughout the entire history of America 
put together. Officials estimate that the 
S&L bandits stole anywhere from 80 
billion to 180 billion dollars in only ONE 
year! whereas all the bank robberies add 
up to only 2 billion over the entire history 
of the United States. It is believed that 
Bush was pulling the strings behind 
Reagan all the time (while Reagan sat 
around watching old movie reruns from 
his Hollywood days) making Bush’s first 
year as president really his 9th year in 
power. Nostradamus explains. 

‘AUFor nine years the thin man 
[skinny Bush] will keep a peaceful 
rule, then he willfall into so bloody a 
thirst [began with Panama], that a 
great nation [America] will die for him 
without faith. or law; killed by ir much 
better natured man.-X1.9” 

At least the cause of Saddam is to 
defend Islam and resurrect (El Ba’ath) 
the former Ottoman Empire for the sake 
of his ,people. Bush is out only for 
himself and has even most likely gone 
against his Trilateralist friends. This 
makes Saddam (Mabus) a much better 
natured man. The Saddam’s Revenge 
comes as the second wave of war in the 
prophecies of Nostradamus. 

aFor several nights the earth 
will shakerirst bombing of Baghdad); 
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in the spring[temporaq cease fire] to 
great efforts.[Desert Storm and then 
Saddam’s (M&bu&) Revenge] in suc- 

Today’s News & Shenanigans 
cession. II. 52 

And like the Bible (ReueZation9: 14), 
Nostradamus identifies the scene of de- 
feat in Iraq at the great river Euphrates. 

“The great band and sect wear- 

10/22/92 #l HATONN 

BOOK TITLES 

ingacrvss[Ame~canChrkt$anAnnies I can see that I mis-titled the recent 
of Bush] Will rise up in book! [See the humom~s discussion of this 
Iraq...[Mesopotamia] near the matter in last week’s LIBERATOR, page 26; 
Euphrates with a tank force and will we thought we were doing pretty well with 
hold the law to be its enemy.- III. 61 the late&JOURNALS name beingSEX AND 

Now is the time for all the people of THE LOTTERY. ‘SATAN IS ALIVE AND 
the world to awaken! We had already WELL ON PLANET EARTH!” But it flow 
forewarned the world of all these things seems that “marketing stmtegy” was a bit 
over one year ago in releases such as too shy.] To get abundant sales and distri- 
‘Saddam’s Revenge” and ‘Bush Loses bution of THE WORD I should have called 
the War!“, long before everyone else had it simply, “SEX”, and pretended to label 
begun to see the light. Over one year ago myself the Holy Father (in similarity to the 
we warned that Bush would have his Holy Mother, Madonna). And yet the ma- 
chance to restart the war as a push to get jority of the masses still label ME as Sa- 
re-elected and now one year later the tanic in practice. How many AIDS cases 
papers and media such as the New York will be spread by that one little creature of 
rimes and 60 Minutes have given these evil’s workshop, ‘Madonna”? How many 
truths credibility. people do you think will be utterly de- 

If Bush falls low in the polls and stroyedTHROUGH that ONELITTLELADY? 
has no other possible chance of winning, 
his history shows that he is not beyond EARTHGUAKES AND OTHER 
re-starting the Gulf War up to get re- ASSAULTS 
elected. No one says that Bush has to do 
this, however. It is his choice. If he does Please, chelas, let us walk through the 
do this he will be responsible for un- presentations. You haven’t stopped hav- 
leashing the four winds of destruction ing quakes-theyjust aren’t at Parkfield or 
from the great river Euphrates (in Iraq) on the San Andreas. Why? Well, let’s look 
by pushing over the first domino. at some generalizations-if you even watch 

[H: There is but a tiny bit more of the non-news as presented and the “lips” 
the document. If you wish it all, then slip. 
please obtain it from source for I can- 
not give into print the final para- SHUTTLES AND SATELLITES 
graphs. They are brief but state that 
religious order has been formed by a You MUST connect everything or you 
“man” as its head and this will Yix” will miss the messages! What is going on 
the problem if all follow, etc., etc. NO, here? A satellite for MEASURING earth 
it is not accurate and though I honor movements to a centimeter and receive 
greatly the people in preparation of and transmit laser “beams” and “pulsed 
these informative documents-I will frequencies of a low frequency band” is 
not give credence to that which is not DELAYED in launch-alongwith no quake 
fully correct in “man’s” projections of YET in California along the EXPECTED 
God-connections, orders and founda- path. COULD THIS MEAN THAT YOU HAD 
tions of and for action. It is stated BETTER PAY ATTENTION TOTOMORROW 
that “(The Baha’ is Under the Prod- OR WHENEVER THEY LAUNCH THAT 
sions of the Covenant) free from all THING”? 
charlatans, fakes, frauds, liars, im- 
posters, phonies and corrupt limita- EXPLOSIONS REPORTED AND 
tions.” THIS IS NOT SO! To even ENERGY RECORDINGS 
make such a proclamation is indeed 
showing that the earliest foundations NOW it comes out from ones in the area 
of the statement itself is fraudulent. of Parkfield-“there was the sound of an 

Does this make the truth less truth? air explosion as the earthquake was begin- 
NO-if anything, it shows more cre- ning” and “The monitoring equipment al- 
dence, and most certainly I highly ready in place registered strange and heavy 
honor Neal for his compilation of ex- changes of frequency on the recordings 
cellent perception. and then after the quake, nothing.” Does 

He also gives references which we this all strike ANYONE as INTERESTING? 
will not take space to reprint herein- Even “little” shakers have after-shakers. 
those can be obtained from source Why did THIS little shaker get such 
also if desirable. Thank you.] attention? Could it be to allow for the 

placement of heavy duty monitoring equip- 
ment to be moved into the area without 
notice? COULD THIS WHOLE INCIDENT 
HAVE BEEN PLANNED FOR A BIGGER 
EXERCISE AS THE DAYS PASS? YOU BE 
THE JUDGE! 

One of the reasons given for the delay in 
launching the shuttle was that ‘the win- 
dow for orbiting the satellite for proper 
%.lignment’ with earth receivers is critical” 
and athere is a bit of wind at the launch 
site”, (ad nauseam). A ‘bit ofwind”???(???) 
A multi-zillion pound rocket system and a 
thrust that will get you into space orbit- 
and a’bit ofwind (breeze)” stops alaunch? 
Come now, chelas, don’t act as dumb as 
‘they” already accuse you of being. 

OTHER THINGS TO ATTEND 

I suggest that if you are ‘prepared”- 
so, stay that way; alert and ready. If not- 
GET THAT WAYI 

Now, pay attention to what else is going 
on. Information of ‘confrmation” of our 
work is pouring all over you. Look at the 
MIA/POW unfolding information. Look at 
the assault of information about Bush, 
Clinton, etc. I believe you will even find 
that a “crosser” of the system (another of 
some 200 people who witnessed or ques- 
tioned) “died of natural causes” yesterday- 
Jim Garrison-author of the book upon 
which the Kennedy assassination movie 
was based. 

Right in the Daily News (L.A. area) of 
Oct. 20,1992 came an article on the ‘drug 
war” and other cover-up information of 
interest in which a paragraph read: ‘The 
government (U.S.) has bmht in more 
cocaine than the Medellin Cartel. They 
are probab1.u a bW importer than 
Pablo ho&r.” And, hTbw is YOUR day? 
The article was written and put on the 
‘wires” from Boston as given to the Hous- 
ton Chronicle (Texas). 

There is word directly from helicopter 
(military-troop mover) pilotswho are quite 
pleased to talk about moving Russian, 
Canadian, etc., U.N. troops for exercises to 
all sorts of locations around the “States” 
for “maneuvers or something”. Well, it is 
the “something which had better occupy 
your attention. 

Next time you peruse a site of interest, 
especially military or seemingly “shut 
down” sites of former heavy construction 
and movement-checkwhich way the safety 
razor wire ‘leansn-inward or outward! It 
might just tell you a lot-are people going 
to be kept IN or OUT? Little things can tell 
you a great big bunch, “Dr. Watson? 

By the way, the “States” are now di- 
vided up into districts as is the United 
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States (as we have presented)-they are 
called “BIO” DISTRICTS or similar terms. 
California-has 10 active districts. In 
observing the intent-it is one big “land 
grab” as organized and, overall, irrigation 
districts are restricting or stopping water 
for all sorts of reasons to break the farmers 
and ranchers. ARE YOU NEXT? 

TEHACHAPI WATER PROBLEM: 
LATEST HIDDEN SHENANIGANS 

It is interesting to note that in this small 
little town, where the tainted and contami- 
nated water was brought to legal, public 
view-there is the cutest game afoot you 
can imagine. 

First the price of water increased by 
20%, and now the water is proclaimed to 
be clean and “good” BUT, miIIions of 
gallons are being “flushed” down the 
gutter from storage sites “because the 
turbidity continues to be unacceptable”. 
This area is all but on water “rations” 
because this part of California is into a 
seventh year of drought and water is the 
most precious commodity ,available any- 
where-ANYWHERE-and yet this Utur- 
bid” “cloudy” water is being drained into 
the drainage system without reclamation- 
millions of gallons! 

So, let us look at THIS. You DO NOT 
STIRUPTHEWATERMORETODECREASE 
TURBIDITY! THIS INCREASES TURBID- 
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ITY. SO WHAT ELSE ARE THEY HID- 
ING??-WHILE YOU CITIZENS PAY FOR 
IT IN BAD HEALTH AND MONEY? Will 
the evidence all be GONE when the court- 
room case is “heard”? 

How do you expect to change a govern- 
ment of dictators when you WON’T EVEN 
GET RID OF DELIBERATELY DICTATING 
CORRUPT PEOPLE RUNNING A LOCAL 
(SMALL) COMMUNITY SERVICES DIS- 
TRICT IN WHICH THE MANAGER IS NOT 
EVEN AN ENGINEER? PERHAPS, 
CHELAS, YOU CITIZENS GET EXACTLY 
THAT WHICH YOU DESERVE! WHAT DO 
YOU AWAIT? MAGIC-OR US TO FIX IT 
FOR YOU? NOT LIKELY, DEAR ONES, 
NOT AT ALL LIKELY! 

The Adversary’s Numerical Fingerprint: 
Deceptions In Words And Definitions 

lo/22192 #2 HATONN THAT does become important for HE is MARK OF THE BEAST...666 
returned unto you and THAT FACT must 

FREEMASONRY AND MARK OF be confronted. I have written on this As we have learned from the BibZe 
THE BEAST subject prior to this in JOURNALS so I the number seven signifies Yahuweh. 

have to suggest that you get that infor- The number & is the number of man 
Boy, am I weary of the attacks against mation for I prefer to make little corn- and/or represents Satan (666). From 

us for the outlaying of information. I am 
getting more flak from the nice 

ment as we share this with you. We will this we can establish a basis for putting 

sons” than from the nice “Zionists”. 
“Ma- be caught with our proverbial “pants together a system, using the English 
Ido down” if we don’t simply move sharply Alphabet. Using 6 as the base, each 

not denounce your work or your godli- along. 
ness. Ifyou are of God, why hit me? Why 

letter graduates by 6 (man’s number- 
It is important that “this” beast of man’s alphabet): 

DOES our work and WORD bother so computerized communications and in- 
many who in turn claim that “no-one ternational workings is now under ‘all A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
listens to such rubbish and garbage”! stops out” way to have operational THE 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 
Why is the ADVERSARY so upset over new international telecommunications 
that which we write? If it be NOT Truth, system- BY THE END OF JANUARY, N 0 P Q R S T U V 
WHO WOULD TAKE NOTE? 1993. THATIS ONLY THREE MONTHS- 84 90 96 102 108 114 120 126 132 

BROUGHT DOWN FROM OVER A YEAR 
The following information was com- FROM NOW. REASON? “TO BE ABLE W X Y 2 

piled information sent with the informa- TO STOPALLMONEY TRANSFERS FROM 138 144 150 156 
tion regarding this person or any publi- AND TO ANY NATION IN THE WORLD AT 
cation. I wish to honor this person for THE PUSH OF A BUTTON! INSTANTLY!!” Many people have tried to deter- 
the incredible research but I do not wish We had not warned you about this prior mine who the man is that his name 
to bring any undue attacks upon his to today because we wanted several totals 666. The umark of the beast” is a 
person. Therefore, until we hear from sources of confirmation before springing SYSTEM, and one of the marks (#markA 
him personally, I shall leave identifica- such a load on you who are in the busi- 
tion as is. I also suggest that if there is ness of money management, wire trans- 

meaning an impression, influence, power 

a better format than I shall use here with 
over men or things; effect on the mind, to 

fers and those of you who are in Mutual induce) will have a great effect on man 
Dharma, that you Editors are free to Funds which will require resolution and/ and his reasoning. 
restructure the “diagrams”. or have off-shore facilities and invest- One such “markA is the dictionary 

It is not longer a matter of how you ment in other national currencies. This used by most people. The scribes of the 
readers WISH to interpret things or ac- indicates that at the very most-you most commonly used dictionary 
cept information--’ it is simply that the have less than two full months to get (Webster’s) tell us what they want us to 
time has come to take the best of that those financial arrangements made and believe pertaining to words used in the 
which is interpretation and presentation finished. A word to the wise is sufficient? English language. We accept these defi- 
and compile it for your inspection. It is I will write more on this tomorrow morn- nitions and place them in our minds 
THE TIME of lifting the veils from the ing but I feel this is a place to introduce (forehead) and we carry the dictionary in 

“puzzles so that you can function in knowl- the network capability and intention our hand to verify the meaning of given 
“edge and in Truth for ultimately through because of our subject matter which will words. 
those routes within the God-KNOWING greatly involve computers, etc. Depending on this source of infor- 
will you make your journey into and mation, we have accepted the word (mark) 
within the LIGHTE-D God Presence-and QUOTING: of the scribes as being the FINAL WORD 
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OF AUTHORITY! 
If we use this source to get BibZe 

definitions, we are accepting FALSE IN- 
FORMATION with regards to the Bible. 
BY DOING SO, we have accepted the 
“mark of the beast”. 

Let us take the name “Webster’s” 
and see what the number value is: 

W-138 
E- 30 
Ei- 12 
s-l 14 
T-120 
E- 30 
R-108 
s-m 

= 666. 

WEBSTER’S, THE MAN WHO’S 
NAME IS REVEALED IN REVELATIONS 
“THE BEAST”. [H: At this point Dharma 
shook her head and said, “Sir, this is not 
right for I rather think Kissinger would 
be more likely the culprit.” That’s right! 
SO, YOU GO ADD IT UP. KISSINGER’S 
NAME ADDS UP TO 666 IN MORE THAN 
ONE WAY. IN OTHER PLACES HE IS 
BETTER KNOWN BY HIS NAME BEAR- 
ING THE INITIAL “A” AND 
“K”ISSINGER-THAT EQUALS: AN 
uAn=6 AND A “Km=66 or, “666” as well 
as totalling ‘Kissinger” by alphabet. It 
becomes a hand tool-so read on. I let 
her stop to add it up and perhaps you 
would like to get your calculator and do 
that, too, before moving on.] 

Using this system, I have discovered 
that other things, places, names, etc...total 
either 6 or 3 or 9. If we take anything that 
we know to be evil, and add the number 
value--then break it down to the smallest 
number, it will come up 6 . . . . i.e.: 

MURDER = 474: 4+7+4 = 15. 1+5 = &. 
RAPE = 240: 2+4 = &. 
SATAN = 330: 3+3 = &. 
HATE = 240: 2+4 = &. 

Negative things will always come up 
6. Positive things will be just the opposite. 
The “flip-side” of 6 is 9. Therefore, things 
that are of good as “defined” by Mr. 
Webster’s, etc., i.e. “Yahuweh” will add up 
to 9. 

LOVE = 324: 3+2+4 = 9. 
TRUTH = 522: 5+2+2 = 9. 

And so forth, to get the picture. 
Some things will add up to 3. This is 

a NEUTRAL number, meaning that it can 
be both good g evil, depending on how it is 
used and its designation: 

GOD = 156: 1+5+6 = 12;1+2 = 3 
(WHICH GOD?); 

KILL = 264: 2+6+4 = 12. 1+2 = 3 (KILL 
WHAT? SHEEP-LAMBS-PEOPLE, ETC.); 

JESUS = 444: = 4+4+4 = 12 = 3 (THIS IS 
A NAME MEXICAN MEN USE, ALSO IT IS 
A GREEK NAME DERIVED FROM IESUS 
AND EA-ZEUS (HEALING ZEUS). 

Webster’s says Zeus is the sky god 
and is also known as Deus (Latin), Dio 
(Italian), Dios (Spanish), Dayus (Sanskrit), 
and Zeus Soter meaning Zeus the Savior. 
‘Jesusn is p&the correct name of the SON 
of Yahuweh! p: Now, take “ATON”, 
6+120+90+84 = 300. 3+0+0 = 3 (ATON, 
BEING ALSO MY OWN LABEL-ALSO 
MEANS THE “LIGHT”, THE uONE” OR 
THE “SUN”, ETC. You can also add up 
UHatonn” and you will come out with 
only a ‘7” which means nothing either 
way for it is only an identification sym- 
bol and not my actual name. I don’t 
want to belabor the point-just point 
out what you are doing here in concept. 
You also must recognize the identifica- 
tion according to language and defmi- 
tion so don’t get carried away for we only 
want a “concept” and not get hung-up 
on counting and reciting the alphabet. 
We are only talking “concept” and ucon- 
cept as in English presentation”.] The 
correct name is more as YAHSHUA (pro- 
nounced: ya-who-ah). Therefore, the name 
“Jesus” would come up a 3, depending on 
how you are using it. 

[H: Dharma is holding her breath so 
let’s see how it adds up. Remember it 
must be considered Uhown a word is 
being utilized: DHARMA = 
24+48+6+108+78+6 = 270. 2+7+0 = 9. I 
do not, however, suggest you all rush 
out there and add up your names and fall 
into a funk because you cannot be sure 
of the spelling OR the meaning of your 
labels in almost all cases. Let us take 
%alim as example, it could be spelled, 
Cali, Cake, Kalie, Kali, Kalli, KalIee- 
etc. We simply happen to KNOW the 
accurate spelling of “dharma”. BE VERY 
CAREFUL AS YOU PLAY THESE GAMES 
OR YOU WILL MISS THE POINT.] 

The same applies to the word Christ, 
which comes out to a 3 also. (462 total). 
Christ means savior. Savior of what? If we 
join the name of Jesus (444 total) and 
Christ (462 total) it adds up to 906. 9+6 = 
15. 1+5 = 6. OOPS! 

HOWEVER: Ifyou use the Son’s cor- 
rect name (Yahshua) which totals 498 (=3) 
and the number value of ‘Lord” (294) we 
arrive at the correct name and title. 

LORD 294 
YAHSHUA 498 

= 792, 7+9+2 = 18; 1+8 = 9. 

To illustrate a bit further how this 
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of the beast” (Webster’s Dictionary) and 
check it out, then also we will take Strong’s 
Concordance: 

STRONG’S CONCORDANCE = 
1242; 1+2+4+2=9. 

WEBSTER’S DICTIONARY = 1374; 
=15=&. 

Satan has a counterfeit for evexy- 
thing which is good! This not only applies 
to THE Bible DEFINITIONS but also to 
POLITICAL SITUATIONS. Satan has dupli- 
cated the Nation of America also. What we 
know to be the ‘United States of America”, 
which is a 3 Branch Republic, has been 
duplicated and it is known as the District 
of Columbia. This new (counterfeit) United 
States was created by a flaw in the Consti- 
tution, Article 1, Section 8, Clause seven- 
teen, wherein the Congress of the Republic 
was allowed to fully control Legislative 
Authority over a body of citizens and a 10 
mile area of land known as the District of 
Columbia, Washington D.C. Not only does 
Congress have exclusive Legislation over 
that District but also over ALL LAND 
OWNED BY THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
which are subdivisions (enclaves) under 
exclusive Rule of Congress. Every citizen 
who resides in DC. or any of its enclaves 
(territories) are subject to direct rule under 
Congress and/or the Federal United States. 
This happened during Nixon’s Administra- 
tion when he established 10 Federal Re- 
gions throughout the Sovereign States; 50 
States divided into 10 Federal Regions with 
clusters of 5 States per cluster. Each 
cluster was numbered O-9 for all functions 
of Government, directly connected to the 
District of Columbia. Anyone (subjects/ 
persons) who lives in one of these Federal 
Regions is considered to be resident/citi- 
zens of the District of Columbia, subject to 
Legislative Rule. A few years passed and 
Federal Postal Office introduced the new 2 
letter State abbreviation, and the ZIP CODE. 
Now (the Courts have determined) if a 
person does not lawfully claim his resi- 
dence in one of the Sovereign 50 States, he 
will then be considered as being a resident 
of the District of Columbia! If a citizen 
accepts the 2 letter State abbreviation and 
the Zip Code (rather than using his LAW- 
FUL State abbreviation, i.e., Ark., Calif., 
Wyo., etc...then he has just informed the 
Federal Government (also known as 
“United States”) that he is a resident of a 
Federal Region of the District of Columbia 
and subject to all of the Statutes of Con- 
gress, including the Internal Revenue (Title 
26 USC). 

This is just another one of the tricks 
of Satan. This ‘secretlA United States is 
m of, the ‘BEAST” system described in 
Revelation 13. The District of Columbia 
owns ‘States” such as: Puerto Rico, Guam, 
District of Columbia. Virein Islands. Ameri- 
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Can Samoa, the Northern Mariana Islands, use a standard dictionary. They will rarely It can also be titled: the “Mouth” of the 
and the Pacific Islands. Seven entities give the same definition, if at all. English speaking persons. 
termed ‘States” (HEADS) which make up 
the system of the Federal Beast (see title 42 MARK OF THE BEAST REVELATION135 ‘Andtherewasgiven 
United States Code, Chapter 7, Sec. 1301 unto him a mouth speaking great things and 
a, 1.). The 10 “HORNS” described in Webster’s Dictionary (666 on the blasphemies;....” 
Revelation 13 are the 10 Federal Regions Number Chart) tells us that the word ?vorl?’ 
established in 1972 by Pres. Nixon. Them means any type of labor, occupation, job, BLASPHEME: To speak irreverently of 
“Crowns” of the Beast are the 10 Chairmen etc.. . Since the King James version (as well God; ( Webster’s) 
of each Federal Region. WhoTs the man as others) is written into English, most IRREVERENT. Not reverent; disrespect- 
representing this part of the Beast? It would people accept the definition given by the ful. (Webster’s) 
have to be a man of Satan who has World Webster’s “fact” book. According to GOD: A being of more than human 
Wide influence over the Nations being con- Webster’s: the word “work” and “labour” powers; a divinity; an Idol; any person 
trolled, whichmakesupthecomplete System (labor) means virtually the same thing. honored unduly; any object esteemed as 
of the BEAST. p: NOW, chelas, is the time However, according to the Elible Dictionary the chief good, false deities, etc... (Note: 
to hold your breath!] The person who has (strong’s) they are worlds apart in mean- Webster’s definition of God.. .are these deli- 
this much influence with World Leaders ing. The term ‘work” in the English Dictio- nitions not of ‘great things a Blasphe- 
(could be)....KISSINGER. nary (Webster’s) has taken different words mies? Webster’s says that God can be 

from the Hebrew Text of the Old Testament either an “object” of false deities, an Idol, 
KISSINGER = 666, on the number and assigned them to all mean one single any person honored “unduly”.) 

chart. meaning!! This is true with relation to Of course Webster’s doesn’t give the 
For a couple of decades or more, ‘work”, “labour” and “servile”. correct name of the Supreme God (recog- 

Kissinger has been meeting with MANY To show how this can affect the nized here by the simple label of origin as 
World Leaders putting together the ONE average Christian let’s take the Sabbath Yahuweh), because this is considered IR- 
WORLD ORDER. This One World Order is Day Commandment and translate it into REVERENT (meaning disrespectful). 
planned to take effect in 1992 or 1993 [H: its correct meaning. Webster’s merely places God in the same 
FULLY OPERATIONAL BY YEAR 2000 category as deities, Idols, false deities and 
WITH DEPOPULATION HAVING ALSO EXODUS 20:9,10: persons honored unduly. If this isn’t BLAS- 
BEEN ACCOMPLISHED! We do not state PHEME 111 kiss your “chamaf or “etham” 
WHEN this document was scribed.] This “Shesh (six) yowm (days) shalt thou (chamar: see 256wtham: see 386 in 
explains why the Berlin Wall came down so Abad (labour) and do all thy MeLakal (work), Strong’s Concotda-. Both words (chamar 
unexpectedly. Satan is working on a time- but the SHeBlYiY (seventh) day is the and etham) are given the same general 
table, BUT SO IS YAHUWEH! Satan knows Shabbath (sabbath) of the Lord thy God. In word (ass) but these words are different the 
that he and his angels (agents) are running it thou shalt not do any MeLakal (work),... . sameway“WOm takesondifferentmean- 
out of time and they must hurry. Here are the correct definitions for the ings. To find out what I reallv said I would 

Let’s check these two (2) separate words (Hebrew) used in the original text: Kiss.. . please locate the correct meanings! 
“United States” with the number chart: LABOUR (5647 Strong’s) ABAD-aw- One (1) of the ‘marks” of the Beast 

bad’: to work in any sense; serve, till, in Revelationis Webster’s LXcfionary. Ifyou 
United States of America = 1368 = 18 = 9; enslave, bond service, labour. accept the definitions of this book, for your 
(The correct “United States”). WORK(4399 strong’s) MeLA’kah-MEG biblical definitions, you have already ac- 

AH-KAW’: deputyship, i.e. ministry. (Also cepted the MARK OF THE BEAST! 
“United States” = 942 = 15 = 6; 
(The counterfeit United States). 

same as 4397-to dispatch a deputy; a 
messenger; also a prophet priest or teacher); END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SITTING 

SERVILE (5656 strong’s) Abowdah- 
District of Columbia = 1194 = 15 = 6; ab-o-daw’: work of any kind: act, bondage, *** 

(Known as the Federal United States). labour, ministering, office, service. 
Now we can see that &ocZ~s20:9,10 Dharma, allow us to leave this for this 

D.C. = 42 = 6. does not mean what Webster’s LXcZionary afternoon. I realize this is the most tedious 
LAW = 216 = 9. wants us to believe. writing you have had to do thus far be- 
EQUITY = 582 = 15 = 6. The following is a correct translation cause of the poor structure of the docu- 
LEGISLATIVE = 720 = 9. of Exodus 20:9,10: ment in point but I believe as we make it 
LEGISLATIVE EQUITY = 1302 = 6. "six days shalt thou workr in any through the maze we will find it most 
COURT = 462 = 12 = 3; sense (Z&our, work, servile work, ser- interesting for consideration. Remember 
(What kind of court?). vice, ministry, etc.) and do thy that the riddles all must be solved before 
TRIBUNAL = 582 =15 = 6; (Article 1 deputyshipof ministq(asamessenger- we get the tapestry finished! Every clue is 
Legislative Court under the District of prophet priest or teached, But the valuable in both concept and in actual 
Columbia). seventh day is the sabbath of the. Lord application. This whole deviation fmm 
LEGISLATIVE TRIBUNAL = 1302 = 6. thy God. In it thou shalt not do any central meaning of %eW is upper- 
COMMON LAW COURT = 1116 = 9; dutyship as a deputy of ministry as a most in importance for just as with 
(Article 3 Court under the United States messenger-prophet, priest or teacher.” unknowZng in that which goes on about 
of America). The Webster’s Dictionuy is the final you-or, moreauer, in NOT KNOWING 

work of definitions used by the general TRUTH--you have no basis orfmda- 
[H: You who have followed our work public. If you ask the average person to tion upon which to build accurnrte 

know the concept of“2 nations” and the give the definition of ‘work” and explain KNOWLEDGE. So be it. In love and honor 
Judicial terms used above.] Remember: where they got their definition, they will no I will now clear the frequency and allow YOU 
when using Law terms always use a Law doubt refer to the Webster’s Dictionary! respite. 
Dictionary. When using Bible terms use a This is the authority. The book (dictionary) Thank you, . 
Bible Dictionary. When using man’s terms is the WORD ofthe English speaking people. Hatonn to clear, Salu. 
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Children Are The 
ccJewels99 Of Your 

712192 SANANDA 

Greetings, precious Druthea. I AM 
Sananda. I come in the service of Holy 
God/Aton of Light and to you my brethren 
upon Earth Shan. 

This day we will discuss the importance 
of the children of your species. There are 
now birthed and being birthed many whom 
are destined to become the “leaders* of 
your Spiritual Transformation and Align- 
ment in the 4th and 5th dimensional expe- 
rience which Earth is moving into. 

You, as a species, must regard ALL 
children as the potential for creative and 
spiritual upliftment for your evolving spe- 
cies. There must be a universal and com- 
mon interest paid to ALL children, whether 
YOU are a parent or not. 

During this time of kali (chaos), there 
exists the tremendous opportunity for 
CHANGE toward “higher” spiritual KNOW- 
ING and many HIGHER Spiritually-Devel- 
oped Beings are coming physically, now, as 
your babies and children, to assist the 
birth of YOU within the ONE. Will you give 
them a “place” upon which to blossom 
within GOD’s knowingness? Or will you 
continue towards the %uicide” of your 
species? This uncertain answer remains to 
be played out upon your plane. 

“HOW DO I TEACH MY CHILD 
ABOUT GOD AND CREATION?” 

There is a feeling of sincere and serious 
responsibility being felt by you young par- 
ents at this time of change. Inherently YOU 
KNOW of the importance of YOUR mission 
in raising an emotionally stable and ma- 
ture child into his/her adult state of inde- 
pendence and responsibility. 

One of the most important ‘jobs” you 
have as a parent is how you explain and 
share your perception of God and Cre- 
ation. In order for you to express with 
integrity and KNOWING, you must possess 
the integrity and KNOWING within YOU. It 
is crucial that you explain God FROM 
YOUR PERCEPTION, always, that the child 
be allowed to come into his/ her own KNOW- 
ING within, without strict rules and 
unwavering projections of ‘“THIS IS HOW 
IT IS, SO DON’T ASK ME ANYMORE.” 

The most important bit of information 
which you can give the child is that GOD 

EXISTS WITHIN HIM/HER, NOT WITH- 
OUT. You must tell the child that which 
YOU KNOW from soul KNOWLEDGE. God 
is Light, Love and Knowledge and WE ARE 
ALLRELATED FRAGMENTSOF HISTHINK- 
ING MIND KNOWING. 

Remember THE SPIRITUAL TRUTH, 
such as of DMNE SPIRITUAL ONENESS, 
will not confuse or upset the child at all. 
HE KNOWS inside. You are simply re- 
minding him of that which HE KNOWS. 
You will be giving him his spiritual stability 
in preparation for the probable human 
instability which will confront him from 
other “humans” whom he will undoubt- 
edly encounter. 

You are preparing the child for his LIFE’S 
WORK upon Earth. Are you not honored 
and humbled by YOUR commitment to 
GOD? 

YOUR ACTIONS AND BEHAVIOR 
ARE THAT WHICH THE CHILD 

WILL “FOLLOW” 

Do you live your life in balance with the 
Laws of God and Nature? If not, how can 
you expect the child to do so? YOU are 
setting an example, not by that which YOU 
SAY, but by that which you DO. 

I do suggest that your copy of the JOUR- 
NALcalled PHOENIX OPERATOR/OWNER 
MANUAL become most worn from your 
study of same so that, as you teach your 
child of THE LAWS, you live accordingly in 
balance with them yourself IN KNOWL- 
EDGE. If you are not responsible in your 
behavior, how can you expect the same of 
your child? 

Become an honorable reflection of GOD 
and your child will desire the same within 
self for he will see the example of TRUTH 
and BAWE and LOVE which you are 
expressing. 

The child must also be shown how 
powerful are his thoughts and that HE is 
responsible for that which he sows. En- 
courage him to ASK questions when he 
does not understand. 

Encourage him to seek TO KNOW 
CAUSE of that which he witnesses or par- 
ticipates within. If he asks you WHY the 
water is dirty and the sky is brown, tell him 
the truth that mankind is not very KNOWL- 
EDGEABLE about the NATURE OF GOD 
AND CREATION and, because of his igno- 

Precious 
Species 

rance, he is slowly destroying our planet. 
Tell him not to FEAR that which he 

witnesses as unbalance and suffering. 
Show him that HE can offer assistance to 
CHANGE that which he sees into balance 
again. 

Teach him about GOD’S DMNE LIGHT 
of protection and guidance. And that if he 
truly wishes to understand something 
which you are unable to offer an answer 
for, that he can ask GOD within him to 
show him THE TRUTH and return to him 
HIS knowledge. 

Show him that ALL answers and 
KNOWLEDGE exist within l&n, therein 
lies his power. 

Teach him to give honor and apprecia- 
tion to God, to Earth and to ALL within 
Creation every day for the LIFE experience, 
beauty and sustenance graced upon him. 

Teach him about absolute LOVE and 
His connection to all. That he exists as a 
product of God’s LOVE giving and regiving 
principle. 

Teach him to respect all of Nature and 
that Nature and God only gives and regives. 
Human has the choice to give or to take and 
taking is that which creates the unbal- 
ance. 

SHOW him that HIS will and God’s Will 
are ONE. 

Tell him about the nature of the Adver- 
sary, and how the Adversary fools him 
through fear, pain and other human enao 
tions into thinking he is separate from God 
and powerless to control his “reality”. 

Remind your child that ONLY GOD IS 
REAL. WE ARE ALL ONE. 

Teach him about the Universal Law of 
CAUSE AND EFFECT. And that only 
through petitioningwithin for GOD KNOW- 
ING will he understand CAUSE and not be 
fooled by his senses of what is the EFFECT. 

Remind your child of the IMMORTALITY 
of his soul and that ‘reincarnation” is a 
natural cycle of rebirth and one of the most 
important ‘facts of life”. 

BABIES AND CHILDREN ARE 
NATURALLY SELF *CENTERED” 

OR SELF ‘ORIENTED” FOR A TIME 

This is most natural since the baby and 
young child are solely dependent upon its 
parents for its food, clothing, home, nur- 
turing and love. The awareness of the child 
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is centered on the needs and wants of self, 
until he learns about “respect” of and 
9egard” for others and that “others” have 
needs and wants as well. 

Most of you have heard I he disgruntled 
exclamation of complaint :riade in regard 
to a particularly inconsic crate child or 
adult. “He/she thinks the >.vorld revolves 
around him/ herself?’ 

These ones are often -eferred to as 
‘spoiled”, which is quite ? unpleasant 
term to refer to someone w ) is excessively 
selfish or self-centered. 

I must tell you honest1 hat it is up to 
you parents to SHOW the I ild what CON- 
SIDERATE behavior isver: J self-centered 
inconsiderate behavior. u must show 
the child that there are ot rs to consider 
in his world and that as 1 rents you will 
not give him everything he asks for, such 
as of material goods. He must know that he 
ALWAYS can count on your love, not your 
pocketbook. 

If your child becomes demanding of 
more, more, more things, then, parents, 
YOU have contributed to this ungracious 
behavior and ONLY you can set it right with 
SELF and therefore with the child. 

I am sorry to inform you of the fact that 
in MOST all cases of “spoiled”, demanding 
and unruly children, you have, as ex- 
amples, one or both parents behaving in 
the same way. REMEMBER, the child 
follows YOUR EXAMPLE OF BEHAVIOR, 
parents. 

GIVE THE CHILD RESPONSIBILITY 
THAT HE MAY DEVELOP 

INDEPENDENCE AND Si ;LF ASSUR- 
ANCE FROM HIS HELP ‘UL DEEDS 

It is most beneficial to the child when 
you parents give the child duties, such as 
household chores, and responsibilities. 
There is no strict or set age to begin. I 
would suggest that you use your GOD- 
given intuition to guide you in each child’s 
case. Often a child will ask to help you in 
some way and so that is the perfect oppor- 
tunity to begin teaching about responsibil- 
ity. 

I would suggest that, in order to help the 
child develop and maintain discipline in 
his responsibilities, you are somewhat flex- 
ible and alternate duties when you have 
more than one child. Also it is most 
important that the consequences of ignor- 
ing duties is made VERY CLEAR in ad- 
vance and adhered to every time so that the 
consistency of the consequence is well 
understood by the child. 

You must instill in the child that, as 
with Nature, when Her “laws” cue broken, 
there are consequences to be had. So, too, 
when he does not do his chores, there are 
consequences. Always explain WHY you 
give him duties and WHY it is important 
that he DO them as agreed. IF, for ex- 

ample, he “forgot” to feed his dog, what 
would happen to the dog? He would be the 
CAUSE of hunger for his pet and that is not 
acceptable. Or IF he forgets to take out the 
trash or clean his room, then how will it get 
done? 

An extremely beneficial and fun way to 
teach a child about responsibility is when 
you have “pets”, household or farm, to 
tend. Most children are naturally inter- 
ested in Nature’s creatures and, by giving 
them responsibility for the care and feed- 
ing of animals, they will learn responsibil- 
ity AND love and respect for God’s crea- 
tures as well. 

Many of you Mothers, especially, get 
into the habit of just DOING everything, 
such as laundry, dishes, cleaning for your 
children-and then wonder why they are 
so irresponsible and demanding of MORE. 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 

When they are old enough and big enough, 
let them learn to cook, clean, feed the pets 
and do the laundry so that they do not 
expect all to be done for them. And they, 
then in turn, learn to care for themselves 
and be neat and orderly in their function- 
ing. 

More than anything else, your child 
must be secure in the KNOWLEDGE that 
YOU, his Mother and Father, love him 
absolutely. 

Let us take a rest, Druthea. Thank you, 
precious little sister, for your service. I 
trust that my suggestions are beneficial for 
you struggling parents. We will continue in 
guidance on the subject of children as 
needed or requested. I AM Sananda, in 
service to God/Aton of Light and to you, my 
brethren. Walk gently with one another in 
Peace and Love. Salu. 

Nevada Corporations 
CORPORATIONS AND REAL ESTATE 

There are many many advantages today 
for holding real estate in a Corporation. 
Corporations afford owners of real estate 
privacy and asset protection which can 
make all the difference when that hungry 
lawyer’s lawsuit comes up or when the IRS 
decides to make you their next victim for 
whatever reason (usually they don’t need 
one). What you will find, with most large 
landholders, is that they will never hold 
property in their own name. If they do, they 
have not been in the game for very long. 

Liability risk should be on everyone’s 
mind these days. Courts have gone as far 
as to say that a motorist involved in an 
accident who has no fauZt in that accident, 
can be partially responsible! Lawsuits 
need to be a concern of everyone today. 
Property held in a corporation can spread 
out your risk to the point where judge- 
ments against you, as an individual, can- 
not be easily attached to a corporation. 
Your ownership of that corporation can 
become very hard to determine if you use 
all of the protection that Nevada allows 
with their structuring of Corporations. 

Privacy is another area where a corpo- 
ration can provide you the cover for owning 
real estate and remaining hidden. Let’s 
use this real-life story as an example: Three 
partners were the owners af an apartment 
complex and the partners were in constant 
disagreement. One of the partners, having 
sufficient financial ability, made an offer to 
the other partners to buy them out. 

The other two partners were being given 
a very good price for their share, but would 
not sell because they did not want to sell 
their shares to the first partner; ego differ- 
ences I believe. So the first partner, being 

crafty, created a corporation and hired a 
man to represent it. This unknown corpo- 
ration then came in and made an offer to all 
three of the partners. The partner/owner 
of the corporation put on a good show and 
said that he didn’t want to sell out but 
would if the other partners decided that it 
was a good deal. 

This approach allowed the first partner 
to buy the apartment complex for about 
the same price as he was originally directly 
asking, but without having the other two 
partners know that they just sold to him. 

This same strategy can work for you in 
your day-to-day life. Isn’t it true how 
people that appear to have money will 
attract all kinds of attention and trouble? 
This is an unfortunate situation but it is 
true, and getting worse by the month, as 
the economy continues down and, along 
with everyone else, lawyers get hungrier. 
Keeping a low profile can make your life 
much more peaceful. 

Real estate held in a corporation keeps 
the focus off of you and on this unknown 
corporation. Normally, no one will know 
who the owner of the corporation is. Just 
always remember the saying “I just work 
here” or, in this case, ‘I just represent Big 
Corporation In The Sky, Inc.” and play 
dumb. It’s fun and taking this approach 
works. You will disappear and this new 
name will show up everywhere you used to. 

Many states now have statutes where 
real estate that is sold is automatically 
reappraised (for example, California’s Prop. 
13). Well, if a corporation is the owner of 
the real estate, and you sell your property 
by selling your shares of stock in that 
corporation, the deed on the property is 
never changed. This sale of personal prop- 
erty, not real estate, would never be re- 
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corded and, therefore, no reappraisal would 
occur. Now, if every Californian who has 
seen his real estate value grow and grow 
could offer a buyer a corporation for sale, 
that would be a very nice incentive to pay 
a higher price. This strategy has many 
advantageous implications with the tax 
system also. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT 

For these and many other reasons, hold- 
ing real estate in a corporation can be very 
beneficial. By protecting what you own, 
you can save a tremendous amount in the 
long run. Plan today for the unexpected 
tomorrow. 

NEVADA CORPORATIONS CALL CORP 0 PENSIONERS ALERT 
RATE ADVISORS CORPOUTIONAT (702) 
885-9638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT 2810 W. Please, you ones who have Pension Plans 
CHARLESTON BLVD., SUITE G-6723, LAS and intend to do something with them-like 
VEGAS,NV89102. ASKFORCORTCHRlS7lE. withdraw assets-DO lT NOW! THE LAWS 
FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INSTRUC- ARE BEING MORE STRINGENTLY APPLIED 
TION ABOUTTHEVALUE OF NEVADA COR- AND NEW ONES PUT IN PLACE REGARD- 
PORATlONSAND THETRUTH BEHIND OUR ING TRANSFERS AND WITHDRAWALS- 
MODERN ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE IMMEDIATELY IN 1993. 
PHOENIX JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECO- 
NOMIC DISASTER (#4) AND PRIVACY IN A TELEPHONE/BANKING/STOCK 
FISHBOWL (# 10). [See back page for order- 
ing information.] 

The massivechangeovertoacentralemer- 
gency international phone system going into 
operation(insomeareaslikeCali.fomiabythe 

ccCoincidenc&9 And ~~~~~~~~~ZrZ~~n~Z 
or to any place in the world. Thisisgiven forth 
for public consumntion as amethod to’sto~ 

another fall-out df the stock market com- 

Confirmations hsmalldo~etoo! puter system” Well aspirin is good for you 

10/23/92 #l HATONN 

BETTER LOOK AGAIN AT 
“COINCIDENCES” 

Do NOT put out your best porcelain 
figurines in fault line areas! You aren’t 
finished YET! 

Let me point out a few things that you 
probably will not know! 

1. There is a very large %quawKd about 
launching a monitoring satellite from a 
multi-billion dollar ‘shuttle” when it could 
“.. .have better been launched from a 
cheaper rocket”! Oh my, but you would 
NOT have photon phasers and photo- 
pulse beam capability from a rocket. 
Chelas, there is massive evil afloat this 
day! The shuffle is primed and ready to 
strike--and, apparently, at many Site6 

about the world, not the least is now the 
New Madrid Fault! The 6huffle is to 
travel for about ten days in the same 
orbiting cycles as the satellite “beam 
bouncer” sphere. Do what you will and 
condemn if you wish--but you MUST 
KNOW THAT YOU WILL CONTINUE TO 
GET THESE THINGS FROM US WITH- 
OUT LETUP-AS THEY SURFACE. We 
are quite accustomed to the %ticks and 
6tOne6y and “words” can only help us 
get attention to the problem. 

CHECKING OUT! 

Many in the area around Edwards Air 
Force Base (general area) witnessed mas- 
sive flash after flash of brilliant light in the 
pre-dawn time this morning. The light 
came “pulsing” from the ground upward. 
Indeed, the lasers are being tested with the 

CART0 IS HATONN? 

new receiver ‘bouncer” just established New confusion: I am asked if one by the 
yesterday! You cannot hide lights of that name of Willis Cat-to is actually Hatonn. The. 
magnitude-they would have been visible interpretation is that he IS1 No, he 1s not- 
in the daylight hours also and noted by far HatoM is HatoM and Willis Carto is NOT an 
more people, so the testing was done in the energy speaker at all. If he be human he 
dark. Lower frequencies will be tested in cannot be ME1 There seems to be anational 
the day hours until the satellite is “tuned”. connection being made with this person and 
The testing has to be done at appropriate the LIBERATOR. NO, no and no1 
sequence of orbit. 

This same routine is being tested from OUEEN OF ENGLAND-GERMAN 
every central phaser-pulse (beam) base of 
operations within the grid. I told you that Queen Elizabeth, head 

honcho ofthe world and the richestwoman in 
NEW MADRID ALERT the world, is of German heritage stemming 

from the Khazuian background. Today you 
There is a full-stage alert and “quake haveitverified: shejust%sitedthememorial 

drill” all along the New Madrid Fault system sites of HER RELATIVES IN GERMANY (TO- 
today and running for the current 12 hours. DAY).” ConfirmationsAREcomforting,aren’t 
After which, of course, and as in California, they? 1 know you who have been fAthfu1 
the toys go back in their collapsible hovels all readers and efforted to get others to see and 
neatly tucked away for assured damage, the hear have been at great disadvantage for you 
hospitals go off alert and when no-one is have gotten such a pile of truth in such a 
expecting it-l&e the t&fin t.& night shall short while that the circuits have shorted- 
come the disasters. You do, however, have to out. The smile shall be coming fmmyour side 
have drills and alerts to allow for movement much, much more fquentiy now as things 
of equipment, monitoring stations, guard unfold and the Adversary cannot keep it all 
duty and operations run-throughs without under wraps. 
note of the public as to what is happening. 

That election in the good old U.S. of A. is POW/MIA 
coming up very, very soon now! 

Are there POWs alive? YES! This recent 
SPEAKING OF- show-and-tell is a ghastly and nasty way of 

lying to you and doing great pain and damage 
Does anyone t&e note t&t Clinton is to those ones who SUIT&XL Keep UP the 

under attack by the Elite &mix&ration pItSSUl'T?S for old piCtUn?S fan be produced 
%hip$‘. What is worse, they are fin&g all against this day of reckoning and that is 
sorts ofnasty little things. Does it also strike exactly what is happening right now-to 
you as interesting that you have these earth- cover whatever is happening now or re- 
qu&e alertsin AREAS WHERE CLINTON IS? cently! Perot is correct and he DOES plan 
First the San Andreas &qu&e area and to look into it immediately if he gets the bid 
now the New Madrid location? So be it. for ‘chief”. 
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More, Marks Of The Beast: 
Federal Districts & Freemasonry 

10123192 #2 HATONR 

MARK OF THE BEAST 

TITLE 42 UNITED STATES CODE 
THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE 

(Continued from 10/22/92 #2) 

Let us now turn to our subject in point, 
The Mark of The Bea6t. We have so many 
subjects to cover that you precious readers 
will have to be patient with us for we hurry 
as fast as we can and we must bring unto 
you that which is the most useful as we 
move along. Recognition of your enemy 
and his henchmen is uppermost in tm- 
potince. 

@: Readers, please be gracious a6 you 
read thi6 reprint for it is most difficult to 
retype. It seems to come from one by 
the name of “Irping Stien” but a6 we go 
along it appear6 to be that even that 
name is misspelled a6 are two/ thirds of 
ALL words. It become6 evident that the 
material is taken from a recording of a 
presentation or two and mixed. The 
fingerprint6 of one, Howard Freeman, 
are all over the document 60 we also 
honor him for hi6 great contribution 
to you-the-people. Be kind to Dharma, 
however, a6 you read along, becaulre 
she i6 having great difficulty deci- 
phering correct presentation. She is 
experiencing a new ta6k of presenta- 
tion as she i6 totally accucctomed to 
my redoing and sorting all presenta- 
tions FOR her. I choo6e to cau6e her 
to have to mentally attend the infor- 
mation in point and it slow6 u6 tremen- 
dou6ly. Thank you.] 

QUOTING: 

u And I stood upon the sand of the 
sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the 
sea, having seven heads and ten 
homs,anduponhis homstencrowns, 
and upon his heads the name of Blas- 
phemy.” Revelations 13: 1. 

This vision describes the Federal 
System (beast) which has dominated the 
‘once” sovereign United States of 
America. The seven heads of this system 
are: District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, 
Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa, 
Northern Mariana Islands-Pacific Is- 
lands. These entities are termed 
‘States”. To verify this let us go to the 
United States Code for the definition of 
STATE. 

Chapter 7-Social Security 
SUBCHAPTER XI-GENERAL 

PROVISIONS 

Sec. 1301. 
(a) When used in this CHAPTER - 
(1) The term “STATE”, except where 

otherwise provided, includes the Dis- 
trict of Columbia and the Common- 
wealth of Puerto Rico, and when used in 
subchapters IV, V, VII, XI, and XIX of 
this chapter includes the Virgin Islands 
and Guam. Such term when used in 
subchapters III, Ix, and XII of this chap- 
ter also includes the Virgin Islands. 
Such term when used in subchapter V 
and in part B of this subchapter of this 
chapter also includes American Samoa, 
the Northern Mariana Islands and 
American Samoa. :. . . (in part) 

(2) The term “United States” when 
used in a geographical sense MEANS, 
except when otherwise provided, the 
STATES. 

SEC. 170.60 INCLUSNE LANGUAGE 
“Words in the plural form shall include 

the singular and vice versa, and words in 
the masculine gender shall include the 
feminine as well as trusts, estates, part- 
nerships, associations, companies and 
corporations.” 

CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS 
TITLE 26 
Revised January 1, 1961. 

When the “States” such as Puerto 
Rico, Guam, etc...are joined together they 
are called the “United States” (not the 
United States of America) meaning the 
Federal United States. Since these ‘States” 
are owned by the Federal Government, 
Congress can write any LAW for these 
possessions, and the ‘laws” passed DO 
NOT HAVE TO BE WRITTEN PURSUANT 
TO THE BILL OF RIGHTS! Therefore Con- 
gress (acting in behalf of the Federal United 
States) can pass any statute they please 
upon the citizens and residents of these 
“United States”. Ifyou happen to reside in 
one of these entities (including the 10 
Federal Regions established by President 
Nixon) then you ,.,come subject to direct 
g.& by Congress. 

Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17 of the 
Constitution gave Congress the Exclusive 

Rule of Legislation over the District of 
Columbiaand the Possessionsowned and/ 
or created by the District of Columbia (also 
known as the ‘United States”). If a person 
merely admits that kr: lives in one of these 
Federal subdivisions (enclaves), for ex- 
ample: by using the 2 letter State abbrevia- 
tion and the Federal Zip Code, then the 
person is subject to EXCLUSIVE LEGISLA- 
TIVE JURISDICTION as being a resident of 
the District of Columbia! If you don’t claim 
to be a citizen of the United States of 
America, then it will be assumed that you 
are a citizen and/or resident of the other 
‘United States”. 

America is now (1990) the Federal 
United States, due to in part, by the kre- 
ated” citizens and/or foreigners who have 
been allowed to become U.S. citizens via 
the 14th Amendment of the Constitution. 
What Congress creates-Congress controls. 
If Congress creates citizens they control 
them under the Exclusive Legislative Power 
given by Article One, Clause Seventeen of 
Section Eight in the Constitution. The 
same applies to Federal regions. Today, 
people are unaware that they are living 
under this Rule. 

All “Federal” subject6 (people who 
are created citizens, Federal employees, 
people working for Federal created entities 
such as corporations, companies) includ- 
ing those persons drawing income from the 
Federal Government (Welfare) are RE- 
OUIRED BY LAW to have a SOCIAL SECU- 
RITY NUMBER. 

SEC. 6 109. IDENTIFYING NUMBERS 

(a) Supplying of identifying numbers.. .: 
When required by regulations 

prescribed by the Secretary; 
(d) USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY AC- 

COUNT NUMBER: 
The Social Security Account 

Number issued to an individual for pur- 
poses of section 205(c)(2)(A) of the Social 
Security Act shall, except as shall other- 
wise be specified under regulations of the 
Secretary, be used as the IDENTIFYING 
NUMBER for such INDIVIDUAL for pur- 
poses of this Title. 

TITLE 26-INTERNAL REVENUE CODE; 
EMPLOYMENT, CHAPTER 24 

Any person who works for a corpora- 
tion (which is created by Government) can 
not avoid having the Social Security Num- 
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ber. This is a requirement! 20)) Banking (Title I2), Public Buildings, general public has allowed the government 

REVELA+ION 13: 16,17: u 
Property, and Works (Title 40), Public Lands to supersede the natural laws and place 

And he (Title 43), Agriculture, Hospitals, Money individuals under Legislative Law (man’s 
cuuseth a& both smaZ1 and great, rich and and Finances, Public Printing and Docu- 
poor, free and bond, to re&ve a mark in ments, Telegraphs, Telephones, 

law) thereby controlling the people by stat- 
and 

their tight hand, or in their foreheads. And 
utes of Congress. Things which were once 

Radiotelegraphs, Transportation, etc., etc., lawful to do under the law of God (Yahuweh) 
that no man might buy or sell, save he that etc.. . . All of the United States Codes con- such as marriage have now taken on the 
had the mark, or the name of the beast, or trol our everyday life! We are living under State as a partner. Once upon a time two 

THE NUMBER of his n~me.~ the Federal Control of the BEAST, without people who wanted to marry simply ob- 
even realizing it! This other nation which tamed a preacher and had a church wed- 

The Social Security System, and the is also called the “United States” is a ding-no license to do something that is 
assigned number to each individual, is the mystery to most Americans, and the codes lawful under God’s law and the common 
system in which to identify EVERY PER- and language of the codes are confusing to law. People are conditioned to believe that 
SON who has such a number. Today the average person. The Hebrew word for a child born out of wedlock will be a “has- 
( 1990) the Social Security Number 000-OO- Babvlon translates to u~~nfusio~n. tard” and termed an illegitimate child. 
0000 is used for virtually every aspect of Most Christians have read the passage in 
business, bank accounts, credit cards, “AND UPON HER FOREHEAD WAS A Deuteronomy 23:2 which states: “A bas- 
driver’s licenses, etc... This number $s NAME WRITTEN, MYSTERY BABYLON THE tard shall not enter into the congregation of 
assigned within a central computer in GREAT,.....” Revelations 17:5. the Lord.. .* Most people, accepting 
Washington D.C. (District of Columbia) Webster’s Dictionury as the correct author- 
known as S.I.M.S. (Service Information Most American people have been ity on words, use Webster’s definition of 
Management System) and referred to by tricked into believing that they are living “bastard”: 
government employees as “The Beast”. under aConstitutional Republic, protected 
This gigantic Computer System has every- by the Bill of Rights, when in fact, they are Bastard (bas’. terd) n. a child born 
one who has a Social Security Number, in living under a LEGISLATIVE DEMOCRACY out ofwedlock; illegitimate; false; coun- 
the memory banks. This computer knows fully controlled by the Federal Government terfeit. 
more about you and I than we do ourselves! under the counterfeit identity name: 
All government agencies have access to “United States”. Our proud flag, RED, This leads the average person to 
S.I.M.S. and to YOUR personal and busi- WHITE and BLUE has even been changed, believe that without a state license the 
ness information! Let’s now take the word to the Federal Flag which has added an child will be considered as being not legal 
“COMPUTER” and use the number chart: extra color to it...yellow. The yellow fringe by the state, and therefore a bastard, and 

which has been placed around the borders therefore cursed by the Bible. This com- 
COM P U TER of the American Flag, has been in EVERY pels the couple into accepting a State CerA 
18 90 78 96 126 120 30 108 = COURT of our Nation since 19381 This tificate of marriage, to assure that all chil- 

666. THE BEAST! “ensign” is the IntemationalMaritimeFlag dren born will not be “bastards”, in the 
used by the Navy when our ships enter a eyes of the State. 

All people, both small and great, rich foreign port, to acknowledge to said foreign As I stated before, when using words 
and poor, have been caused to receive a country that we are recognizing Intema- of general usage use the standard dictio- 
Social Security Number in order to work tional law! nary. When using words relating to the 
and pay Taxes to the Government. Our courts, therefore, are telling us Bible use a Bible dictionary. Let’s see what 

(in a most subtle way) that the court is the ZZmng’s Concordance has to say about 
SEC. 30 1.6 109- 1 IDENTIFYING exercising International Law under ADlK& the word ubastard”: 

NUMBERS RALTYJURISDICTION. Under Admiralty 4464 MAMZER, mam-zare’; from 
Jurisdiction (Maritime Law) the Constitu- an unused root mean. to alienate; a mon- 

(a) In general-( 1) Social Security tion and the Bill of Rights are in-valid for grel, i.e., born of a Jewish father and a 
numbers and employer’s identification your defense in a criminal case against heathen mother:-bastard. 
numbers. There are two types of tax- you. The so-called “national Debt” is What Deuteronomy 23:2 is really 
payer identifying numbers: Social Se- actually the Federal Credit Debt of the saying is: a child who is of the seedline of a 
curity numbers take the form 000-OO- District of Columbia’ owed by the Federal Jewish father and any heathen woman 
0000, while employer identification United States to the International Banking (does not say a married woman) is then 
numbers take the form of 00-0000000. Houses (Rothschild Bank of England), and considered a bastard. The definition of 
Social Security numbers IDENTIFY IN- *We the People”...are paying that saiddebt “heathen” is (according to Webster’s) “one 
DIVIDUAL PERSONS and estates of (the usury on the credit loan) in the form of who is not an adherent of a religious sys- 
descendents.. .” taxes. The interest on the credit debt is tern; an infidel; a pagan; an irreligious 

CODE OFFEDERALREGULATIONS, now over 5 trillion dollars and climbing person;...” 
TITLE 26 (Internal Revenue Service) daily. The Sovereign United States of Now we can see how Webster’s Dic- 

1985. America has been enslaved to the creditors tionury has tricked people into accepting a 
The codes written for the Federal (International Bankers) who now own and completely different defmition of a word, 

“United States” total 50 in number. These control our Congress and Judicial branches thereby giving the state jurisdiction over 
are the “laws” and Statutes written only of government. We are now under the the marriage d the children born under 
for the Federal United States and NOT for mark of the beast! the state approved marriage. 
the United States of America (being the America was the only nation which Since the married couple is now a 3- 
Sovereign 50 States under the Constitu- was founded on Biblical principles and the party contract marriage, all products (chili‘ 
tional Republic), Included in these 50 common law, enumerated in the first ten dren) of that contract are in the interest of 
Titles are the Internal Revenue (Title 26), “Amendments” known as the Bill of Rights. the State. Therefore, the State subjects 
the Public Health and Welfare (Title 42), The Ten Commandments and the Bill of (children) must be protected by the State 
Postal Service (Title 39), National Guard Rights are God’s given laws and rights who now has an interest in the ‘product. 
(Title 32), Labor (Title 29)) Education (Title guaranteed to “We, The People...” The This is where Title 42 of the United States 
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Code comes into effect as well as Title 20 AROLrmD YOUR NECK, ETC, YOU -T hemby swear andhen?onnaostsozemnEy 
(Education).. All “State” children are now CONU..HEl\lscEOFCO~SE, YOU-T and dlC@?tW@#j~dsuFearthatI 
required to have a Social Security number DELIBERATELY UE ABOU7’ l?‘. It is part 
prior to attending public schools. It is corn- of your obZigdo~..” 
mon practice now to give new born babies a Each member swears an oath to 
Social Security number, following birth, and conceal the signs and secret passwords of 
in some cases, prior to birth! When the this cult/religion. One such 9nitiation” 
American public bows to the State for permis- involves dressing in a two-piece garment 
sion to do something that is lawful in God’s made of thin, white material and looks like 
sight we can understand that some people pajamas, and each new member is given a 
are worshipping a false god (the State). By sandal to wear on the right foot, leaving the 
worshippingman’slaw(LegislativeLaw)rather left foot bare. Next, the candidate is blind- 
than God’s law (the Common Law and the folded, the blindfold is called a “hoodwiny. 
Commandments)’ they have become ‘sub- After the hoodwink is placed over 
jecta of the State. his eyes, a heavy cloth is placed under it to 

Another”trick”word isPERSON. Most insure that he can not see a crack of light. 
people think that the term aperson” means Then the light cloth shirt is arranged so that 
exactly what Webster’s says” a . ..a human his left arm is out of it, and the left side of the 
being, an individual; the body of a human shirt is folded backand tucked under, leaving 
being.. .” the left arm and left side of the torso bare. The 

All Legislative Statutes use the term left leg of the ‘pajama bottoms” are then 
“person” rather than “individual”. Why so? rolled up high, leaving the left foot and leg 
Let’s see what the law dictionary (B&k’s 5th bare. Then, a blue rope (called a”cabletow”) 
Edition) has to say about person(s): is tied around his neck. Now he is ready for 

PERSON: In general usage, a human his initiation. 
being (i.e., natural person), THOUGH BY After a speech by the Senior Dea- 
STATUTE TERM may include a fum, con: ‘You are received into this lodge of 
labor organization, partnerships, asso- Entered Apprentices upon the point of a 
ciation, corporations, legal SHARP INSTRUMENT PIERCING YOUR NA- 
representatiwes...Bkck’spage 1028-Per- KED LEFT BREAST, which is to teach you as 
son. this is an instrument of torture to the flesh, so 

Legislative Statutes are written for all the remembrance of it be to your mind and 
“persons” and not for allindividuals. People conscience, should you wer presume to 
under contract with government (including rweal any of the secrets of Freemasonry 
State marriage contracts) become apersons” unlamy.” 
in the legal term. Instead of being an indi- The ‘sharp instrument” is actually a 
vidual, people have become PERSON large compass with the two sharp points 
SUBJECI’(s) of the State/Government. brought together as one, wherein it is jabbed 

Understanding Government and Law into the bare breast! Following this, he is 
is a mystery to most. Understanding that taken to the middle of the room for prayer. 
there are now two (2) nationsboth called the ’ Made to kneel, the Worshipful Master prays 
United States is even a bigger mystery to most a formal, generalized prayer, newer men- 
Americans. The counterfeit ‘United States* tioning the me of uJesus”, and ending 
is the BEAST of Redation with, “So mote it be.” w: Ever hear any of 

your sLo+ded enKtraterre8tri8l64,ooo yr- 
THE MYSTERY RELIGION old entities say such a phrase? I thought 

sol More cluea perhaps? I thought so!] 
“ComehithecIwillshewlltEtothee Following this prayer, the Senior Dea- 

the w of the grreat whotle thut con instructs him tobe led to the WTorshipful 
*~mcrrg(-~ Master in the East”, then he is instructed: 

%lndlqnnrherf~herzdunzsanwne “You will face the East. Take one step with 
written, B, Babylon the grreat, the your left foot, and bring the heel of your right 
n&Qtherofhar~and arbomtncr#ons of foot to the hollow (instep) of your left foot, feet 
theeurthom forming the angle of the oblong square.” 

In Rem&ion, chapter seventeen, we Once this position has taken place the Senior 
are told of the secret religion which gives its Deacon shouts: a Stand Erect!” Instruc- 
power to the beast. This secret religion will be tions are then given J then the candidate is 
large in numbers of members. Membership placed into a kneeling position before the 
wiIl range from the average citizen to the altar, “in due form”. This is to kneel on the 
President and leaders of nations. This “I-IAR- naked left knee, right leg extended to form the 
LOT” has been discovered! Membership [in Tau Cross (angle of a square) J left hand under 
keemasonry] is now over 400 miI.lion world- the Bible on the Altar (on top of which are the 
wide. Let’s review some of their doctrine: square and compass), his right hand resting 

’ If m wY;e, m child OT friend, thereon and his body erect, he is now ready 
should ask you txnyihing about your IIW to take his Oath. 
TIATIOAkas for instance, IF YOUR Does this not sound like a lot of fun? 
CLOT- IMERETAILENOFF, IFYOUWERE The fun has just begun! Now, portions of the .- 

-- 
willalwagshaU,er#rtxmmdandnemr 

-~curyof~~,parts~po+ltsof 
thesecretartsd~ofcvaderrt 
-nqwhichIhamnxekd,am 
abouttorreoetue,ormayherreafferbe 
tnsbucted in..* (Oath of obligation, En- 
teredApprentice/ 1st Degree,andincludedin 
all subsequent degrees, always on penalty of 
mayhem and violent death). 

BLOOD OATHS-MASONIC 
DOCTRINE 

Blood oaths on penalty of mayhem 
and violent death are administered at the end 
of initiation into all Masonic degrees, binding 
the initiate to protect the “secrets” of the 
degrees. These oathsofobligation am consid- 
ered unbreakable, and are (collectively) the 
thingthatmakesama.naMason. Inthisway, 
these oaths are the cornerstone of Masonry. 
w: Now, chelas, when you go forth and ash 
a Mason if these statements are correct 
and he says uof course not” and uno, that 
is stupid”--lemember: HE ‘MUST AESO- 
LUTELY LIE ABOUT IT-it is part of his 
OBLIGATION.” But in his heart and soul 
answerable unto GOD, HE WILL KNOW 
THE TRUTH OF IT!1 

(1) QUESTION: What makes you a 
Mason? ANSWER: My obligation. (Question 
and answer from the Entered Apprentice/ 
First Degree) 

(2) u... bindingmyselfundernoless 
a penalty than that of haviug my throat 
cut fkom ear to ear, my tongue torn out by 
itsrootqandwithmybodyburiedinthe 
roughsandsofthe~acable’8length 
from the shore, whme the tide ebbs and 
flowslwiceintwentyfourhours...” (Oath- 
1st Degree) 

(3) M.. .bindingmyselfunder no less 
apenaltythanthatofhavingmylefk 
breast tmn open, mv heart plucked out, 

giventothebeastsofthefkldand 
fmls of the air as a prev...” (Fellowcraft/ 
Second Degree) 

(4) u...binding myselfunder no less 
penalty than that of having my body 
severedintwain,mybowelstahenoutand 
burnedtoashes,theashesscatteredtothe 
winds of heaven...” (Master Mason/Third 
Degree) 

(5) u...In willful violation whereof 
mayIincurthefearftlpenaltyofhaving 
my eyeballs pierced to the center with a 
three-edged blade, my feet flayed tid I be 
forced to walh the hot sands upon the 
sterile shores of the Red Sea until the 
flamingSunshall8trihemewithalivid 
plague, and may AJlah, the god of Arab, 
Moslem and Mohammedan, the god of our 
fathers, support me to the entire fulfill- 
ment of the same” (from the oath of obliga- 
tion). Ancient Order of Nobles of the Mystic 
Shrine IShrinersl. BUNDFOLDED, IF YOU WAD A ROPE Oath which all members swear: “I...& ~__~~~~~~ ,~ 
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From the above “Blood Oaths” taken, 
we can now understand why Masons never 
talk about their’ “religion” to profane (non- 
Mason) persons! Who becomes a Mason? 
Your next door neighbor-me man down the 
street, City Fathers, Attorneys (most espe- 
cially Zionists), Judges (most especially Zion- 
ists), policemen, school teachers, some 
preachers, legislators, Congressmen, and 
yes-lots of Presidents! The most common 
known Masons are the 32nd Degree. These 
MEN (women are not aIlowed to join) are 
usually your average “Joe six-pack” and 
local businessmen (City Councilmen, lower 
Court Judges, Mayors, etc.). The men who 
are allowed to receive the 331-d Degree are 
Federal Judges, Politicians, Governors, and 
Congressmen-and Presidents! 

The “lower” Degree Masons (up to 
32nd) are the Udo-gooders” for the commu- 
nity. What happens at the 33rd Degree level 
can only be imagined! T;j receive the 33rd 
Degree the Mason must go to Washington 
D.C. to be honored. Since most (if not all) 
Judges and “Prosecutors” are Masons, we 
can now understand Why ‘brother” Masons 
are seldGm (if ever) convicted of a crime. This 
can be att@buted to the following oath: “YOU 
must CONCEAL ALL THE crimes of your 
bm-tier tisons...and should -you be sum- 
moned as a witness against a brother Mason 
be always sure to SHIELD HIM... It may be 
PERJURY to do this,it is true, BUT YOU’RE 
KEEPING YOUR OBLIGATIONS.” (Ronayne, 
HandZiook of Masonry, p. 183) 

There are MANY secret words and 
had-shake8 used by the Masons. This is for 
identification purposes. 

Let’s now take certain Masonid n&es 
and match them with the “number chart? 
FREEMASONRY = 258 = 15 = 6. 
MASONIC TEMPLE = 870 = 15 = 6. .. 
MASONIC BROTHERHOOD = 12 12 = 6. 
SHRINER = 546 = 15 = 6. 
SHRINER’S CLUB = 888 = 24 = 6. 
FELLOWCRAFI’= 126 = 15 = 6. 
SENIOR DEACON = 744 = 15 = 6. 

END OF QUOTING FOR THIS PORTION 
*** 

Whenwesittowriteagainweshalltakeup 
with the subject of the two lypes of Masons: 
Stone Masons and Freemasons. 

Are we ajust little boys playing at 
games??? Perhaps, in evidence of the good 
done through the osanizttions. However, as 
the levels get higher in ‘power”, so too do the SECRECY 
seriousness of the oaths and obligation+ 
and don’t ever forget it for a moment! Part MASONIC DOCTRINE: 
of the other side of the coin is that if YOU Secrecy is the essence of Masonry ds a 
break an oath (unless of course, you have *club”, necessary for its very existence, pm- 
adhered to the Kol Nidre) you are subject to tected by blood oaths of mayhem and 
having a ‘brother* do the dastardly deeds murder. 
TO YOU even if you have uchanged your (1) “In Masonry, the darkness, which 
mind’7 YOUmaythinkyouplaygameethe envelops the mind of the uninitiated (non- 
head Adversary IS NOT! Mason) is removed by the effulgence of Ma- 

Hatonn to clear please, thank you. sonic Light. Masons are appropriately called 
the ‘Sons of Light’.” ( Lightfoot’s Manual of the Monitor, “Fellowcraft Degree”, p. 95) 

(k) ‘Masonry makes no profession of 
Christianity...&ut looks forward to the time 
when the labor of our ancient brethren shall 
be symbolized by the erection of a spiritual 
temple.. .in which there shall be one altar and 
one worship; one common altar of Masomy 
on which the Veda, Shastm, S&e, Zett& 
Avesta,KomnandtheHoZyBibleshalllie...a;:d 
at whose shrine the Hindu, the Persian, the 
Assyrian, the ChaIdcan, the Egyptian, the 
Chinese, the Mohammedan, the Jew and the 
Christian MAY RN&EL...” ( The Kenhtcky 

10/24/92 #l HATONN Lodge, P. 175) 

Since we have a meeting this afternoon 
[see The Word ad for audio tapes of the 
meeting] and time is short this morning, I 
suggest we move directly into the subject 
under writing. 

I do, however, wish to share a couple of 
varying ideas with you, regarding Truth- 
and you determine the =man” in point rela- 
tive to the projection of ideas regarding 
“Truth”: 

Will Rogers: a Nothing makes a man or 
bodyofmenasm.adastheTnrth, IfthereisNO 
Truth in it they laugh it of5” 

Nietzsche: “There are many kiruls of eyes. 
Even the Sphinx has eyes--f- thenz 
mustbemany~ofcbuths+,andcon- 
seFxpntEythetlecanbe?w~” 

It appears to me that all save the last three 
words have VALIDITY (which is also recog- 
nized as “truth”). So be it. AlI your life you 
live so close to Truth it becomes a most 
permanent blur somewhere in the comer of 
your eye and mind, and when something 
nudge’s it into outie, it is like being am- 
bushed by a-grotesque fact one wishes not to 
seeorhear. ItisthetimeforseeingAND 
hearingAND ~ONFRONTATIOJV! Now, let 
us move on to some of those nasty confron- 
tations: (By the way, we have only “warmed 
up” to thesubjecl of Henry A. Kissinger. A = 6, 
k = 66 = 666;“KISSINGER” = 666 also! Just 
ponder it a bit.) 

(2) “Freemasons are emphatically 
called ‘Sons of Light’...while the profane or 
uninitiated (non-Masons) who have not re- 
ceived this knowledge...are said to be in 
darkness.” ( Masonic Dictionary, “Light”, 
Consolidated Book Pub: 1963) 

(3) Blindfolded (“hoodwinked”) and 
kneeling’ half naked and bound by a rope 
(“cabletow”) the candidate for initiation into 
the Blue Degrees is asked, by the Worshipful 
Master, “In your present, blind condition, 
what do you most desire?” His reply, accord- 
ing to the ritual, must be “Light” (First 
Degree), “Further Light” (2nd Degree) and 
“More Light” (3rd Degree). ( Verbal Masonic 
Ritual, lst, 2nd, 3rd Degrees) 

The Masons are “hoodwinked” p: 
Didn’t you sometimes wonder where that 
utermn (hoodwinked) came from? Is this 
not what has happened to all of your 
civilhation? YOU HAVE BEEN uHOOD- 
WINKED?] into searching for ‘never-end- 
ing” light. This constant search leads 
(cabletows) them from the lower levels of 
Masonry to higher degrees. However, and so 
sad, they never reach the end of the search! 
As we ‘profane” people know.. .the Messiah, 
the Christ, IS the ONLY true Light: 

(1) UIamtheLightoftheWorldzHe 
thutfollowethmeshallnotwalkinCZQVIC- 
ness,butshallhazretheLightofL~e.~(Jn 
8: 12); 

QUOTING: 

MARK OF THE BEAST 
(Continued) 

(2) uThis then is the message whkt 
we havc$heard.of Him (Christ), and declare’ 
unto you, that God is Light, and in HIM is 
no darkness at alL” (1st Jn 1:5). 

THE BIBLE 
TYPES OF ‘MASONS” 

MASONIC DOCTRINE: 
There are two types of Masons; one The Bible of the Christian is merely one 

being Stone masons and the other being ofthe “holy books” of man, no better than the 
Freemasons. Freemasomy is a secret craft Komn, the Hindu scriptures or the books of 
which is unknown to the average person. the Chinese and Greek philosophers. It is not 
However, things done in secret ways are to be taken literally, for its true meaning is esoteric 
exposed for God knows ALL. [H: Nothing of (hidden from aJI but a small number of 
GOD is secret-+~ mystery UNTIL you ‘enlightened” elite leaders); the literal, obvi- 
recognize the answers.] “For there is no 
man that doeth any thing in &ret, and he 

ous meaning is only for the ignorant masses. 
It is right to remove references to Jesus in 

himself seek6t.h to be known openly. If thou passages used in the ritual. Masonry, con- 
do these things, shew thyselfunto the world.” trary to popular belief, is NOT based upon the 
(John7:4) “For it is a shame even to speak of Bible. Mas&ry is actually based on the 
those things which are done of them in w(Ca6alcr),amedievalbookofMagic 
secret.” (Eph 5: 12) and Mysticism. 
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(2) ‘The Jews, the Chinese, theTurks, 
each reject either the Nau Testament, or the 
Ok!, or both, and yet we see no good reason 
why they should not be made Masons. In fact 
Blue Lodge Masonry has nothing whatever To 
DO WITH ?XE BBUZ It is not founded on the 
mk ifit was it would not be Masonry; it would 
be something else.” ( Chase’s Digest of Ma- 
sonicLu.w, pp. 207-209) 

WHERE ARE YOU? xfultbersugge!st~youe!dit~tityou 
iIEhUh3thedrawingaSglhrep.(~drawing 

uWhoisaliarbuthethatdenieth below.) 
the Christ? He is AM’I-C~T, that There are a whole bunch of you 
denieththe FatherANDtheSon Whom- “hoodwinked” servants to evil out 
ewrdenieth the Son, the same hath not there-some have come to usee the 
the Father.” (1 John5:12); Light” but many play in the circles of 

u Idng(F~~O~.*(John 14:9); the blinding games under the decep- 
[H:‘l$eauthorshouldbeabitcarefMin tion that it is fun and games. So be it, 

prqjectinghiscome&lyspeIlednameand f or by thine Usign” shall ye be taken 
identi&at&mbefixe&mwine&&PworWs note-BY GOD!] 
EliWbecauseheisaUfobmex32nddegree 

ENDOFQUOTING. 

(3) ‘The mnoval of the name of Jesus 
andreferencestoHiminl3ibkversesusedinthe 
ritual are slight but necessary modifications.” 
(AbertMackey, Mtmonic l?hdid, p. 272) lblUexL..dd~~. 
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An Important History Lesson On 

The Mark Of The Beast 
10/24/92 #l HATONN ti Beust which was put to paper by some perceptions are good, if not perfix& for you am 

‘yhoughtM” person. I can’t hereingive informa- working with an untangling of prophecy 
Couldwenowlookatfixtherinputliomearth tionmganlingthatperson,either,forthemquest and visions all the way back to Daniel of 

inte~xtion oftheI\larkOfTheReast? Let us was to not even tell wherein the information the Old Testament and the one major 
move a ways into a presentation on #XZ M& of arrived U firom”. It is quite well done and the player in point, King Nebuchadnezzar. 
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This, however, is why I find it difficult 
to understand how, with Daniel speak- 
ing of ‘space phenomenon” and “craft” 
that you ones today cannot see that the 
adversary KEEPS YOU BLINDED AND 
IGNORANT! Daniel KNEW; Ezekiel 
KNEW! SO YOU ARE AdAIN uHOOD- 
WINKED” BY INTERPRETERS (MEN) 
WHO TELL YOU WHAT BENEFITS 
“THEM” AND YOU SUCK If IN LIKE 
HONEY BY THE BEAR. WELL, THIS 
LATTER HINT IS ALSO GOOD TO 
NOTE-FOR YOU, AMERICA, ARE BE- 
ING SUCKED IN AS HONEY TO FILL 
THE BELLY OF THE uBEAR TO THE 
NORTH”! 

BEGINNING OF QUOTING: [This pre- 
sentation is undated so you can know 
that it is well over two decades past for 
the sender has held it for longer.] 

THE MARK OF THE BEAST 
[ANOTHER VIEW FROM THE 

MOUNTAIN] 

. ..You remember the reference in 
Revelation to the fact that there comes a 
time when everyone must receive the mark 
of the beast in his right hand or in his 
forehead; othemise, he is boycotted, he 
can’t buy or sell, and so on. And like most 
things in the Bible, there has been an awful 
lot of utter rot preached about it, by clergy- 
men who don’t know anything about the 
subject, but insist on talking about it just 
the same. 

The Book of Revelation, as I think all- 
ofyou know, is entirely symbolic and there- 
fore, unless you are sure that you get the 
right key to the symbols, you can’t possibly 
get the correct understanding of what it is 
talking about. So before we get down to 
that part of it, it is time that we understand 
what our symbols are, and then we will 
know what we are talking about at least a 
bit better. 

The Bible offers the key and it offers 
the only key to the symbols it uses. [H: 
This is not unlike a personal %lream”- 
you have to go to the source of the 
information to fmd the key. As with 
your dreams, wherein you make the 
play, play the parts and write the plot- 
so too must you look at the prophet, 
circumstances and prophecy. Since this 
information (Revelation) is written in 
the book recognized as the "Biblen then 
you have to study it for clues and insight 
even to cast out the invalid and sorting 
the valid.] 

Lots of people undertake to try to 
decipher the symbolism of the Bible, and 
they go elsewhere than to the &‘bZeitself for 
their information, and they are invariably 
wrong. Sometimes they try to do it out of 
their own cleverness, but they just can’t 
figure this thing out. Sometimes fhey take 
Hindu or Egyptian or other pagan religions 

. 

as the basis of their starting point, and 
they are always -wrong. There is only one 
place where you can get the correct key to 
the symbolism of the Bible, and that is out 
of the Bible itself. 

We are going to talk about a beast, 
and it is a very odd beast, obviously sym- 
bolic of something. The Book ofRevelation 
is at the very end of the Bible, so we are 
going to have to look earlier into the Bible 
to find the key. And the first place we find, 
where it is obviously talking about a very 
closely related beast, is in the Book of 
Daniel. And that is very appropriate, be- 
cause the Book of Daniel is so deeply sym- 
bolic . It makes its first appearance in 
Daniel. 

So King Nebuchadnezzar had a 
dream, and it impressed him so greatly 
that it awakened him. Then, when he was 
awakened he found he had forgotten his 
dream, he remembered only that it was a 
thing of obviously great importance, and it 
worried him. This is in the second chapter 
of the Book of Daniel. 

So King Nebuchadnezzar called in 
the wise men to interpret his dream for 
him, and they said, “Tell us the dream and 
we will tell you the significance.” When he 
said, “I have forgotten it, you tell me what 
the dreamwas,” he punctured their bubble 
right then and there. 

They were pretending of course to be 
wise men and magicians and to have divine 
power, and all that kind of thing, -and they 
couldn’t make good. So he had them killed. 
But Daniel said, ‘Don’t be too hasty on this 
thing now. Give me a little” time and I 
believe God will give me the understanding 
of it”which He did. 

NEBUCHADNEZZAR’S DREAM 

So Daniel interpreted the dream. He 
told King Nebuchadnezzar what the dream 
was, and the interpretation of it. And that 
dream, you remember, was first of this 
great statue or image, which had a head of 
gold, the breast and arms of silver, the belly 
and thighs of brass, the legs were of iron, 
and the feet were mixed iron and clay. 

Daniel interpreted the dream. He 
said, “This shows four successive king- 
doms, each of which is going to rule the 
then known civilized world in its turn.” 
The head of gold was Babylon under 
Nebuchadnezzar. The breast and arms of 
silver were another kingdom which would 
come next and would be somewhat inferior 
in its degree of civilization to Babylon, and 
we know of course that it was the Medo- 
Persian empire. ,Then Daniel said the belly 
and thighs of brass would be yet another 
kingdom, and we know that was Alexander 
the Great’s short-lived empire. And finally, 
the iron legs represented one more king- 
dom. And there is somethingin particular 
that you need to know about the last 
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kingdom, the iron one of Rome, because it 
keeps coming up again. 

In Daniel 2 verse 40, he said, “And 
the fourth kingdom shall be strong as iron 
for as much as iron breaks in pieces and 
subdues all things, as iron that breaks all 
these, shall it break in pieces and bruise.# 
And that language is significant because 
we keep coming back to that. 

(I-I: Whether or not you like it, you are 
ALSO ..GOING TO FIND that the same 
lineage of the Adversary, call them what 
you Iike (the Khazarians) wiIl be found 
finally ruling every one of these empires 
right into destruction-EVERY TIME!] 

When Daniel interpreted this vision, 
the time was pretty close to 580 B.C., 
within a few years one way or another of 
this. Babylon was at that time under its 
greatest king, Nebuchadnezzar, at the very 
apex of its power and its civilization. Two 
kings later it came to its end, about 538 
B.C. The head of gold, no question, that 
was the Babylonian empire which was 
then in existence. 

The next one which would come after 
it, he said, was the breast and arms which 
were of silver, the Medo-Persian empire: 
two arms united in one breast; two king- 
doms, Media and Persia, united in one 
empire. Mediawas the more northwesterly 
of the two, it came to great power first; later 
it was in its turn conquered and absorbed 
by Persia; and the united empire, but un- 
der .a,Persian king, was the one which 
conquered Babylon. 

. The MedoPersian power became very 
great: it extended from northwest India 
and Afghanistan across the whole Fertile 
Crescent, the nations that extend in agreat 
arch, north of the Arabian desert; in other 
words, from the head of the Persian Gulf, 
on up through Iraq and Iran, as we call 
them today. But it also included the 
Babylonian and Assyrian empires, over 
into Syria, and down the coast through 
Palestine. It took in a good deal of Asia 
Minor, which today we call Turkey, and 
they even conquered and ruled Egypt for a 
time. 

So, starting this tremendous rise 
with the conquest of Babylon about 538 
B.C., this empire ruled all the important 
parts of the known civilized world at that 
time, until it was conquered by Alexander 
the Great, between 334 and 331 B.C. 

The Medo-Persian empire was fol- 
lowed by Alexander the Great. Alexander 
had been king of Macedonia, which is on 
the mainland, just north of the peninsula 
of Greece, and in 336 B.C. he was merely 
king of Macedonia. [H: Chelas, in past 
JOURNALS (See JOURNALS #25,26,28, 
and 29) we have cpvered this entire 
history along with the concomitant rise 
and infiltration of the u 13th Tribe”, the 
Khazarians, who later stole the religion 
of the Judaists and pronounced them- 



&es first, the “Serpent People” and 
then, “Jewd’ and finally “Zionists”. 
They were -thieves and liars from the 
beginning and “truth was not in them”!] 

The Greeks had a very high civiliza- 
tion, and one fatal weakness: they could 
never get along among themselves. They 
were always fighting among themselves, 
the various Greek cities, because each one 
represented an individual nation, as they 
were then organized, and in their bitter 
warfare whoever was losing was always 
ready to call in somebody else as an ally, to 
keep from losing the war. -And when you 
called in a powerful nation in those days, to 
help, it simply meant that not only did they 
conquer your oppone.nt, but they swal- 
lowed you up too. And of course that is 
exactly what happened. 

In some of their bitter internal war- 
fare, some of the Greeks called in the 
Macedonians to their aid, and Alexander 
had a very well trained and brilliantly 
commanded army. There are two men in 
all past history who stand out as generals 
of ability beyond any other: one is Alexander 
the Great and the other is Hannibal of 
Carthage, and it is perhaps a toss-up, 
which was the more brilliant from a mili- 
tary point of view. 

Under Alexander’s leadership, the 
Macedonian army was irresistible. 
Alexander simply conquered and took over 
the various Greek cities and incorporated 
them into his beginning empire, and then 
went on looking for more worlds to con- 
quer. He conquered Asia Minor, Syria and 
Palestine by 332 B.C. He conquered the 
Tigris-Euphrates valleys, which made up 
the old Assyrian and Babylonian empires, 
by 331 B.C. And he went on to conquer 
Media-Persia, which was then called 
Bactria, and today is called Afghanistan. It 
lies just outside of India, just north of the 
famous Khyber Pass; it is the gateway to 
India. 

Alexander also went on down into 
northern India, conquering quite a consid- 
erable area in northern India, so that all 
the then known civilized world, from Greece 
to India, was incorporated in his one em- 
pire. As you remember, before his death, 
Alexander was mooning around, worrying 
because there were no more worlds left for 
him to conquer. [H: Surely now, readers, 
you do remember that don’t you? Well, 
why not? What happened to your his- 
tory lessons?] He was a brilliant general, 
and that is all you can say FOR him. He 
was a debauched drunkard also, and he 
finally died of his dissipation in Babylon in 
323 B.C. 

[H: Since you will, if you will study 
the other JOURNALS in conjunction 
with this one-in fact, Editors, please 
integrate these “Beast” writings into 
the waiting material on the DIVINE PLAN 

relate to those wondrous %UM&RIAN 
TEXTS” which were kept in securiq 
until this century-at least from your 
9nquiring” minds. Sumar is in the 
approximate location of Babylon 
(Baghdad), only further to the South of 
I=bl 

OLD ALEXANDER 

Alexander had built nothing. He 
conquered and as an individual he ruled 
the conquered nations, but when he died 
there was nothing to hold it together. His 
empire broke up exactly as had been proph- 
esied in Daniel, that his kingdom would be 
divided to the four winds of heaven and not 
to his posterity, because his four leading 
generals under him, each took -over ap- 
proximately a quarter of the empire where 
they were; and in those few years, between 
334 and 323 B.C., this enormous empire 
was built and fell apart. 

So you have Babylon, Medo-Persia, 
Alexander’s empire; and now the next in 
line, and the last in this series of gentile 
empires that was prophesied by Daniel: 
Rome. 

[H: The speed of ascent and descent 
of nations and dynasties is often ques- 
tioned in relationship to God and, say, 
the United States of America. Well, let 
us say this, the nation was NOT founded 
by particularly GODLY men-en the 
signers of your Declaration of Indepen- 
dence anti writers of your Constitution 
were mostly MASONS and that is hardly 
of GOD OF GOODNESS FULL INTENT. 
However-andTHIS IS IMPORTANT--ltr 
thisplace WASDESTINED To FALL TE 
PLACE WHEREIN WD WOULD AGAIN 
BRLNG FORTH THE WORD UNTO HIS 
PEOPLE AND WHEREFROM WD AND 
HOSTS WOULD TAKE THEIR STAND! BE 
THlSKNOWNTHROLlrGwOU?‘THELAMVS 
FOR SO MULL IT COME To PASS BE- 
FORE THIS GENERATION PASSES 
AWAY4 

The city itself was founded, accord- 
ing to the Roman tradition,,in 753 B.C. The 
republic of Rome, was organized about 500 
B.C., and with organization of the republic 
began its expansion into a tremendous 
empire. Macedonia, Greece and Egypt 
were incorporated. into the empire in 168 
B.C., and from there the Romans moved on 
into western Asia, north Africa and on, of 
course, into a great portion of western 
Europe. Eventually, the.. Roman Empire 
ruled Italy, Spain, what they then called 
Gaul, which was France and extending 
very slightly into Germany, Macedonia, 
Greece, Egypt, north Africa, western Asia 
Minor, Syria, and Palestine. 

The frontiers of the Roman Empire 
were the Atlantic Ocean, the Irish Sea, the 
south border of Scotland, the North Sea, 
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Black Sea, the Caucasus mountains, 
through Armenia to the middle of ancient 
Babylonia, the Arabian desert, the Red 
Sea, Nubia, the Sahara desert, and the 
Morocco mountains. Those were its bound- 
aries. 

The image of course had two legs, 
and so the Roman Empire broke up into 
two. It was divided into a western and 
eastern Roman Empire at about 283 A.D. 
The capital of the eastern portion of the 
empire was set up in what had been called 
Byzantium, and, being rebuilt, modem- 
ized, made into a tremendous city by 
Constantine, had its name changed to 
Constantinople; and that remained the 
capital of the eastern half of the Roman 
Empire. 

Now, while it claimed at all times to 
be the capital of the Roman Empire, you 
find it generally spoken of as the Byzantine 
Empire, from the old and well known name 
of Byzantium for its capital city. 

The western portion of the empire, 
which gradually was losing its hold on 
Europe, had its capital part of the time, but 
not all of it, in Rome. For example, the city 
of Ravenna, in Italy, was the capital for a 
time. This was broken by the Visigoths, 
who were Israel people on the march, in 
410 A.D. 

You remember, under the pressure 
of the invading Visigoths, the Romans pulled 
the last of their legions of soldiers out of 
Britain, bringing them home for the de- 
fense of Rome in 408 A.D. That year they 
succeeded in buying off the Visigoth invad- 
ers, who had come into northern Italy but 
had not yet taken the city of Rome. Then 
the Romans bought them off with a big 
money bribe. But, by4 lOA.D., thevisigoths 
had spent the money, so they took the city 
of Rome, looted it, and smashed every- 
-thing; and, thereafter, there was merely a 
theoretical pretense of any further Roman 
Empire existing in the West. 

However, the Romans, who were a 
wily people, suggested to the Visigoths that 
there was some wonderful lands which had 
been a part of the old Roman Empire. They 
said, ‘Why don’t you go and move into 
them3 There is some beautiful fertile coun- 
try over in Spain. We will give it to you. 
Only don’t stay here.A That seemed like a 
good idea to the Visigoths. Centuries of 
frightful misrule under the Roman emper- 
ors had reduced Italy to such a stage of 
poverty and general falling apart, there 
wasn’t much worth staying for, there, any- 
way. 

So the Visigoths moved out across 
southern France, through the Pyrenees 
and into Spain. And from some time before 
420 A.D. until the Moorish conquest in 7 11 
A.D., the Visigoths were the dominant 
people in Spain. Now they didn’t extermi- 
nate all the previous inhabitants of Spain, 
and. in fact. some of the nrevious inhabit- and let’s get on with allowing people to the river Rhine, the Danube River, the ----, __~ ~_._ -, _ _ 
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ants of Spain were Israel people, for that 
matter; because the Vandals, a tribe that 
had moved down there from southern 
Scandinavia, were already in there, and 
they were not driven out immediately. They 
were not very numerous and they later 
moved into north Africa, where of course 
they were swept up in the Arab and Moorish 
empire, later there, and became extinct, 
that is, they were absorbed into the darker 
peoples there. 

In Spain, then, you had a definitely 
Israel people, the Visigoths, as the ruling 
race, and in Portugal also, until they were 
conquered by the Moors. Thereafter, there 
was much pollution of the blood lines. That 
never, however, happened in northern 
Europe, and for that reason the Scandina- 
vian peoples are today considered “pure” 
stock. [H: Now for the %hocker”-they 
are considered “pure Israel stock”.] You 
cannot say, of Italy or of Spain, that as a 
nation they are “Israel”, because they are 
not; there are too many other people there. 
But you can say that among them are 
many who are definitely of Israel ancestry. 

[H: Again, you have a writer and speaker 
who cannot find proper meaning in ter- 
minology because of the corruption of 
the languages and the thieving of UtitlesW 
and Yabels” for given definition-so he 
is doing the best he can with what he has 
with which to work and present. I can 
tell you, chelas, it is a horrendous task 
to present material to a world in confu- 
sion and not simply FURTHER CON- 
FUSE. The term uIsrael” is a real prob- 
lem for all because of its total corrup- 
tion.] 

The western Roman Empire came to 
its end, all pretense of being an empire was 
abandoned, by 476 A.D. The eastern or 
Byzantine half of the Roman Empire was 
reduced to Asia Minor and the Balkan 
states by Moslem power, by 650 A.D. The 
Turks captured most of Asia Minor by 1074 
A.D. 

Between 1204 and 1260, the so- 
called Latin empire of Constantinople, made 
up of the troops of the Fourth Crusade and 
the republic of Venice, ruled briefly over 
the remaining territory. But the old Byzan- 
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tine Empire was restored, at least in theory, 
actually governing nothing but 
Constantinople and its suburbs, in the 
middle 1260’s, and the last trace of it 
disappeared with the capture of 
Constantinople by the Turks in 1453 A.D. 

The first of these visions of Daniel, of 
this series of four great world empires, 
Babylon, Medo-Persia, Alexander of 
Macedon, and Rome, was given in the 
vision of the great statue, the image of the 
four different metals. This is exceedingly 
important because the great bulk of re- 
corded history is covered by this series of 
empires. But the thing was given to Daniel 
again, in a different vision.... 

To be continued in the next segment [of 
writing on this subject, onpage 361. 

t** 

Let us close this before we run into too 
lengthy a discussion and forget our time 
limits for this writing. We need to be 
elsewhere, Dharma. Thank you. 

Hatonn to stand by. 
salu. 

Soltec’s Menu This Week: 
Well - Stirred Vegetable Soup 
10/24/92 Wl, SOLTEC 

Soltec, present in the Light of Holy God, 
the God of Creation. May the light of God 
and the light of the Christ be with you as we 
walk together through these times of tur- 
moil. 

With so much taking place .on your 
globe, knowing where to begin is indeed 
difficult. We shall, however, endeavor to 
take it one piece at a time. 

This week, for the first time, your Fed- 
eral Government issued an earthquake 
alert for central California, following the 
alert that the Hosts issued on Saturday 
last. (Now, I ask you, who is eavesdrop- 
ping on whom?) The problem is that most 
ofyour state is so oblivious to earthquakes, 
that many people were unaware that an 
alert had been issued. That, dear ones, is 
exactly what the controllers hope for. If 
you can be lulled into a false sense of 
security and sidetracked by every decoy 
they lay out before you, then you are living 
up to their expectations and playing right 
into their hands. The political hanky- 
panky is used to divert the attention of the 
hounds and allow the fox entry into the 
henhouse. Don’t look now, but you are 

California did not fall into the ocean this 
week, is all quiet on the Western front? 

Just this day you have, once again, 
experienced an earthquake upon your globe 
in excess of six points of your measuring. 
This time it was situated in Russia in the 
vicinity of the Caucasus Mountains, near 
Russian Georgia. Your measuring was 
6.7, which itself is no small matter; how- 
ever the ma1 kicker is the fact that it 
shook for ap~maadmate~u twelve min- 

Chelas, that is an indication of an utesl 
extremely deep earthquake-meaning that 
the plate down into the mantle is mov- 
ing. Do you not find it interesting that this 
occurred on the very day your NASA 
launched a satellite that is supposedly 
intended to study plate movements and 
earthquakes? Is it not convenient to have 
such an earthquake to study? And no, this 
does not relieve concern for your Western 
United States. If anything, this merely 
means that you can continue to expect 
more of same. They are not finished play- 
ing games with you yet. The 72-hour alert 
may be up at midnight last night, but I 
would not undo the bungies just yet. You 
are not yet out of the woods. In fact, the 
event of today is only an indication that the 

surrounded by the foxes. So, because trouble is worldwide and means the situa- 

tion grows even more critical. 
You who live in Arizona and California 

may have noticed avery unusual storm the 
past two days. The weather front respon- 
sible for this storm is mouing in u drmc- 
Zar pattern over the area, causing the 
storm to move in and out in SHaves” of 
activity. First you will notice that it is clear 
and calm, and an hour or so later you are 
having a lightning show with winds and 
rain; then comes the calm again, then 
again the lightning, winds and rain. Those 
in Tehachapi have had the unfortunate 
luck to experience quite a light show with 
red flashes of lightning, accompanied by 
explosion sounds, heavy rains and, of 
course, the earth continues to shake. Red 
lightning is nota natural occurrence. Even 
your meteorologists are remarking how 
unusual the Jet Streams are for this time 
of the year. 

And let us not forget the hurricane that 
is brewing in your Atlantic Ocean right 
now, moving in and around Bermuda. If I 
were you, I would keep my eyes and ears 
open, for anything is possible. You have 
not yet recovered from the ,last round of 
hurricanes. 

There have also been what you would 
consider minor earthquakes again in the 
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Southern California Desert area struck 
hard in June of this year-banders, Cali- 
fornia. The area is still so unstable that 
even these relatively small shakers could 
have devastating effects. The continual 
weakening of this fault is something not to 
be taken lightly. 

Another serious situation is developing 
at this time on the New Madrid Fault in the 
central United States. There exists the 
potential for renewed activity along the 
Mississippi River at the borders of Mis- 
souri .and Kentucky. Should this fault 
become active, there would be widespread 
damage, including the flooding of the low- 
lying delta areas and the collapse of many 
of the underground caverns which are so 
prevalent in that part of your land. Ken- 
tucky and Missouri are literally honey- 
combed with caves that run for hundreds 
of miles underground. Only a very few of 
these caverns have been explored, and no 
one is even certain how extensive they are. 
Depending upon the extent of the ground 
movement here, the Ohio River, which 
empties into the Mississippi at the junc- 
ture of Illinois, Kentucky and Missouri, 
could overflow its banks and flood the low- 
lying areas of southern Illinois and Indi- 
ana. 

Running along the borders of Indiana 
and Illinois is the Wabash River, which 
empties into the Ohio River at the juncture 
of Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky. Can you 
see the picture? Most of these areas are 
extremely low and flood out during heavy 
rains as they are just a few hundred feet 
above sea level. What wouM happen to 
these amas during a major seismic 
disturbance? 

Have I forgotten about New York? Abso- 
lutely not. The potential for activity has not 
decreased. On the contrary, the delay only 
increases the possibility of a greater-mag- 
nitude quake. The pressure is only con- 
tinuing to build; it has not decreased one 
measure. It is not a question of & It is 
merely a question of when 

We have stated, over and over, to be 
prepadfor curything, for the possibih- 
ties are only limited by the imagination and 
determination of the Elite controllers. They 
lack neither. Consider the number of 
earthquakes, volcanoes, destructive storms 
and other “natural” or “unnatural” events 
of this year: How many prophecies have 
been fulfilled? Does it not give reason to 
pause and consider your relationship 
with God? 

Your world is in a very delicate condi- 
tion, precious ones, and the games your 
Elite are playing with the elements are 
destined to cause catastrophic results, 
designed to eliminate as many of you as 
possible. Their timetable is fast running 
out and they are now scurrying about, 
making mischief in many places in many 
ways, in order to bring the situation to a 
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climax before the year 2000. They are 
musters of destruction and self-servitude 
and are expert at both. 

Nature is a delicately balanced thing, 
though quite tough in its own respect. Yet, 

Perot 
the inhabitants of Earth have managed to (Continuedjivm fhnt page) 

completely unbalance every aspect of the 
Natural Laws governing your beautiful I~thisveryteamintheverybegin- 
planet, creating the mess you now find ningandl havenotcbangedopinion. Bzmt has 
yourselves in. Fortunately, the planet is thenotabilityandfInancialabilitytowir+Gritzis 
still alive, though very ill, and its ‘prime buriedbymediablackoutandcannotwinunder 
directive” is survival. And, survive it will, anyremote- ~hashadreason 
though it may mean the destruction of tomalizethatthosehehonomdashavingintegrity 
many of its parasitic inhabitants. That is, DONGI’. Asheexpe&nceshewiIlseemomand 
unless the puppet masters decide to go for mom and trme of the truths and WIIL IISIEN 
broke and blow it to kingdom come! And ANDCHANGEwhengivenmasonstodo~t 
yet, they try to tell you that we are the evil politically but fbr you-tht+peopIe WfI’H you-t.l~+ 
ones! Do you truly believe for one moment people. Do not e that which God 
thatifourintentwastocausethedestruc- pmv&sinHiswaytoachievingHis~fbr 
tion or the takeover of your world, that we which you CLAIM topet&n. YOUwiIIdoit or it 
would not have done so long before now? will not be done, for no one man can do a thing 
Would we try to warn you at every turn of FORYOU. 
their intentions if we were here to cause Youcannotsuazumbtothe5vhatips”asi.n 
you harm? We have naught to hide; can ‘whatifwevoteforhimandwehaveeatthquakes, 
your controllers say the same? etc.?’ So? You will have those ANYWAY- 

Chelas, it is past time for you to awaken no jobs, no industry-just a one world ultimate 
from your slumbering and recognize the worldorder.CanyounothelpthismaninseniQ, 
peril in which you are living. The clock is atleastasfarasheiswillingto~withHISmoney? 
marking off the seconds, approaching the Stop the quiibkng and get on with glutting him 
midnight hour and the dawn of the new elected and G&z into that e. YOU 

day. Where will you be when the clock will already notice DoIe spiking the beans about 
strikes twelve? t originalplansf~F&otashemadeananona@ 

telev&dpetitionyeste&ytoelectBushand 
wyor two sfia66 6e in ‘...put Rmt in a hi& administrative position” 

the fielifandime sli.aK Thefiacts~dirtyandcomingoutlike~ 

6e taken an&he otfier 
theotheriwocandidateskdamagedone 
anotherthmughtheirIiesandsubte&ge(bothof 

sfid6e Ce t. 
f 

them)andmon+llpourf~~mthefilthofthe 

TwoshaC 6e in tfie 6ed 
mongml’sgamesasthisweekpassesandasother 

sleeping adone shalii 
-comedown. Itisinyourhandsawayis 
shownuntoyot+itisnowuptoyou!YouMUSr 

6e taken andMe other TAKETHELEMON,NOMA’ITERHOWBIITER, 

did 6e. Lift. ” 
ANDMAKEYOURLEMONADE.YOUHAVEALL 
YouNEEDwrrHwHlcHmDo~~pLEAsE, 
QUII’YOURDRAGGLINGANDGEf’ONWIIH~ 

Which one shall you be? Which master IsaluteyouandwiIIwaIkwithyou butTHISTlME 
shall you serve-the god of this world, or I cannot CARRY you. 
the God of heaven? Which do you love r . 
more, your money and your possessions, FumDlm3 
or your brothers and sisters? -Do you TIIE PHOEMXINSTITUTE 
profess one thing with the mouth and 
believe another in your heart? Examina- THZCOABT~#OAMLLAW CENTER 
tion of self is always far more enlightening 
than criticism of another. Ponder these 
things, dear ones, for the intent of your heart Funds in Banks, Stocks, Bonds, Mu- 
isallthatGodsees. tual Funds and U.S. Treasuries all 

Let us bring this session to a close, for help support the Adversary. 
there is not much more which can be said 
at this time which has not been repeated Funds in the Phoenix Institute help to 
numerous times before. We still have a support the work of the Hosts, the 
little more road to travel, but you are never Constitutional Law Center and pub- 
alone in your journey. Rest in the knowl- lishing/distributing THE TRUTH. Tax 
edge that you are ever held near and dear. Deductible contributions can be made 
You who are in service unto this mission to the CLC’s Court of Last Resort. 
with the Hosts of God are the light of your 
world, and God’s love and blessings are For information please telephone: 
upon you all. (805) 822,-060 1. Thank You. 

Soltec to clear. Salu. 
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Meditation On 

The Soul 
lo/26192 Wl HATONN 

Hatonn in presence in the Light of the 
Radiant One. There is great pain in the 
hearts and “souls” of my people this day- 
I cannot change, for you, the burden of 
your own load-however, I can offer 
strength, support, assistance and clarity 
of thought in the security of GOD, Creator, 
through which you can see your way. Hold 
my hand and I’ll take you there, the jour- 
ney needs a brother and a friend, for no 
man is an island unto self. Ye have no need 
to “do it alone”. Be at peace. 

I honor my brother, Michael Silverhawk 
for a brief explanation and statement in 
clarity regarding ‘SOUL” which might give 
peace and balance to you seekers and 
students efforting to understand ‘life” and 
‘experience”. 

SOUL 

The soul is your akashic. It wntains 
the sum total of all your experiences through 
time and eternity, ALL your lives, your loves 
and losses; your victories and defeats, your 
trials and acwmplishments and on and on. 
In meditation you will begkz to l seew all of 
this wme up. You will haueflashes of your 
history and who and what you haue been. 
Things you are particularly struggling with 
now, have must likely followed you tkgh 
time. As you invite Light and Divine Assis- 
tance and Understanding and Guidance 
into your crown and anchor it in meditation 
and wmmunion, you will begin to eqeri- 
ence bursting revelations and wmptehen- 
dons unfold You tuill %ee’ thigh the veil 
andgazeintoperfection Youcanthenbegin 
to replaoe diswtd wiih this perfection of 
feeling. This is grrrcc. This power heals 
andwmpletesyourkxztnq sotospeak Es 
simply resolved and lifted off, jking you 
and your karma pH: I do not like the 
definition now applied to the word 
“karma”, so let us release the burden of 
assumed penalties and paybacks and 
other unseemly definitions and simply 
state’that you free yoursehms from re- 
striction so that you can, as a student, 
SEE and UNDERSTAND the LESSON at 
hand. In the power you hold as creation 
of GOD in perfection of re%ction, it 
means you also have the power to cast 
aside the %arxnaw and simply do not 
accept it.], so to speak it is simply resolved 
and lifted off, freeing you and your mind 
and em&ions and allows the truepassion of 
love and life to come forth. This will happen 

PHOENIX LIBERATOR 
COMPUTERBULLETINBOARD 

To download the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to leave a public message, 
simply dial (by modem): 

(805) 822-1309 for the free Patriot Information/ 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin Board. 

Set your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8-l. 
The board uses Procom+ and most of the tiles are in zipped (or compressed) format using 

the program PKZIP. 
Information contained on this BBS concerns individual rights, legal briefs of all kinds, 

constitutional and related matters, rare treatises on freedom, some of Hatonn’s daily 
writings,PHOENlX LIBERATORS and much more. 

THE LIBERATOR and Hatonn’s writings are in MS Word 5.0 
If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it won’t work. 

If you have any questions or problems, call 
The System Operator, Rick Martin, at (805) 822-9545. 

Spread the WORD 

7-m WORD 
Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

in addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions of 
some taped topics, ME WCIfZ0 is now also offering other tapes and videos on selected topics, 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 56.00 for two tapes and 52.50 
per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are 53.00 each. 
(Mexico or Canada add SO.25 and other foreign countries add 50.50 per tape or transcription.) 

Postage is included in tape and transcription prices. 
Please send check or money order to: 7WE W0RD, P.O. Box 6 194, Tehachapi, CA 93582 

or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, Discover or 

Master Card. 
if you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a $50 

donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your balance reaches 

zero. 
Special Order tapes are noted below by l and are not automatically sent since this material is 

usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by 4. 
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in bold in 

parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has 
2/22/92(4); 3/l 4/92(4); 
3/2 l/92(2); 3/28/92(l); 4/4/92(3); 
4/l 2/92(2) a talk at local Community Church; 
4/l 3/92(l) # What is a Semite?“; 
4/l 7/92(l) # Who Were the First Christians?” 
4/25/92(2) l # “The Photon Belt”; 

4/26/92(3); 5/l /92(l) “LA. Riots and 

The Bigger Plan”; 
S/2/92(3); 
S/8/92(2) radio talk show; 
S/9/92(4; 
5/l l/92(3) + “SilentWeapons ForQuiet Wars”; 
S/l 3/92(3) meeting with European visitors 

a special focus: 
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
7/l 2/92(3); 
7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
7/26/92(3); 
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
W/92(2); 
8/3 l/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 
9/5/92(2); 
9/l 2/92(t) radio program, KTKK; 
1 O/4/92(3); 
1 O/l O/92(2); 
1 O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
1 O/24/92(2), 

over lunch; 
S/l 6/92(3); 5/23/92(2); SPECIAL AUDIO, 8/l 6/92(3)+, Bo Critz speech in 
s/30/92(3)’ “The Divine Plan and Places in Tehachaoi: 
Between” tapes l-3; 
6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); 

SPECIAL’mciDEO, B/l 6/92, Tehachapi Citizens 

6/l 3/92(3); 6/21/92(3); 6/27/92(2); 
Rally featuring Col. James “Bo” Critz, $12; 

6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK,Salt LakeCity, 
SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Steven Vaus-WE MUST 

I IT. TAKE AMERICA BACK” available for $5; 
“‘8 
6/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and Places in 

SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Brent Moorhead-“LET’S 

Between” tapes 4-6; TAKE OUR NATION BACK” available for $5. 
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more and mote as you go. Resurrection”. He refers to it as the Alpha 
A12 this progress is painfully slow at Omega Medicine for the Genesis of the 

first. It is the same for everyone that way, Fifth World. 
but thefurther you go, the faster you go and He offers me this work in brotherhood 
you canfry free for very longperiods. Then and friendship with the following letter: 
it is but a muiter offine tuning andjlight time Dear Dharmu % Friends, (10/l l/92) 
experience. You will find that your soul is Greeting in the Light of God that never 
clean and new and that you suddenly have fails. lam a tmefollowerof yourgreai works 
a great deal of aspacenforwonderjU things, with the Great Spirit. I am also prompted 
space that was formerly taken up by con- most relentlessly in my own life, so that is 
jlicts. You have foqiven all and selff or all why I huve sent this treatise. Nine lodges 
trespass. This is freedom. This is true have received it around the west. lam soon 
freedom and you will find yourself having to return out there also as my work here 
tea with God every day. It is simple. Not dmws to closing. rf you find value in my 
easy-simple. work, then that would be great joy for me. 

*** Germ&n has grabbed my collar to come 
I thank Silverhawk for sharing with me as forth now, as it is apparently the appointed 
the brothers we are. He has done a beau- time. Well, here Iam then. 
tiful treatise called The Winds Of God, “The Istand with you inintent andpurpose 

and give all I have to it. Let us all stand 
together unto victory as one. God bless you 
all. Ihope to meet you one day soon andpow 
wow together. In love with Light, Michael 
Silverhawk. 

+** 

In the brotherhood of Creation we cannot be 
separate for we are but one thought of God in 
experience as God brings us into manifesta- 
tion. We must ever fly tie and joyously 
beyond all limitations within our soul and 
across forever, and we will cross paths and 
meet now and then in consciousness as we 
wish, but always in unity in spixit in the 
ALLNESS of that for which we strived the 
intimate expression of celebration that can 
neverend. Ameetingagain,&ermomentsor 
through lifetimes, is certain for those who are 
brothers and friends. AH0 

More On Nostradamus, 
Seers And Reality’s Illusion Play 

(Editor’s note: The following discussion 
on Nostradamus by Commander Hatonn is 
tmnscn’bed from the meeting tapes of 1 O/ 
1 O/ 92 that are available through The Word. 
Dhunnu and Oberli had just received an- 
other excellent translationfrom “D. J. “in the 
mail that day and, rather than present it in 
one of the upcoming daily writings, Com- 
mander asked Oberli to read it at the meet- 
ing. We thought you would also enjoy 
Commander’s comments that go along with 
D. J. ‘s -not only on Nostradamus and those 
who claim to be interpreting him, but also on 
some other matters.) 

Are you enjoying Nostradamus? Share 
that latest writing/ translation from D. 3. 
with us,Oberli. Nora [of Nom’s Research 
Comer fame, periodically in THE PHOENIX 
mERAToR], I think that you would enjoy 
acquaintance with this one. Oberli, you 
can leave out the French. (Laughter.) 
Oberli would like to leave out Nostradamus. 
(Laughter.) But I think you should have a 
little fun along this journey. And this man 
was wr =ngl He’s just never been 
figured out. And you’ve got someone cor- 
responding now (D.J.) who understands 
that and is being given some great insight 
and I would like for you to enjoy it. 

This is dated Saturday, October 10: 

QUOTE: 

Dear Commander, 
Of course, I will write and such can be 

bound and printed, you know this. You 

need me to do a facsimile of the Oxford quite appropriate. So unless you are ask- 
Dicfionury, I will. Just let me know whom ing what be His day of Birth by the Julian 
and where to send it. If you want the calendar, or Augustian or Gregorian, you 
quatrains to be continued to be sent to the only sound foolish indeed; it can be several 
LLBERATOR, I will continue with that as days, depending upon the calender which 
well, sir. What I can give I will and this too is used. It is why some didn’t blink an eye 
you know. I am deeply honored and at such a date alteration of two weeks. 
humbled, I know that is not the word I Now for a little Rules of the Game of 
need, but we do not use blocks of energy Michel’s as I refer to Nostradamus. (I will 
thoughts, so I really have no word in any tell you, were Michel here today, I would 
Earth language to express what I feel; HITHIM SO HARDTHAT WHEN HE WOKE, 
startled is a nice adverb for it. And yes, I do NOT ONLY WOULD HIS CLOTHES BE OUT 
realize the grave responsibility, nor do I OF STYLE.. .IT WOULD BE THE NEXT MIL- 
envy poor dharma. [H: Now this one has LENNIUM!!) Somewhere, someplace, most 
it absolutely right. When she refers to logically some hidden place in Salon, 
dharma-it’s a liffle’dkiharma is rim- France, are all his quatrains, in order and 
ply a word. Go on please.] unscrambled. PerhapsjustaRosettaStone 

Well, on to the business at hand. of some kind. There IS a pattern to his 

Dear Readers, 
I will not bore you with past qua- 

trains that have already been done, even if 
inaccurately, because the time for that is 
later, not now. This is because this World 
Order is a very insidious evil that comes 
this way and it is already ,t+ting its hei- 
nous power as I work this day. There is so 
much more than Michel’s quatrains to 
work upon and I know this, this is confir- 
mation for each and everyone of you. You 
must BELIEVE that you are all unique and 
special in your own manner, in accordance 
with HIS will. In the words of a wise six year 
old, ‘God don’t make no junk.” 

I want to point out to Sananda’s 
critics that if He used the Georgian 
Calender, indeed, August 22nd would be 

quatrains and to his anagrams. Some of 
his quatrains have the adverbs and adjec- 
tives rearranged, some of the most impor- 
tant lines are done in lower case, such as 
was the case with the ‘Commander of the 
Phoenix.” NOT ONE WORD WAS OUT OF 
SENTENCE STRUCTURE!! This is very 
important to note, for if you have pursued 
this man’s enigma for over a decade, as I 
have, these things become crystal clear 
after going over them for the trillionth time! 
I also want to point out that with a linguis- 
tics computer, these could be unravelled 
and most likely HAVE been. As for the 
anagrams, I have a bad case of mirroring 
dyslexia, so.. .a scrambled word to me does 
not look “scrambled” to my “broken eyes.” 
Except for that fact, if you study Latin, 
Greek, Old French, ancient cartography, 
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social mores, etcetera, (Leave it alone, it is 
one word) then you too can do the same. 
But to do it correctly and give sense to 
them, you must do this oryou just make up 
what you do not understand! And thev are 
very understandable! 

SECOND: Nostradamus did not use 
articles in his quatrains often (The, is, at, 
and, on...etcetera) so they must be in- 
serted. Frequently he rearranged the words 
of the sentence too. There are over a 
thousand quatrains and I am not going to 
give you all the whyfores and howcomes of 
it. You must remember that the L&lards, 
who were followers of John Wycliffe, lived 
just before Michel. They were the ones that 
said the Church (The only church was the 
Catholic Church then) was getting too fat 
on gold, silver and that the piety of poverty 
was not even observed by the poorest of 
vicars. He was right. 

.,m 

Therefore, the Church labelled he 
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and life, maybe. Go oa.] Now, we in there are much more important events 
Nevada, USA have Bubonic Plague in the than ‘playing cryptography games. 
ground squirrels (we affectionately call them 
“Little Bubonics”) [H: They do in Califor- Sincerely, _ 
nia also*], but Pneumonic is,another thing D.J. . 
entirely!! There are three kinds of Plague: ,- 
Septic (Kills you in hours), Pneumonic (It w: But there really isn’t anythiug 
kills you in a few days), and the ever- more important than a descrambling of 
popular BUBONIC (It kills you in about a the history as it was, and as it is pro- 
week or so). The whole point being that jetted to be. And you can’t expect it to 
plagues kill animals too, not just humans. appear inAmericanese...not going to. It 
Michel was a physician and when he said was never written that way. And the 
plague, he meant PLAGUE! great see% sati things that were not 

Yes, his first wife and family died of suitable for their minds to even explain 
plague, not because he could not have in their given times. 
healed them, BUT BECAUSE HE.DID NOT But do you see how winderful it is 
GIVE THEM THE ANTIBIOTIC whenyoueachtakeyourtalentsandyou 
PREPARATION.-:.IN TIME!! Even. now, we share? Because as Nora [in Nom’s Re- 
had nine deaths last year in this state from search Comer, periodically in THE PHOE- 
Bubonic. Does this line up with road- NIX LIBERATOR.] outlays, for example, 
blocks in Arizona? I should think so! It is the different pronunciations of the 
a virulent deadly disease and if you do not simple word Jesus, Esu, do you see that 

and his followers heretics and promptly . have the antibiotic in time...you will die. it allows truth to come forth out of 
did such cute things as burned them at the All plagues affect children and the elderly Nostradamus work? 
stake, tortured them to recant their preach- much worse than a healthy young adult, It’s. the time of knowledge coming to 
ing, excommunicated them, had them and it usually kills them. Any text on the the forefront. And you ones didn’t real- 
drawn and quartered and generally gave Pathology of Disease will give you this ize you would be it. And suddenly what 
them a good 01’ fifteenth century welcome. information. Blood refers to death and was a lit$le ,bit of fun, or a need to be 
Now for the quatrain: ” - dying, fire to destruction, of which there is poBac*e, tin interest, a nagging little 

a great deal going on right now. Any thing”. that keeBs you going-becomes 
. CENTURY IX:55 macro/ micro world economist cq verify 

that a war is what brings a nation out sf a 
an .irumense r&tspoqsibility. I don’t want 
te sp&l t@ jojr of the production by you 

“L’hor_rible guerre qu’en I’Occident Depressior_LI We’re had the supposed “ar- taking this as so&e great burden. You’ll 
s’apprete 

L’an ensu&ant viendra la pestilence 
sonists” setting tires all over the Western fSnd~&atyauueed...~hisisfor @ofyou! 
United .Sta.tes and burning millions of acres Yart’re going to, be getting more mud 

I Si fort horrible quejeune, vieu=; nib&e, to ashes.‘ {If it. was hardwood we ,could more n&ersww. Don’t pruh the 
- Sang, feu Mercure,’ Mars, Iu @.t~r en make soap1 Tons of ltl) :,. r#mr. Don’t worry doat that w&&h @, 

_ ~France.” .(’ .’ I must make sport,forwhat comes.is pat v*m to ti+d. The *hers will 
.% 

” - : * 
. beyond tears,, so ,very much does ,it hurt. takdkru Obliat~ And it’s hqrd to kno&, : j 

w ‘*T~NS~T~ON -1 Some of you wil die, in fact, a g&at .m@n~ #% w,tg v, it% bud to w ., -. 
% 

@The horrible *war, that in”‘w.. West, 
will dii ifyou do not listen UP! Do you thlx$k lfbll,~~t .fi my Job? Well, it comes 
any world leader really gives a doodley- -wit& 3 tit bf B, I kt..,haum ti. 

. tl#xiMlves afrected. * squat about oneof us mked as ‘e%pen+ Iso- & lioi& And @@s one hrd *to 
The year following .@#nes. the +gQe, M able_” or+“nuke. fbdder”? let+ OI&:F#~BCII to Won .&e able to Qo 
So ve,ry _ horrible that,(it a&&s) the 

‘** ,- 
I:THINK-NOT! - baek@tf@&e what. ya8 ~$Woqect igb th*. 

‘- young, the old - . .a 
and’the beasts.. (Animals) I’ ’ ‘. 

_- 
’ ‘* 

‘. - FreuJ4l r8’.~~pi’odti~ed in text8 on 
Addendum: 1 !&St make gr’eatest ~~@s~d&mus. It’8 P&.. u siu& -&8 

Blood, lire, Mercuxy,-&Iars,.“Jupiter’ in apologies, for I did-not send the correct’ &&us*@nnon x&kes it seem: 1% juet 
France.” wordi@g.of uIvlENDOSUS”. 1% is not a: big pit ’ someone in a trance and 

glaring err&, but it is an ERROR, mine. N08tradamu8 is g+g to 8pew it all out. 
The last three planets line up “in France” Yep,sure is that. To. be very correct it is It’s not gibing to happen. But because 

on September 11, 1993 and go through “Qom n’Esus,” which translatesto “Lord 
September 26,1993. *In F&ice” means 

there was enough unfoldment of the 
forever Jesus,” or “Lord, born Jesus.” Yes, Nostradamus predictions, the first per- 

in Virgo. Each country has an astrological it is small, but I do apologize. Being rattled son that Dolores worked with gave very, 
sign according to Nostradamus, asAmerica by such is not an excuse, just a fact. I want very vaIid information to the extent of 
is July 4th, so it would be Cancer: This is the readers to know that I went to the their capability. _ However, Volume II 
taken from an ephemeris that was done by quatrains for several reasons, the most was worse ‘than drivel. [This is the two- 
computers for accuracy. Frankly, it’s a important being that IF Commander volume set entitled, Conversations With 
pain, for I use it only because it gives a time Hatonn was whom he said he was;* I knew Nostra.&unus, by Dolores Cannon, avail- 
reference, THAT IS ALL. On Friday night, it would,be there. Michel would never have able from America West Publishers; see 
October 8, 1992 on CNN World News, there “not seen” such an awe inspiring event back page for ordering information.] And 
was something that should make everyone and not written of it. I am sending along George and De&&, feeling very, very 
shake in their shoes. In Arizona, USA, a those pertinent to NOW, the others will be put upon, very sad, and now they will 
case of PNEUMONIC PLAGUE died. [H: there for later, Dr. Young, please, let me even get a nice lawsuit from the one in 
Hold, everybody here that? What did it know how much space [As muchas ittakes, point who wrote the book. 
mean to you? What have you heard .D.J., for translations praised so highly by I don’t care whether they like it oti 
about it? Audience: pneumonic or bu- Commander Hatonn], for I never imagined don’t like it, if it’s not truth, it’s ru& 
bonic? H: Is there a difference? Death so many would be printed and I realize fruthl Bgt, yourbl@willboilwhenyou 
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know that it & truth. It will tell you. 
You’ll know. And when you hear that 
you are headed for a war, you know 
there’s going to be one. You can lie to 
yourself and say, “Well, maybe we’ll 
avert it.” 

Is Nostradamus any different than 
Revelcrtions? Not a lot. Not a lot. It’s 
having to come into understanding of 
either onvou have to understand that 
enough of the information is written in 
the New Testament to literally pull ones 
away from the old Mosaic laws that were 
taught in the Tomb. This is where you 
had the Judaist approach and the Chris- 
tian approach. This is why those two are 
out here at opposite ends. 

So what happens? If you use-your 
mind you can see what happens. When 
those ones who had utilized, for their 
own benefit, those old laws, you can see 
from what is written that they made up 
most of them-because so many of the 
things would &have been the way that 
God functions if He is Goodness and 
Light. So you have to wonder, well, was 
He really Goodness and Light? 

Well, if you wonder about that then 
your journey is even harder because 
you’re going to have to do a lot more 
studying about Cod of Creation, who 
had capability of creating total perfec- 
tion, in working order and total balance, 
in an entire overall Universe, endless, 
infinite. Then surely He would not have 
been dumb enough to do some of the 
things attributed to Him. 

Nor would He need to get angry. He 
would just uncreateyou ifyou displeased 
Him! Or He might toy with you. - But 
does a Father literally tease His child 

whole manifested experience-that 
which you perceive to be real which is 
this that you can seemingly touch. 

Anyone who has had a good, vivid 
nightmare that wakes you up with your 
heart pounding and a scream on your 
lips, but so frightened that you cannot 
make a sound-when you awaken, it’s 
uemreal, isn’t it? And then your reason- 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

ing mind cuts in and you start picking it 
to pieces. “Oh, I was just dreaming!” 
What are you going to do to wake your- 
self from THIS one? What, in the world, 
are you going to do to awaken yourself 
from this illusion, this dream? 

Or, are you going to insist that your 
energy form, your Higher Mind, play it 
out? That’s all that we’re talking about. 

Important Announcements 
lo/25192 #l HATONN vice without thought to profits or anything 

EVICTION LOOMS 
beyond absolute “costs” and we shall con- 
tinue as, best can be done. I cannot see 
lessening the information flow but we must 

Dharma, my very heart goes out to you look at what we must face. It is not lack of 
that you have to serve in the midst of life love on the part of you readers-nor willing; 
going on with its slings and arrows hitting ness to share. It points out what agood job 
the mark. Readers, please allow this next the Adversary has done. You have either 
to serve as confirmation of the truth of the been convinced to go with *him” in your 
collusion and total lack of all justice in the investments (wherein you WILL lose it) or 
now-totally-controlled judicial system, The you have searched and been drained of 
attorney has called this morning to say your own assets or any number of other 
that the court has denied a stay on the case reasons, all ofwhich arevalid. Many ofyou 
of the property (dwelling) of Dharma and changed your support to Bo Grits and - 
E.J. This is without cause and none is other necessary things and so we have a 
offered-it simply states that it is poveT”- time of great difficulty which will not likely 
the eviction notice will be legally served lessen as the chains bind tighter and tighter. 
within 10 days. After all the struggle and We will certainly go on at the paper as long 
expenses it is too much with which to deal as we can. And, by the way, other things 
at this moment so let us allow for emotional that seem to stem from here-are NOT 
stability before packing the boxes AGAIN. CONNECTED TO PUBLICATIONS OR THE 
The world is hard, chelas-and basically PAPER-SO PLEASE, DO NOT BE CON- 
evil beyond your imaginings. I remind you CERNED. ALL THINGS, INVESTMENTS, 
regarding your own status in this “free’ ETC., ARE TOTALLY SEPARATED AND 
nation-you are already ‘had” and the full HAVE NO IMPACT. MUCH HAS BEEN 
intent is to own-hook, line and sinker- INVESTED INTO PUBLICATIONS, ETC., 

when it is painful to the child? Some, if ALL property, ALL assets AND YOU WILL BUT THAT WILL NOT BE IMPACTED IN 
they’re mean enough. But a Father that EITHER BE DEAD OR ENSLAVED! IT IS ANY WAY WHATSOEVER. IT IS THAT 
is always loving would not do that to His THE PLAN, AND THE EVIL BROTHER HAD THESE ONES HAVE PERSONALLY BOR- 
child. But a Father who is loving and CONTROL OF THE COURTS, THE LAW, ROWEDTHROUGH SUPPORTERS ONTHE 
responsible will require discipline of THE LAWMAKING, THE CONGRESS, THE PROPERTY IN POINT AND THAT IS NOW 
Himself and toward the child. ADMINISTRATIONANDYOURINDUSTRIAL EXHAUSTED FOR ALL PRACTICAL PUR- 

You have a situation where all along FOUNDATION IS SHATTERED AND ALL POSES-WITHOUT EVEN RESOURCESTO 
the way you were given the TRUTH as it THAT IS LEFT ARE THE FINAL COFFIN MAKE A MOVE-SO WE SIMPLY HAVE 
would be. These seers did not always NAILS. These people have put everything SOME HARD CONFRONTATIONS LOOM- 
understand their Spiritual Call, but did they had and were able to borrow into OUR ING IN FRONT FOR MY SCRIBE/ SPEAKER. 
the best they could with the threat of work, into the WORD and into the services THIS IS NOT COMPLAINT, ONLY PETITION 
death always overhanging them. It’s supporting that job. The sums borrowed FORPATIENCEASTHEY STRUGGLEWITH 
easier today, in this instance: There is are gone as were against the winning of the A PROBLE,M THAT NEVER SEEMS TO 
no way the threat of death can overhang house and therefore recourse is minimal to SUBSIDE. -SO BE IT. THANK YOU. 
me, Hatonn, and they know it. zilch in time to save anything. 

Now, they can threaten my sribe, my I have to tell you this because I cannot TO YOU EDITORS 
speaker, whoever it might be, but they ask more of these two and with the prob- 
lcnow that I have the right to respond in lems and untrue concerns of ones who PLEASE, sometimes I purposefuilywrite 
kind. And they know when you might were badly misled, I will not ask them to thought-provoking statements and ques- 
doubt. It’s always wise to know your give more into the “business” for assets of tions. “I ask that you not change them nor 
enemy. And my enemy knows me very other parties will be assured. I cannot interpret them for the readers. The READ- 
well. My enemy has neuer left sight of postpone giving you this information for ERS have aright and aneed to thinkabout 
his goals. you must realize that at this time JOUR- specific things, even unto the titles of our 

Most of my people have done so and NAL publication and the LBEJ?AToR do books-unless ‘1” choose to make expla- 
wallowed around in his game. And now not even break even. Perhaps there are nation! This is NOT reprimand, just re- 
you’re stuck with having to sort the fewer on God’sside than you thought? minder that I often have a far greater 
reality of your whole existence, your Every effort has been made to give ser- reason for much of what I say than will at . . 
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THE SURVIVAL STOREHOUSE 
2810 W. CHARLESTON BLVD, SUITE C6723 

IAS VEGAS, NV 89102-l 92 1 
For credit card orders Q&, call (800) 800-5565 

wn-4 

(Address) 

(State) (Zip code) (Telephone) 

Exp 
CREDIT CARD (Visa, Master Card or Discover) 

LlfE CRYS7=i4L UQZUD 
QUANTITY ITEM 

Two - 1 oz. dropper bottles 
COST PER 
$20.00 

TcYrAL 

1 Quart bottle $90.00 

TOTAL 

-L;lb cq&& l.iqt& price includes shipping’- 

CHLORELLA 
QUANTITY ITEM 

CHLORELLA (l/2 LB) 
(500 TABLETS/BOTTLE 500mg ea) 

COST PER 

$32.00 

TOTAL 

DISCOUNT: 
ORDER 1 O-l 9 BOlTLES & DEDUCT 10% 

LESS DISCOUNT 

ORDER 20 Boll-LES OR MORE 6 DEDUCT 15% (IF APPLICABLE) 

SHIPPING (SEE RATES BELOW) 

ALLOW 3-S WEEKS FOR DEUVERY 

TOTAL 
I 

SHIPPING RATES: 
I 

ORDER UPS 2ND DAY AIR NEXT DAY AIR 

GROUND STATES AlASKA/HAWAII STATES ALASKA/HAWAII 

s O-100 14.25 $5.00 $7.50 $12.00 s15.50 
s 101-200 $4.75 15.75 $9.00 $14.00 $17.00 
S 201-300 55.25 $6.00 s10.00 $16.00 $18.00 
$ 301-400 $6.00 $8.00 $12.00 $18.00 $21.00 
s 401-500 $6.50 s10.00 s15.00 $20.00 $23.00 
S 501-600 $7.00 $12.00 $18.00 $22.00 $25.00 
S 601-1000 $8.00 $15.00 $20.00 $26.00 $30.00 
$1001-2000 $9.00 $20.00 $26.00 $31 .oo $34.00 
$2001.3000 s 10.00 $24.00 $32.00 $36.00 $40.00 

Note: As a supplcmcnt(for one person): 1 ear’s sup ly = $160.00 
On a survival basis (for one person): 1 year’s supp y = $374. 0 (Includes discount) r P 

PLEASE ALLOW 3-S WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. SHIPPING PRICES APPLY TO USA ONLY. 

Dharma, it has been such a burdened 
week-end so far that I suggest we simply 
continue to write for a while and then allow 
closing for today so that you can visit with 
your children come to share and the time 
is limited. Of all ones I need to thank and 
apologize for such a heavy load-it is to 
you, precious, and I do not. However, 
chela, I do not take thee for granted nor 
without honor and appreciation. I cherish 
you beyond myself and, although you know 
as much, it needs to be said into your 
consciousness. It is hard to even touch the 
appreciation and brotherhood I feel and 
experience with you ones who are never 
from my side and for you who work from 
afar, seemingly without note or mention 
save ‘within”. Our tasks are so heavy and 
“time” limitations and ‘human limita- 
tions” are great. I bend, not my brow, but 
my knee unto you ones-sometime I shall 
tell you the difference in meaning. This is 
a far greater honor than bowing my head 
for this radiates glory-not shame! So be 
it. 

SEPTEMBER MORN 
ORGANIC GARDENING CONTACT 

This is one of those persons who end- 
lessly serves and from such a distance: 
Doe Hill, Virginia. So what does she, 
Carroll Eagle, have to do with anything? 
MUCH SERVICE IN BEHALF OF YOU 
WHO WOULD GROW (ORGANICALLY) 
AND SHARE YOUR FOODS IN FRIEND- 
SHIP OR ON THE MARKET. She has 
struggled against the FDA and vandals, 
drug dealers and hosts of other problems 
to continue to serve. She has even come 
from under her shelter of “individual 
sovereignty” to keep going in order to 
obtain a loan to repair damages to green- 
house, etc. But she prevails and contin- 
ues her task. 

The products of her labor are beauti- 
ful and perfect and I would ask that any 
and all of you who effort to grow organi- 
cally and especially if you *do business” 
of any kind with that produce-contact 
her. BUT, contact her with a gift of 
stamps, return envelopes, etc., for the 
price of the phone call or such-for it is 
too expensive to simply have loads of 
inquiring mail and not have the where- 
withal to respond. She has had to give 
everything to continue her work. We want 

first meet the eye. This comes to my restaurant. I KNEW that Madonna was to HELP, not further burden. I believe 
attention for last evening E.J. tried to deci- coming out with a major evil disaster and you will find she has a listing of services 
pher and rewrite into more clarity, a state- I needed to make a “point”. No offense (products), etc., and I shall not offer to 
ment I had just made regarding Truth. intended herein-but the information of share them herein but I do ask that as 
Often the errors are present in typographi- explanation was not accurate, Ed, and our workers get into varieties of green- 
cal misprints or deleted words, etc. But I never do we carelessly DO ANYTHING from house foods-GET HER INPUT. She needs 
ask that you not decipher that which is this sideoftheveil. But yes, I do attend ALL the assistance-AND YOU NEED THE 
intended for EACH to interpret. your meetings-even at Brewer’s! I sug- INPUT FOR YOU ARE NOT SOPHISTI- 

As to the labelofmybook-Ididnot use gest you just leave this writing in the CATED IN THE MANNER OF PRO- 
the title SEX AND THE LOTTERY because presentation for it needs no further expla- DUCTION. THIS is the way we join hands 
of a conversation of you ones in a local nation. Thank you. and #make it work”! 
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Contact her: 

CARROLL EAGLE 
(OR) SEPTEMBER MORN 

HC R2 Box 134 
DOE HILL, VA 24433 

* * * 
COMMENTS ON FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 

Now, for one last comment on supple- 
ments, etc: In our meeting (personal) yes- 
terday, we were asked about various things 
I write about and suggest as possible helps 
for your use. Hydrogen Peroxide was the 
first topic and I must again remind you: WE 
ARE NOT PRACTICING MEDICINE. WE 
ARE NOT IN THE PRACTICE OF LAW-if I 
see something that can greatly help you 
“feel” better and have a bit of better health- 
so shall I tell you about it. “CURE” is a 
word we do not use because it indicates we 
ARE practicing something without li- 
censing, etc. I shall not be “trapped” nor 
have any of my people “trapped” by some 
“sting” types of inquiries as to that which 
we do. WE GIVE WRITINGS ON MANY, 
MANY SUBJECTS. We do have ones who 
are willing to give extra service at great 
savings to you readers who wish to obtain 
items of which we speak or instructions 
where you might obtain same. 

If any of these ones open a”market” for 
the items, you will be informed. Meanwhile 
you can get Chlorella algae and Crystal Life 
Liquid products (at least temporarily) through 
THE ShWfi SlUREHOUSE. [ Seeprwious 
page for ordering infor7ndion] 

The Chlorella is offered from a resource 
which will be a major part of the actual 
growing in this area as the project for same 
is established. I do know that the price at 
present is incredibly low in comparison to 
anywhere else brought to our attention. 
The product is fully approved and ex- 
cellent-we simply chose not to wait for full 
production in the local facility (which could 
take two to three years) for offering you this 
food product. 

It is not magic-it is simply a ‘whole” 
product which offers good means of stor- 
age for survival needs and whole health. 
The LIBERATOR, as such, is not in any 
such business-the LIBERATOR is a pub- 
lication only. Thank you for allowing me to 
speak of these things-again. THERE MUST 
BE NO MISUNDERSTANDING OF OUR 
WORK HERE. WE OFFER WHAT WE CAN 
IN ORDER TO SERVE WHEN WE KNOW 
THE PRODUCT TO BE EXCELLENT BUT 
THERE IS NO FURTHER INVOLVEMENT. 
WE DO NOT SPEAK OF SOMETHING AND 
THEN NOT GIVE Y OU A PLACE TO OBTAIN 
THAT OF WHICH WE WRITE OR SPEAK. 

AS WE HAVE TIME FROM OUR SUB- 
JECTS IN WRITING, I SHALL GIVE YOU 
SOME GREATER INFORMATION ABOUT 
THESE ITEMS WHICH AID GOOD HEALTH, 
I.E.,LIFE CRYSTALS (CHONDRIANA), HY- 

DROGEN PEROXIDEUSED PROPERLY TO WITHOUT FULL LEGAL REGUIRE- 
ENHANCE CELL WHOLENESS-, AND MENTS-WE WORK FULLY WITHIN ALL 
OTHER THINGS WHICH ELUDE ME AT REGULATIONS AND GIVE NO EXCUSE 
PRESENT. I DO NOT THINK OF THESE FOR BREAKING AND ENTERING AND 
THINGS AS “SPECIAL” SO OFTEN I AM DESTROYING PROPERTY. WED0 NOTK- 
CARELESS ABOUT THEM. I SHALL EF- ING ILLEGAL, SUBVERSIVE, HIDDEN 
FORTTO BE MOREAWAREAS I SPEAKOF OR CLOSED. SO BE IT... You as individu- 
THINGS FOR I DO REALIZE THAT YOU als, of course, can do anything you wish 
NEED INFORMATION OF THOSE THINGS but these are the agreements of theimme- 
ALSO. MY ABSOLUTE AND TOTAL IN- diate persons who work in this vineyard.- 
TENT IS NEVER TO DO ANYTHING OR By the way-the enemy has far more po- 
WRITE ANYTHING THAT WOULD CAUSE tent weapons to use against you, so ifyour 
ANY SPECULATION OR FOCUS TO ANY- intent is to “defend” self against the “big 
THING WHICH MAY SO MUCH AS APPEAR boy” government/military, as I believe you 
AGAINST LAWS, RULES OR IN ANY MAN- have witnessed in Idaho-and-all over the 
NER WHATSOEVER BRING ONES world-then THAT is not the way to-beat 
AGAINSTYOU. I EVEN INSIST THAT ALL the enemy!!! “THAT” only gives the agent 
WORKERS IN MY PRESENCE-HAVE NO a reason substantiated in court-to shoot ._ 
FIREARMS OR WEAPONS ON PREMISES all present, including YOU! 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 

More History On 
The Mark Of The Beast 

10/25/92 #l HATONN 

MARK OF THE BEAST 
(Continuing from page 29) 

AGAIN QUOTING:(mostly) [H: Frankly, 
I am using a lot of “Biblical” stuff here 
so that you who consider your “Bible” to 
be your resource can feel more comfort- 
able in my own identity and prisence.] 

THESE REMARKABLE “BEASTS” 

For this we go to the seventh chapter 
of Daniel (Bible) and here now is where we 
start getting into these remarkable beasts. 

Daniel saw this vision himself. He 
said four great beasts came up from the 
sea, diverse from one another. As you 
know, the sea, as used in the Bible can also 
mean symbolically, the people in the “great 
mass “, “non-Israel” people. So out of the 
great mass of non-Israel people, the gentile 
empires in the true sense, you have four 
great beasts, different from one another. 

The first beast was like a lion and 
had eagle’s wings. DunieZ7 verse 4 says, “I 
beheld, till the wings thereofwere plucked, 
and it was lifted up from the earth, and 
made to stand upon its feet like a man, and 
the man’s heart was given to it.” 

The word “man” in this particular 
sentence is the Chaldean word =enashA, 
which is derived from the same root as your 
Hebrew word ‘enosh?-which distin- 
guishes the non-Adamic peoples from the 
Adamic. [H: This is equalIy as confusing 
and yet, readers, as I utilize a person’s 

material I am caused to use “his” lan- 
guage and interpretation lest ail you 
readers consider me and our work to 
represent something it doesn’t. I can- 
not interrupt to explain every disagree- 
ment-for it is the “CONCEPT” which is 
in point hereineot the specific word- 
ing. I, for instance, would never refer 
personally to any type of description on 
my own as “Adamic” vs. “non-Adamic”. 
It is a widely used description (incor- 
rect) but you ones demand man-pre- 
sented “truth” or you denounce my 
presentation. I have explained these 
points earlier in other writings so I 
cannot take time to pick this presenta- 
tion to pieces-1 want you to get the 
upicture” in uconcept” so that you can 
understand the “Mark of this Beast”, 
NOT WHO CALLS THEM SELVES uISRA- 
ELITES”UZIONIST8”AND/ORJEWSVS. 
GENTILES. THAT IS AN IMPORTANT 
POINT THAT WE HAVE CLARIFIED IN 
GREAT DETAIL FOR ALMOST THREE 
YEARS. YOU WILL HAVE TO GO DO 
YOUR HOMEWORK, PLEASE.] 

phe author explains:] So wherever 
the Adamic peoples are mentioned, the 
Hebrew word Adam is used. There is also 
the word “ish” which means simply a male 
person of any race, and is used sometimes, 
sometimes referring to Adamic people. But 
wherever the word “enoshA is used, it is 
speaking of non-Israel people and it is 
speaking generally in a rather derogatory 
sense. By mentioning this Chaldean word 
‘enash”, you remember that the Boo?c of 
Daniel is written partly in Hebrew and 
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partly in Aramaic. The portions of the book stamped the residue with the feet of it: and tered with a sword the empire of Assyria, 
that pertain to non-Israelite peoples are it was diverse from all the beasts that were which was north of Babylon, and that was 
written in the much more widely used before it; and it had ten hornsD (Daniel 7: of course done under the dominance of 
Aramaic language, which was spoken ev- 6-7) Media. Then Persia gained the dominance. 
erywhere, from southern Babylonia on up Remember what was said about that So it raised itself up on one side. In other 
through the Fertile Crescent, through fourth empire of Rome, the iron. “rhe words, Media and Persia were not equal, 
Assyria and Syria. In other words, it was fourth kingdom shall be strong as iron: they were the unequal power of two king- 
spoken everywhere in western Asia, other foreasmuch as iron breaks in pieces and doms in one. It also says there were three 
than in the earlier days in Palestine when subduesall these things: as iron that breaks ribs in its mouth. It conquered and ab- 
the related but not quite identical Hebrew all these, shall it break in pieces and sorbed three great empires-Assyria, 
language was used. bruise.” (Daniel 2:40) Babylon and Egypt-for identification here 

(H: My point is not to explain what Here again this beast had iron teeth, is unmistakable. [H: It also uproves” the 
this author “means”. But what is hap- was terribly strong, it devoured and brcke identity of the %hazars” as we have 
pening here is that the word acceptable in pieces and stamped upon the residue given you over and over again.] 
today is being avoided by the author with the feet of it, and it was diverse from The third empire, the third beast 
because HE KNOWS THAT THE WORD all the beasts that were before it. So here that came up out of the sea of these enosh 
“JEW” WAS COINED IN THE LATE 1700s again is a vision of the same succession of peoples, was like a leopard, and certainly 
AD.! THAT MEANS THAT THE AC- empires and again is making clear that this you could not have taken a better symbol, 
CEPTED WORDS AS ERRONEOUSLY was Rome, by a similarity of certain iden- with its swift striking, terrible power. It 
USED TODAY ARE NOT VALID. BUT tidying features and the symbolism of it. says it had four wings and four heads. In 
HOW DO YOU MAHE THE MASSES OF Then the Angel explained to Daniel the other words, already, while it was still a 
PEOPLE NOW ACCEPTING THE FALSE meaning of this vision. He said these great single empire under Alexander, it had in it 
WORDS UNDERSTAND? WE OF THE beasts, which are four, are four kings the seeds of this break-up into four parts, 
HOSTS HAVE THE SAME PROBLEM AS which shall arise out of the earth. and dominion was given unto it. Yes, 
WE RELAY INFORMATION TO YOU. I Daniel said, “Then I would know the dominion it certainly had. 
CAN ONLY SUGGEST THAT YOU UTI- truth of the fourth beast, which was di- Alexander conquered all that the 
LIZE THE SUGGESTION GIVEN IN THE verse from all the others, exceeding dread- previous empires had ruled. He occupied 
PRIOR WRITINGS-GET A”BIBLp DIC- ful, whose teeth were of iron, and his nails and conquered Egypt, then he went on to 
TIONARY AND STOP USING THE of brass: which devoured and broke in take over all that the empires of Assyria, 
WEBSTER’S VERSION TO IDENTIFY pieces, and stamped the residue with his Babylon and Medo-Persia had ruled, in- 
MEANINGS OF BIBLICAL WORDS. IT feet.” (Daniel 7: 19) So the Angel explains eluding portions of northern India. 
WILL HELP. IT IS NOT A SURE ANSWER it. Finally, there was the fourth one, a 
TO TRUTH, HOWEVER, FOR SO MUCH “Thus he said: The fourth beast shall beast that was dreadful, terrible, strong 
IS CHANGED IN INTERPRETATION AND be the fourth kingdom upon the earth, exceedingly, and he would devour the whole 
MISTRANSLATION.] which shall be diverse from all kingdoms, earth. Well, it covered all the then known 

Daniel’s vision of the first of these and shall devour the whole earth, and shall world, all that was civilized enough to be 
beasts that came out of the sea was like a tread it down, and break it in pieces, And known at that time, all but the eastern- 
lion, the eagle’s wings were plucked off, it the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten most portion of the earlier empire. Rome 
was made to stand erect on its hind feet like kings that shall arise: and another shall didn’t penetrate into Afghanistan, or as 
an enosh man, and was given the heart of rise after them; and he shall be diverse they called it Bactria then, or Egypt; but it 
an enosh man. [H: Can y ou s:86 the from the first, and shall subdue three had everything west of that. 
already apparent interpretation? This kings.” (Daniel 7:23-24) Rome also had what the other em- 
indicate6 the ~pluching off or “strip- Now you can go into some further pires had never had: it had all of Europe 
ping” of the flight wings of man’s own symbolism in here, if you need to follow except Germany. It had northern Africa, 
higher beingness into a trapped Uthing” this up, but for the present we don’t. We but was excluded from all the principal 
without capability of rising into his have identified previously these different lands then occupied by the people of Israel. 
higher beingness. Right there you have kingdoms and this succession of empires, It only overran England where the Israel 
the truth about the coming of man to so I am not going to bother trying to identify people were as yet very few in number, 
your planet-as he became separated each of the ten horns, and so forth, now. because the bulk of the Israel people had 
from his GOD-given capabilities of expe- We have other things to cover. not come into England. There was just a 
rience. We call ourselves the uBird Let us now go back. The first king- tiny handful there, before the withdrawal 
Tribes” for we are your brothers who dom was like a lion, and you remember, in of the Roman legions. 
still have the knowledge of capability of the vision of the great statue, it was the He said this beast would break in 
“flight” by whatever label you calI it.] head which was of gold, superior to the pieces and devour all things. Remember, 

“And behold another beast, a set- others in its degreeofculture. Likewise the Daniel 2 verse 40 says, “The fourth king- 
ond, like to a bear, [H: Important!] and it power, the lion being the most powerful of dom shall be strong as iron: forasmuch as 
raised up itselfonone side, and it had three the great beasts, it was a great military iron breaks in pieces and subdues all 
ribs in the mouth of it between the teeth of power with high civilization, but with only things: as iron that breaks all these, shall 
it; and they said unto it, Arise, devour the characteristics of the enosh. They it break in pieces and bruise.” 
much flesh. After this I beheld, and lo lacked in power the spiritual capacity of Then Daniel said this fourth beast 
another, like a leopard, [H: Also very im- the people of Israel-with all their faults. was diverse, or different, from all that went 
portant.] which had on the back of it four The second kingdom, you remem- before it. It was. It originated as a republic. 
wings of a fowl; the beast also had four ber, was like a bear, and it raised itself up Now remember, while republicswere known 
heads; and dominion was given to it. After on one side. Well, that is the Medo-Persian in Greece before this time, they were small 
this I saw in the night visions, and behold Empire, originally Media, north of Persia cities; they were not great empires. This is 
a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and proper, which was the leading kingdom the first time in all history that you had a 
strong exceedingly; and it had great iron during the first stage of this empire. And as republic rising to tne power of aconquering 
teeth: it devoured and broke in pieces, and they expanded westward, they first shat- empire. . _ . 
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As a kingdom Rome kept its identity in came to power later, absorbing Media. Con- forth a man child, who was to rule all nations 
force after the death of even its most powerful ceming the rough goat, the cultured Greeks with a rod of iron: and her child was caught 
kings. The others tended to weaken and despised all Macedonians as being barbar- up unto God, and to his throne.” 
sometimes even break up, when agreat and ians. Of course the Greeks despised abso- That woman unquestionably is Israel, 
powerful king died. But in Rome you had a lutely everybody else in the world as being becauseyouhaveherearepetitionofJoseph’s 
continuity of the empire as such, for these barbarians, because they recognized only dream. Back in the Book ofGenesis, it says 
many centuries. two classes: Greeks and barbarians. this about Joseph: %nd he dreamed yet 

This next vision now obviously con- Anyway, theGreekslookeddownupon another dream, and told it to his brethren, 
cems the same four empires, but now you the Macedonians, maybe more than some of and said, Behold, I have dreamed a dream 
have a tie-in with the Book of Revekzlion, the others, because these were a rough, more;and, behold, the sunandthemoon and 
because you have these four beasts rising out tough bunch, “And when he was strong, the the eleven stars made obeisance to me. And 
of the sea. As we shall note when we get to the great horn was broken”- Alexander died at he told it to his father, and to his brethren: 
Book ofRevelation., where John was given a the very height of his power, 323 B.C. and his father rebuked him, and said unto 
vision, it was one beast which rose out of the You remember, in the earlier vision of him, ‘What is this dream that thou hast 
sea, but the one beast combined in itself the the four beasts that came out of the sea, dreamed? Shall I and thy mother and thy 
characteristics of the first four. So obviously Alexander had been compared there to a brethren indeedcome to bowdownourselvesto 
you have a connection there which can not be leopard. I take this, that I am going to read thee to the earth? And his brethren envied him, 
overlooked. now, from The Wg ofNations, published but his father obse~ed the sayit@’ (Genesis 

By way of more confirmation of this by P.F. Collier and Sons: =Alexanderwas one 37:9-l 1). 
order, in the eighth chapter of Daniel, he was of the generals who won by rapid strokes and The sun and the moon obviously repro- 
given another vision, of a ram and a goat. He daring expedience. His long marches were sented Joseph’s father, Ismel, and his mothen 
said, ‘Then I lifted up mine eyes, and saw, perhaps the most characteristic part of his elevenstarsofcourse, Josephhimselfbeingthe 
and, behold, there stood before the river a career. Urged on by him, his army seemed to twelfth. Sonowyou haveawomanclothedwith 
ram which had two horns: and the two horns be able to annihilate time and space. The thesun,themoonunderherfeet,upon herhead 
were high; but one was higher than the other, rapidity of their motion was almost incred- a crown of twelve stars, and probably talking 
and the higher came up last. I saw the mm ible. He was on the spot when his enemies about%mel~. Thenyoureadin Reue&ion12:2 
pushingwestwardandnorthwardandsouth- believed him to be still hundreds of miles thatthewomanwasabouttogivebirthtoachild, 
ward; so that no beasts might stand before away, and when once arrived, Alexander had and it says in RewMon2:5 *...who was to rule 
him, neither was there any that could deliver an eagle eye for seizing the moment to strike. all nations with a rod of iron”, a child who was 
out of his hand; but he did according to his He hardly ever made a mistake. His attacks, caught up to the throne of God. 
will, and became great. And as I was consid- however reckless, succeeded to a miracle.” Of course that child, it would seem who 
ering, behold, and the goat came from the So Alexander is compared to the leop- wastoruleallnationsismostlikelythe Christed 
west on the face of the whole earth, and ard. The leopard is not a big animal. It is child you call Jesus (Esus). He was born of 
touched not the ground; and the goat had a terrifically stmngfor its size. It isextmmelyfast, course, aswearemmindedby PaukHecame, as 
notable horn between hiseyes. And he came to and it makes its attacks injust that way. Now, far as the “flesh” is concerned, of the place 
the ram that had two horns, which I had seen ‘%ourkingdoms shallstandupoutofthenation, recognized as %rael”, of a tribe tirn that area 
standingbeforetheriver,andranintohiminthe but not in his pow@. All the members of the And, so far as ruling all nations, we mad in 
ftuyofhispower.And1sawhimcomecloseunt.o familyofAlexandertheGmatwemassas&ated Revelcdion19verses11,15and 16:“AndIsaw 
the ram, and he was moved with anger against in the struggle for power. heaven opened, and behold awhite home; and 
him, and broke his two horns: and themwas no Egvpt was taken over by his general, he that sat upon him was called Faithful and 
powerinthe~tostandbeforehim,buthecast Ptolemy I. Thrace, the old Macedonia and True, and in righteousness he doth judge and 
himdowntothegmundandstampeduponhim, Greece, wastaken overby Lysimachus. Syria makewar. Andoutofhismouthgoethasharp 
and there was none that coulddeliver the ram and Asia Minor went to Ant&onus. And sword, thatwith it he should smite the nations: 
out of his hand. Therefore the he-goat waxed Cappadociaand Paphlagonia, whichwere east- and he shall rule them with a md of iron: and 
vq great: and when he was strong the great em Turkey and the amas inland to the south of wrath of Almighty God. And he has on his 
homwas broken; and for it came up four notable it, went to Eumenes. And it says “. . . not in his vestumandonhisthighanamewritten, Kingof 
ones toward the four winds of heaven: (LWzieZ pow&, that is, it was not an orderly division of kings, and Lord of lords.” 
8:3-8). SotheAngelgiveshimtheexplanationof theempim,buteachquatt.erwassimplysiezed As to being caught up to the throne of 
this. bythelocalcomman derashisownindependent God, in Hebrews 12 verse 2 it says (consider- 

Now remember, this is prophecy before it act. So, the accuracy of Daniel’s vision hem is ingvaried translations), “Looking unto Jesus 
happened. This is while Babylon was still at the beyond question. Now we am beginmng to get the author and finisher of our faith; who for 
apex of its power. The Angel says, ‘The ram into what the symbolism of this thing must in the joy that was set before Him endured the 
which thou sawest having two horns am the probability mean. cross, despising the shame, and is set down 
kings of Mediaand Persia And the rough goat Let us turn now to the twelfth chapter of at the right hand of the throne of God.” And 
is the king of Gre& and the great horn that is Reddion (Reuekdion 12: l-5): “And there a.p as Jesus Himself says, in Reuetiasoffed 
betweenhiseyesisthefirstking. Nowthatbeing peamd a great wonder in heaven; a woman in chapter3 verse 21, “to him that ovemometh 
broken, whereas four stood up for it, four king- clothed with the sun, and the moon under her will I gmnt to sit with Me in My throne, even as 
domsshallstandupoutofthenation,butnotin feet,anduponherheadacrownoftwelvestars: I also overcame, and am set down with My 
his power.” ( LkmieZ 8:20-22) andshebeingwithchilduied,ttavailinginbirth, FatherinHisthmne.” 

Thiswaswritten some time in the middle and pained to be delivered. And there appeared 
third of the 500’s B.C.-545, somewhere in another wonder in heaven; and behold a great END OF QUOTING FORTHIS SEGMENT. 
there, and the fall of Babylon did not come red dragon, having seven heads and ten 
until about 538 B.C. So this was two centu- horns, and seven crowns upon his heads. l ** 

ries before the rise of Alexander the Great. And his taildrew the third part of the starsof MaythepeaceofGODgowithyou,chelas,as 
Note again the accuracy of prophecy. The heaven, and did cast them to the earth: and the insight comes into thine consciousness for 
ram had two horns, Media and Persia, both the dragon stood before the woman which though the way m haxdandcastwith 
were high but one was higher, and the higher was ready to be delivered, for to devour her barriers-so shall the goal be wondrous. 
one came up last. Persia was the one that child as soon as it was born. And she brought Hatonn to stand by. Salu. 
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